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Chapter 1: Introduction
This dissertation is an ethnographic account of a small village in Southern Pakistan.
It situates women’s lives, experiences, their perception of the changes occurring
around them in order to understand the processes involved in their attainment of
education and reproductive healthcare. It explores the ways in which South Asian
rural women understand the notion of modernity. Furthermore, if there are emic
descriptions of theoretical paradigms such as modernity or modernization, what
descriptive avenues are women taking to describe that change? I argue that a
demographic shift triggered by enhanced means for girls education and reproductive
healthcare have created the right environment for exegesis of unwritten cultural
codes even among the ultra conservative Pathan community in this village and it is
that reevaluation that is enforcing a gradual ‘bargaining with patriarchy’ in women’s
lives (Kandiyoti, 1988). The key questions at the heart of this research are:
What processes are involved as women reach out for education and reproductive
health resources? What logic and values guide their efforts? If religion combined
with culture and patriarchy has substantially undermined women’s autonomy, then is
the relationship quantifiably evident in the number of women seeking and attaining
locally available means of education and contraceptive health?
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These questions are specifically interesting when juxtaposed against the
unique nature of social makeup and kin-structures among the Pathan people in
Sheherpind. Each Pathan group such as the Niazi’s, the Orakzai, the Mohmand, the
Achakzai, and others recognize themselves as a separate tribe within the larger
Pathan race and each trace back their heritage to ancient Afghan kings. Some
families trace their lineage all the way back to biblical times and relate to the Prophet
Yusuf (known in the bible as Joseph), a claim most Pathans all over South Asia
adhere to and respect (Barth, 1974). Described anthropologically, what Pathans
understand as a ‘tribe’ is actually a unique descent group ‘with a common ancestor
that goes beyond two generations’ (Nanda and Warms, 1991:171). Each descent
group, such as the Niazi further divide themselves into clans ‘that share related
patrilineal descent to a known ancestor’ (Nanda and Warms, 1991). The participants
in this study identify themselves primarily as ‘Niazi’ and then more intimately as
members of one of many clans residing in each village such as Abba-Khel, ShermanKhel, Watta-Khel and others. For women in the community, their patrilineal identity
plays a role in their social status only prior to marriage. Once married, women refer
to their roles, status and worldviews only as related to their affinal relationships and
often make choices, particularly, to fit into the political and social worldview
preferred by their affinal clan.
The Origins of this Research
The seeds for this research were planted in 2007 when I returned to my native
community after graduate studies in the US for several years. I have ethnic and
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familial affinity with the target population as the Niazi descent group is closely knit
and there is abundant intermarriage and virilocality (Nanda, 1991). Even though my
immediate family settled in Islamabad (the nation’s capital) in 1980, we were raised
to accept our “true” identity as one closely tied to the customs of our ancestral
village. The socioeconomic dynamics of my family heritage were unique too since
my parents fell into the working-class-lower-income bracket in the city but back in
the village our family had considerable social and political clout. It was in this
contrast that I always observed the village class structures and noticed that my urban
residence afforded me better opportunities for education and someday a professional
career. That notion might have been true for the village of my youth but certainly
does not apply as exigently to the existing urbanizing trends in this community. In
many ways, the village that seemed to exist in my imagination in a state of stagnancy
now appeared to be taking on new traditions and values, with new identities being
constructed but I had no certainty as to the nature of that change.
Returning to Sheherpind after three years of graduate studies abroad, I had
the opportunity to meet with the woman who had worked in our ancestral home
throughout my childhood. This woman named Meeran had a special place in my
childhood because her daughter was born the same day I was born and out of respect
for my parents, she had named her daughter ‘Rani’—a nickname my grandparents
had already picked for me. As Rani and I grew older, I realized my grandmother
deeply resented a peasant’s daughter sharing a name with me and I was often told not
to play with her. That tension over something so mundane turned out to be my first
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awakening to the rigidity of class and caste hierarchies in Sheherpind and invoked a
deep sense of injustice in my heart. I often pondered over the impossible odds
stacked up against me because of the restrictions in mobility and access to education
my culture offered, but wondered even more about what would happen to my peers,
girls like Rani, who was at an even higher disadvantage than I was. Meeting Meeran
after such a long time, I inquired about Rani and expected to hear that she was
married several years back and is now raising children in a nearby village. To my
surprise, Meeran informed me that although her husband is still a peasant and she
continues to work in various homes, her daughter Rani (now aged 26) has an
undergraduate degree in Science and has accepted a teaching position in a school
nearby. Knowing the rigid customs of this community and having been an observer
to patriarchal controls women have been subjected to, the information seemed
outstandingly significant to me. The conversation left me with a lot of questions that
needed in-depth inquiry and ethnographic analysis of the significance and causes of
any possible shifts in traditional practices in Sheherpind. I noticed that local people
referred to educated women, especially those who dressed nicely in trendy clothing,
as ‘being modern’. The reference invited an even deeper curiosity in my mind about
what ‘modernity’ or ‘being modern’ looks like in a village like Sheherpind.
Two years later, I joined the PhD program in Anthropology at Oregon State
University with a particular focus on learning the distinctive aspects of “insider” or
emic and “outsider” or etic descriptions of cultural phenomenon. This training as an
ethnographer has enabled me to articulate the kind of inquiries I need to make in
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order to depict the true nature of socio-cultural change in my native village. Does
Rani’s departure from the traditional practices of limited education and early
marriage for girls in this village indicate an isolated matter or does it signify a trend?
Are there changing perceptions of a daughter’s place in the family, is the change
pertinent to any particular ethnic or class identity or has the trend more uniform
connotations? Where does modernity, autonomy or empowerment fit into this
picture? How does Purdah; a longstanding pallbearer for women’s mobility in the
village coincide with any change occurring at the perfunctory level?
Even as the questions gain more clarity in my mind, the purpose for returning
to Sheherpind and conducting research on local women regarding issues of gender
based autonomy and modernization driven social change has gone through a process
of refinement and evolution. I feel privileged for being in an academic setting where
new theoretical paradigms are continuously being postulated; new perceptual
directions are being drawn and young scholars like me get the chance to express
views that are as guided by lived experiences as by pedagogical influences. My
earlier explanations for women’s lack of freedom and access to education in the
village as I was growing up were all related to the community’s combined adherence
to a more strict interpretation of Islamic norms. The age old explanation for
difference in rural and urban customs—even those pertaining to women in the same
family was that Islam compels purdah, and purdah in return guides women to stay
segregated within the protection of the household and this protection could entail
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controlling all movements: to schools, hospitals, market places etc. De Souza
(2004:66) explains Purdah as:
The act of seclusion of women… from public exposure by means of
such partition as the veil and walled enclosures as well as screens
and curtains within the home.
I started exploring particular notions of human agency in feminist scholarship that
locate the political and moral autonomy of the subject in the face of power—
especially when brought to bear on the study of women involved in patriarchal
religious traditions such as Islam. This study of feminist perspectives helped me
realize that religiosity is as relative as agency or power and that examining
modernity through religiosity's filter has the potential for homogenizing the study
population. While acknowledging the deep-rooted significance of Islam in the way
social behavior is guided by cultural beliefs and values, I now understand religiosity
to be an embedded element of culture in rural Pakistan. What is more significant for
this research is to observe how modernity and tradition are interacting in rural
settings, away from urban metropolitan hubs of globalized cultures where patriarchal
norms are facing gradual challenges from rapidly delineating lines between urban
and rural living. My contention is that Sheherpind and other such rural habitats are
rapidly urbanizing. Communication, transportation, infrastructure, and overall access
to the outside world are improving so undeniably that the notion of Sheherpind as a
‘remote’ village is not just outdated; it is practically redundant. This position is
guided by contemporary discourse on 'alternative modernities' where scholars like
Dirlik (2002), Chakrabarty (2006) and Mohanty (2002) understand transformative
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trends in rural living as proof of "Glocalization" i.e. communities that 'internalize
globalization' while maintaining strong convictions in their local identity.
The Research Site
My research embeds itself into the everyday living of a rural village in
Southern Punjab, Pakistan: some 125 miles from Islamabad. Sheherpind is a
pseudonym inspired by the ethnographic research conducted in a similar town in
India by my advisor and mentor Dr. Sunil Khanna who named his village
‘Shahargaon’ meaning ‘city-village’. The idea was to study a quintessentially rural
community that has all the trappings of an urbanizing town and record the change in
people’s lives through their own narratives.
Sheherpind is a village of about 12,0001 inhabitants in the heart of district
Mianwali—administratively marked into a rural section and a town section, the
village shows a clear contrast of extremely poor, agrarian rural culture against a
more small business driven and relatively urban ‘town’ culture. The demarcation line
however is clearly drawn around the Mianwali-Sarghodha highway that passes
through the town, bringing with it business opportunities, public and private schools
and more recently interest from European telecom companies to spread their network
through cell towers into rural hubs. The following map (Figure 1) locates Mianwali
district on the Southern edge of the Punjab province.

1

These are dated figures based on the latest census conducted in the country in 1998.
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Figure 1: Map of Sothern Punjab

The following table breaks down key demographic aspects of the district as recorded
during the 1998 national census in Pakistan.
1Table: Government of Pakistan’s 1998 Census Profile of District Mianwali
MIANWALI DISTRICT AT A GLANCE
Area

5840Sq.Kms.

Population - 1998

1056620 persons

Male

530311 (50.19%)

Female

526309 (49.81 %)

Sex Ratio (males per 100 females)

100.8

Population Density

180.9 per Sq. Km

Urban Population

220010 (20.82%)

9

Rural Population

836610 (79.18 %)

Average Household Size

7.1

Literacy Ratio (10 +)

42.8%

Male

63.8 %

Female

22.1 %

Population - 1981

711529 persons

Average Annual Growth Rate (1981 - 98)

2.35 %

Total Housing Units

148837

Pakka2 Housing Units

96232 (64.65%)

Housing Units with Electricity

97395 (65.44 %)

Housing Units with Piped Water

34587(23.24 %)

Housing Units using Gas for Cooking

5776 (3.88 %)

Administrative Units

3 Tehsils, 60 Union Councils, 1
Municipal Committee, 7 Town
Committees.

3

Sheherpind’s ethnic and caste makeup is important because the Mianwali district is
home to a number of castes and identities. Caste in the local context refers to
hierarchical social divisions based on generational involvement in a
trade/occupation, leading to an identity that is passed on with each generation.
Sheherpind and its adjacent villages have the largest concentration and majority of
2
3

Houses built with bricks and concrete.
http://www.census.gov.pk/PUNJAB/MIANWALI.htm
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the Niazi descent group who’s caste is Pathan. According to the latest census carried
out in 1998, the population of the district is split into four main groups: the
predominant Niazi group who are mainly present in the river bank areas of Mianwali
Tehsil and Isakhel Tehsil; the Awans who reside mainly in the Salt Range areas of
Kalabagh in Isakhel Tehsil. The Jat and Baloch are settled in the ‘Thal’ desert
region. Other smaller groups include Qureshi, Arayeen, Makhdoom, Khattak and
Miana families. The district also has descendants of refugees from East Punjab and
Haryana in India, who settled here after partition.
Urbanization in Sheherpind:
Villages such as Sheherpind are flooded with evidence of modern innovation and
technology, scientific and social advancement, improvements in standards of living
while still accompanied by strict purdah, gender discrimination, feudal land
ownership, as well as class conflict. In the seven years since I left Sheherpind, the
local education system has seen unprecedented growth with two public elementary
schools, for boys and girls each, six private tuition centers, two higher secondary
schools, one government degree college for women, a military post graduate institute
for both girls and boys and an internationally recognized private engineering college
called NAMAL Institute affiliated with the University Of Bradford—all within a 20
mile radius. Similarly, in 2010, Mianwali city (15 kms from Sheherpind) had 1284
female medical doctors operating private clinic facilities and collaborating with the
district health unit's team of 1862 LHV or lady health visitors—a sharp contrast from

4

Information received from the office of the District Nazim (Sep 9, 2011)
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the 1970s when the entire village was served by a hakim (a non-traditional healer).
Pakistan demographic survey of 2009 reveals that 1 in 3 individuals in rural Punjab
use cell phones and the average cost of placing a long-distance phone call is reduced
to PKR 2.5 per minute. These advancements are occurring simultaneously within
patriarchal practices of early marriages or wanni (the practice of giving a daughter in
marriage to a member of the bereaved family in a dispute in order to avoid bloodshed
between feuding parties) and son preference, in addition to some of the unfortunate
outcomes of a patriarchal social system such as, domestic abuse and violence against
women. Sheherpind is hence an ideal setting to learn how women see their changing
environment and to examine processes guiding women’s access to education and
health care resources.
It is important to note however, the specificities of working with Saraiki
speaking Pathan women. Sheherpind's ethnic makeup of Khans, Maliks, Arayeen,
Muhajirs and Kammis puts Khans or Pathans at the top of the socio-political as well
as ethnic hierarchy. Pathans of the Saraiki-speaking region differentiate from the
Pushtu-speaking region in their sedentary feudal land ownership. However, they
have invariable similarities, including the extended tribal clan in terms of social
practices such as purdah, cultural practices of early marriages, the role of the wali
(the legal guardian or custodian of a woman responsible for arranging her marriage
and settling all matters pertaining to her life), the position of the patriarchal elder,
patrilocal and arranged marriage system, dowry and inheritance laws, giving
daughters as blood-money (wanni), as well as a strict prohibition of intermarriage
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across caste lines. Understanding the socio-economic hierarchy as it applies to
Pathan women is also important because of the way it impacts women in a
contradictory fashion—their status against women from other castes is at once
alleviated, yet they are subjected to intense patriarchal control by men in their own
family. Feudal land holdings, trade and agricultural domination, affords Pathan
women considerable power over dependent peasant communities. It is my hope that
studying any discernable changes in Pathan women’s perceptions, worldviews and
positionalities on key areas of social change will be of fundamental significance in
predicting trends among other ethnic groups who often imitate the examples of the
dominant group. Studies of Saraiki-speaking Pathan women are rare and dated at
best, leaving a significant gap in understanding of the dynamic nature of changes
occurring in a politicized region of Pakistan.
Theoretical Paradigms that Guide this Research
This dissertation research is interested in establishing a culturally informed
model of modernity in Sheherpind from the vantage point of a select group of
women in the community. The model is built on a grounded theory approach that
evaluates demographic markers against women’s narratives in order to contribute
more contemporary ethnographic perspectives towards postmodern feminist theory.
The study describes cultural phenomenon in 'emic' terms and does not measure it
against any prescribed external standard. If women are not able to access available
education and contraceptive health resources, what impediments hold them back? If
they do obtain education and contraceptive health, what processes guide that access
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and could it be translated into an agentive, autonomous action. The theoretical
impetus for answering these questions is to explore alternative modalities of
autonomy as well as modernity that are perhaps contradictory to a modernist
evaluative criterion. I also present a reconfiguration of what contraceptive choices
are available, how they are perceived and if there are any visible patterns of
preference and why. The research design includes ‘Lady Health Visitors’ (LHVs) as
research assistants who serve as primary health care providers for many women in
Punjab. These assistants helped decipher women's rationale behind seeking
contraception, choosing a particular option and the variety of ways such decisions
impact their social standing.
Patriarchy and its complex underpinnings constitute a central broad theme
throughout this research as it elicits women’s opinions on what forces shape and
guide their behavior. Gottfried (1996) defines patriarchy as a social system
characterized by uneven gender roles whereby men establish themselves as the
primary authority figure central to social organization, with significant control over
family and resources. The concept is tied in with feminist theory but has been
criticized for not being able to deal with historical and cross-cultural variations in the
forms of women's subordination. Developing theories to explain how gender
inequalities have their roots in ideologies of gender difference and a hierarchical
gender order, feminist theoretical concepts of patriarchy are able to challenge gender
inequality and explain the gendered division of labor in private and social spheres
(Seidman, 1994). Walby (1990) reveals how patriarchy operates to achieve and
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maintain the gender-based inequalities essential for the subordination of women—
highlighting the alternating affect of this control in the private and public domain.
Walby’s (1990) explanation underscores the relationship between women’s
subordination and their complicity in supporting, reflecting, and maintaining
patriarchy itself. Such interpretation of women’s existence under systems of
patriarchy is somewhat rigid and incognizant of any avenues for agency and
collective will power to negotiate meaningfully a progressive pathway. My
ethnographic fieldwork highlights just such pathways as narrated by native rural
women themselves—and makes attempts to describe ‘Patriarchy’ within the
historical and cultural context particular to Sheherpind, while being cross-culturally
relevant to similar societies across the world.
The interpretation of socio-demographic data in this study has been heavily
guided by existing post-modern and post-colonial feminist discourse. Marcia
Inhorn’s ethnographic study (1994) of Egyptian Muslim women, illustrates
patriarchy in its social context whereby relations of power and authority over women
are institutionalized and legitimated by somewhat complicit acceptance by society.
Other researchers have added to the postmodern discourse on patriarchy and gender
relations, indicating dual strategies for institutionalizing controls over women—
strategies that are exclusionary in the private domain and segregationist in the public
sphere (Spivak, 1988; Mohanty, 1988; Narayan, 1997). Power in institutions is used
collectively rather than individually, and the segregationist strategy pursued in the
public arena maintains the exclusionary strategy used in private that in turn supports
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the segregationist strategy used in public. This theoretical framework divulges
unique perplexities in behavior if juxtaposed against Judith Butler’s arguments on
processes of subjection that regulate gender and class (Butler, 2004). Her distinction
between normative and symbolic behavior reveals interesting avenues for
questioning if ‘schemas’ developed historically as normative structures to control
women are now becoming more symbolic facades of male hegemony behind which,
modernity is subtly but categorically at work. This approach has been foundational in
formulating quantitative and qualitative inquiries during my fieldwork, that elucidate
how patriarchy has found a necessary meeting place in modernity within the context
of Sheherpind village whereby women are finding more opportunities for mobility,
education and overall social integration even if the process still requires symbolic
sanctioning from the male patriarch.
While primarily concerned with processes of modernization, my
ethnographic work sheds light on alternative explanations for anthropological
phenomenon such as women’s agency and empowerment as well. It spans new
avenues to describe women’s autonomy and agency within the targeted population.
Often described as ‘control over their lives’ (Mumtaz and Salway, 2009; p: 58),
autonomy is a multidimensional concept carrying several inter-connected domains of
decision making for women including physical, economic, social and emotional
authority (Jejeebhoy and Sathar, 2001). Derived from Foucault’s (1980) notion of
‘systemizing power’, agency is the concept that each individual within a culture has
the ability to determine and choose by free will his/her actions, beliefs and
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behavior—which contrasts with unilineal assumptions of human behavior as
confined by nature or custom. While autonomy as a structural paradigm to study
women’s reproductive and social behavior has been widely applied to
anthropological scholarship in South Asia—its cultural incongruity has also been
established within kinship-based entitlements where women do not relate to
individualistic interpretations of power or agency (Mumtaz and Salway, 2009;
Jeffery, Jeffery and Lyon, 1989). As researchers critically evaluate the usefulness of
autonomy as a dynamic concept interchangeable with empowerment (Presser and
Sen, 2000; Kabeer, 2000) or a static phenomenon concerned with women’s access or
control over material resources (Dyson and Moore, 1983; Kishore, 2000), my
ethnographic research fills the need for an emic description of autonomy that relates
to women’s lived experiences within their cultural contexts. Building on Agarwala’s
and Lynch’s quantitative measurement of the reliability of previously studied
domains of autonomy (2006, p 2078), I have focused on women’s reflexive
narratives of perceptions of autonomy and study its predicators in two specific
domains – access to education and reproductive healthcare. All inquiries pertaining
to women’s agency, autonomy, relationship with patriarchy and even their
description of ‘self’ have been made to explore the relationship between local
histories, cultural traditions, and women’s perception of changing times and
behaviors in a modernizing world.
Modernity driven social change is a critically central theme in this study.
Pursuant to my quest for ‘emic’ perspectives, modernity is also defined in its local
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social context describing ‘progressive forces’ promising to reveal (Rosenau, 1992: 5)
new social and philosophical conditions along with fundamental new challenges. The
two avenues for studying modernity driven social change in Sheherpind are women’s
access to education and their access to family planning and reproductive health care
options. Both aspects are studied through critical insights into existing qualitative
and quantitative frameworks of correlation that are specific to the South Asian
region. Jejeebhoy (1995) establishes a direct correlation between women’s
education, their autonomy and subsequent reproductive behavior and finds that while
the relationship between education and reproductive health is usually inverse, there
are conditions that lead to non-inverse outcomes. That specific correlation has also
previously been studied in a quantitative measurement of Pakistani women’s
decision autonomy and mobility autonomy as two independent domains and then
relating these measurements to their education and contraceptive use respectively
(Saleem and Bobak, 2005). Iqbal et. al, (2005) have studied religiosity as a political
derivative of fertility and contraceptive behavior in urban working class women in
Pakistan— illustrating how religion as a political force, applied through media’s
efficient access to the masses could alter seemingly autonomous choices. The
impetus on studying education and contraceptive behavior as a determining factor in
understanding autonomy within conservative settings adds credence to Kaufman’s
(2009) assertion that increased awareness through education could be the ultimate
deciding factor in improving women’s empowerment status as well as reproductive
health in Muslim societies. My research highlights the nature of relationship between
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women’s perception of acceptable behavior according to culture and faith and their
expression of autonomy and agency in order to interact with forces of modernity and
progressive change.
Corresponding with all these concepts is the more contemporary notion of
modernity in Islam. Modernity and modernization are somewhat contested terms in
contemporary Islamic discourse. Modernization, the introduction into society of the
artifacts of contemporary life such as communications, technology, or household
equipment, has permeated into virtually all societies including the Islamic world
(Khalid, 2010). But modernity, a way of thought and of living in the contemporary
world and of accepting change, as part of political and cultural processes by
integrating new ideas into society, may not always be present. Munir (2003) suggests
that societies are taking a ‘reformist’ agenda to respond to the undeniable vigor of
modernity in post-globalization era and previous ‘fundamentalist’ approaches are
rapidly becoming sidelined within the Muslim diaspora. Notwithstanding the pitfalls
of overly generalizing about rural women in South Asia, a large body of literature
highlights two key characteristics associated with rural populations in the region.
First, that a patriarchal context including patriarchal interpretations of history guides
customs, norms, and behavior in the region. Second, that the concept of autonomy is
a contested notion in its applicability to rural women’s ontology, especially since
women in this region do not recognize ‘independent’ decision-making as an
appropriate behavior. Instead, they tend to lean more towards collective or joint
approaches in consultation with all outlets of ‘power’ in their immediate milieu –
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patriarchy, religion, customs, and socio-economic inequalities. Informed by a careful
review of ethnographic and policy literature on rural women in South Asia, this
study questions if women’s autonomy can be reoriented to explain the positionality
of rural Pakistani women and does a unique perspective on autonomy discredit
women’s agency?
The research is cognizant of Islam as a significant factor in shaping social behavior
in Pakistan and takes into consideration the absolute totality of religious thought and
ideal as it guides local customs—this awareness is significant in providing a holistic
interpretation of cogent thought processes among women especially as far as their
perception of modern concepts is concerned. To that end, the project addresses
questions concerning both the emblematization of religion as a salient criterion of
community definition and the relationship between conservative societies and
modernity. Because of its demographic and empirical analysis, the research
contributes to the literature on modernity, feminist theory, and an emergent direction
of native perspectives in ethnography.
Additional theoretical foundations for this dissertation have been provided by
Sherry Ortner’s (2006) injunctions on the ‘practice theory’ and its application to
study of symbols in cultural ethnography. Taking its cue from Bourdieu’s (1967)
notion of habitus, practice theory suggests approaches such as methodological
individualism, which attempts to explain all social phenomena in terms of individual
actions. If patriarchy could be studied through visible symbolisms of piety,
segregation and control then understanding individual perceptions of autonomy and
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modernity could help illustrate the changing nature of ‘acceptable’ cultural norms
and redefined spheres of negotiations with patriarchy. In this regard, the proposed
study is steeped in principles of applied anthropology, with the aim to garner enough
emic knowledge of Islamic societies in general and Pakistani rural culture in
particular to guide policy in an increasingly polarized world.
Global events of the past decade have placed Pakistan at the heart of an
international dialogue. The country’s policies, culture and worldview create the
image of a rigid society, unable or unwilling to reconsider outmoded value systems
that appear to be subject to rapid change throughout the rest of the world. What’s
significant in this dialogue is the failure to fully portray and understand the role
women play in Pakistan’s hierarchical society. Are agency and autonomy possible
for women in a society, which appears to stand as an iconic representation of the
oppression and domination we so frequently associate with most Muslim cultures?
My research elicits opinions and perspectives from women who are not part of policy
debates and whose activism and courage is directed towards day-to-day struggles of
negotiating within a patriarchal system.
Positioning the ‘Native’ ethnographer
Returning to my native community and conducting participant observation
has been a profoundly challenging yet rewarding experience. I traveled the 2.5-hour
journey from the city to Sheherpind several times a week, often staying with
relatives and attending ceremonies for marriages, childbirths, mourning a death or
religious celebration of Eid. Even as family ties and cultural affinity made it easier
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for me to reach key informants and research participants, my place in that
community was a contested one. I was ‘one among us’ as the women would say and
yet my foreign education and altered circumstances made me an outsider too because
I no longer conform to many imageries of what Pathan young women do or believe.
I realized early on that the way I position myself in this community would rarely
comply with how my informants would situate me because I intended to retain and
enhance my ‘nativeness’ and they intended to sustain my ‘otherness’. The examples
of this struggle are rampant across my day-to-day life in the village. I would walk
into a household I had visited years earlier as a child expecting to sit in the ‘Chullah’
(outdoor kitchen), right next to the blazing fire where the women cooked food but
would instead be directed to the most adequately furnished room in the house. I
would want to drink chai or ‘doodh-patti’ as locals would call it but instead my hosts
took more pride in serving me Coca-Cola. At times, I would fight the urge to insist
that it was only me, a person they knew very well but doing so would have been to
question their hospitality—even if it appeared more formal to me than I needed.
Being aware of this conflict however, became the strongest analytical tool for
me as a researcher because I could decipher when everyday practices were being
altered, when narratives were being embellished and when responses were being
edited to suit an outsider’s ears. Even though invasive and sometimes troubling, my
way of dealing with this conflicted ‘nativeness’ was to draw from my own life
experiences, share common anecdotes and cultivate a level of trust that would have
been granted unquestionably, had I not left Pakistan. In a sense, ethnographic
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research is undoubtedly a life-altering endeavor—an exchange of bartered
confidences and invasive truths.
Critical perspectives in anthropology have long been concerned with native
ethnographer’s biases towards ideas and practices from their own community: a
knowledge that constantly compels the ethnographer to evaluate and reevaluate their
own objectivity (Medicine and Jacobs, 2001). Throughout the preliminary research
process and fieldwork preparation, I faced issues and questions regarding objectivity,
access and ethical limitations as an indigenous anthropologist. These questions were
valid and applicable because of the obvious advantages of attempting to study my
own people. My familiarity with the deeply embedded and unspoken cultural beliefs
of Pathan culture was already well established.
My insider identity helped me to bypass much of the background
preparation that a non-indigenous ethnographer would need to do,
the decipherment of embedded cultural beliefs and the building of
human linkages and rapport the outsider needs to carry out field work
(Rehman-Turner, 2009).
The cultural mores and norms of my community are very familiar to me and this
native immersion into the language and culture has afforded me valuable
understanding and appreciation of the nuances of the specialized lexicon of my target
group. What then can the native ethnographer learn? After working in Sheherpind for
four months, I can state that despite these obvious advantages, the ‘participantobserver’ role was very personal, extremely demanding and full of surprises because
cultural change is so fluid and societies are always in a dynamic motion even if the
facade looks placid and unmoving. I was always conscious of the specific biases that
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I inherently carried into this research but long-term training as an anthropologist
brings out an unfaltering professionalism in one’s analysis that is especially useful
for the native researcher.
Clifford Geertz (1988) has raised the issue of power dynamics between the
observer and the observed. Deeming the ethnographer to be more powerful in
‘examining a people’ and being able to rationalize human behavior, Geertz overlooks
the unquestionable power wielded by the informants as they can establish unwritten
rules on the ‘exchange value’ the information could hold—not in any monetary
terms but in forms of acceptable levels of invasion the relationship must endure. For
every question I asked, I was asked more in return. I found it prudent to establish
myself as a young pupil, a novice in the art of navigating married life—something
that my target population group of married women was very receptive to and gave
free and at times unsolicited details on what a woman’s role ought to be. At every
meeting with a new household, a new informant, I felt like I was being tested on my
eligibility for being in that inner space, asking such intimate questions. This
exchange of nuances about how interactions in the village work, how to greet elders,
where to sit and what vernacular to apply, was an invisible litmus test of how far I
have gone in my metamorphosis into the ‘non-resident native’. Once my
interlocutors established a balanced placement for me in their minds as someone who
is familiar enough to be able to be invited in and treated as ‘their own’ and yet
different enough to be forgiven or humored for asking seemingly obvious questions
such as ‘who is the head of the household’ my research took a more organized path.
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From a purely experiential point of view, I think my informants were much more
powerful in this exchange because they had the liberty to judge and even hold back
and I didn’t. This dilemma of asking questions in a community where your perceived
knowledge is as ingrained as the informant’s is a delicate notion that every native
ethnographer must confront (Khanna, 2010). As Aparna Rao (1998) states of her
experience working with the Himalayan Pastoralists:
“Doing ethnography ‘at home’ then refers to a context in which one’s
interlocutor expresses the feeling that you also know (or at least
ought to know) an entire gamut of things on which there is great
cultural consensus, not because you have learned it recently, but
because you have grown up with it. It is the feeling that despite all the
differences you must share a great deal in the common pool of social
and cultural knowledge—that the other is only an aspect of one’s self
(Rao, 1998:32).
Another challenge of being bound by the customs of the informant community is the
danger of alienation and rejection if those customs are not observed. Even though my
status as a married woman from a respected and familiar family paved ways for me,
there was also the issue of unaccompanied females being a questionable entity in the
village. Sheherpind’s spread out residential span also meant travel on unpaved
remote routes that are riddled with bandits and lawlessness. As customary in the
tribal culture, I wore full veil (black sheet with drape down silk veil in the front) and
avoided all adornments that could attract undue attention to my presence.
The advantage of being a female researcher has immense bearings on the
outcomes of this project. My identity as a Pathan woman, my name and position as
an educated member of a well-known family, at times encouraged informants to
express their thoughts, fears, and opinions with much more candor than they
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normally would. But even with apparently disarming nature and casualness of the
interviews, I had to address fears that I would take their opinions to ‘bahar ki dunya’
or the outside world, where Pakistan is already demonized. Even though this sense of
preserving their culture’s image and at once having to find fault with it was often a
blatant struggle among women I spoke with, the 23 years I spent closely attuned to
the village life made me fairly confident that I could decipher subterfuge or evasive
tactics.
On a personal level, this fieldwork experience has left me with questions about my
own ‘nativeness’. As Turner-Rehman (2009:19) states:
“…In my consciousness, my observant, concealed and recording self
dissociated the active self on the sidelines. The act of focusing my
gaze on a unit, whilst being part of it felt on many instances as if I
were experiencing an out-of -body moment. There were numerous
occasions when fully engaged in the movement, my mind and the
insidious recorder self would halt my brain screaming “wait, this is
important!! You need to file this away in your mental notebook so that
it can be retrieved and made real in the physical notebook later.
“These instances of “stepping in and out of culture” were
uncomfortably alienating for me; perceptions of betrayal pervaded
my thoughts”.
Anthropology has pondered over the merits and fallibilities of the right, or even
superior informant-observer relationship (Medicine and Jacobs, 2001). Various
questions about erecting a slightly more detached involvement at times or a more
fluid ‘stepping in and out of culture’ at others were my constant companion during
fieldwork. One of the most remarkable complexities of doing research in your native
village truly is the fact that you are the subject and the object at the same time and
that when your gaze settles on a culture, the culture gazes right back at you
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(Visweswaren, 1994). I can not conclusively decide if there truly is a ‘native’
ethnographer or if knowing more about the people you study is a blessing or a
liability, but I do appreciate the fact that no matter what my interpretations are, they
are true to some aspect of the village life because I have never been able to
disassociate myself from that identity. As Kamala Visweswaren so eloquently puts:
Ethnography, like fiction, no matter its pretense to present a selfcontained narrative or cultural whole, remains incomplete and
detached from the realms to which it points (1994:8).
Based on my ethnographic insights, I am convinced that the manner in which women
exploit opportunities to enhance their agency and express autonomy are too subtle to
be easily captured by male anthropologists. Even though I speak the languages of
this region, I share the local religious values; I had to be sensitive in pursuing the
subjects of reaching out for education and contraception in a village environment.
My strategy was to invite women through oral history and in-depth interviews to
describe the process through which they reach out for the available resources to
attain any levels of education or to seek contraception in order to maintain the
desired family size. My research covers all interesting aspects of this process
including who decides what family size is right, who determines if education and
reproductive care are essential and most significantly, how women perceive
modernity.
An acknowledgement of reflexive filtering of data through my own education and
life experiences, both inside and outside Pakistan, is crucial. My upbringing in
Pakistan is mired in contrasting circumstances. I was at once a city dweller because
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of being born in Islamabad and yet I never fully developed an identity outside of the
rural context of life in the country. My last name, my way of life, and my parent’s
residence in the city were all rooted in our village identity so much so that as a child,
I often had explain to fellow students at school that I am different because of my
rural heritage. This acute sense of belongingness to Sheherpind life does not however
take away from the fact that while the community’s customs have applied to me over
the course of my upbringing, their enforcement and impact have been different from
the average Sheherpind woman. In other words, I can sense and relate to the
dynamics described by my informants about life’s nuances in the village—but
finding a parallel story in my own life is not always possible. Several years of urban
residence and education abroad have further complicated the nature of analysis I can
apply to women’s narratives collected for this research. My life’s experiences have
often compelled me to simultaneously think both as a native and as an outsider. In
that sense I agree with the assessment that qualitative research is impacted by the
reflexive vision of the researcher because it allows one to see, while also inhibiting
their seeing (Narayan: 2009; Russell and Kelly, 2002).
Significance:
The social structure in Sheherpind is such that women and men live in a
segregated fashion. Women rely on each other and take solace in sharing opinions
and stories of hardship or success. As an ethnographer, I had the advantage of
somewhat unprecedented access to this inner circle and recorded women’s opinions
about every day changes in lifestyles, changing attitudes and opinions in their most
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emic descriptions. Women’s voices are so subdued in such highly patriarchal settings
that any research based on their perspectives stands to benefit this community of
women immensely. In the short term, women will be able to voice opinions that are
not commonly solicited and in the long run, these opinions could help shape public
policy and predict new trends in social behavior.
There are no existing ethnographic or sociological accounts of how Pakistani
women of Pathan ethnicity perceive modernity, or if they consider modern behavior
as a notion connected with decisions to seek education, employment or reproductive
healthcare. This study aims to fulfill a considerable gap in knowledge regarding rural
women’s perceptions of how the social and political milieu is changing around them,
especially since most ethnographic accounts of social change in politically complex
societies such as Pakistan tend to come from urban upper class elites who do not
share experiences with rural impoverished women and cannot fully give them voice.
The research does not rely on predisposed visions of Muslim women’s oppression or
agency (Mahmood, 2005). Rooted in Appadurai's (1996) argument that globalization
has affected our most fundamental experiences of space and time mainly through the
two great levers of globalization; mass migration and ubiquitous electronic media—
this study is significant in highlighting how that shift manifests itself in the lives of
rural Pakistani women. Though the research is unique, the project builds on existing
scholarship and perspectives on the women’s movement in Pakistan, their challenges
and handicaps (Sammiudin and Khanum, 2002; Bari, 2000; Weiss, 1985) and
acknowledges the changing nature of discourse within Islam to suggest that Muslim
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women are finding remarkable meeting points between conservative values and
modernity driven social change. The anthropological significance of this research is
to arrive at an understanding both of how rural women are interacting with
patriarchy, and of the processes of the emancipation of modernity and globalization
in urbanizing rural villages.
It is my conviction that my dissertation project will make significant
contributions to feminist anthropology by bringing in native perspectives to current
debates on agency, development, power dynamics, and grassroots level social
change. My previous experience of working with the women of the region led me to
a perspective that was quite contrary to the pervasive viewpoint in the development
community that rural Muslim women lack agency or ability to negotiate hard-etched
spheres of religion and patriarchy. Instead, I observed the subtle, often muted, but
effective ways in which women renegotiated patriarchal and religious dictates to take
advantage of the available resources for their families. I noticed women's intuitive
and strategic interactions with Islam and opportunities of modernity.
Leila Ahmed (1993) has strongly objected to debates surrounding women in
Islamic and non-western societies where proposals for improvement in the status of
women are couched in blatant advocacy to abandon the innately misogynistic
practices of the native culture in favor of European customs. She asserts the need for
emic perspectives that illuminate practical and culturally meaningful solutions to
Muslim women’s issues. This position is especially relevant to the study of women’s
behavior in Muslim societies, such as Pakistan, where cultural paradigms of
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patriarchy are renegotiated everyday (Mahmood, 2002) just as a renewed affiliation
with Islam is reestablished as a means for progressive mobility intertwined with
moral aptness (Rostami-Povey, 2007). These theoretical positions on women’s lives
and roles are important for examining the nature of impact warranted by religious
beliefs on individual and social behavior in Islam. Existing research on this topic
does not clearly illustrate how women’s normative behaviors differ based on their
gendered positionality in a patriarchal setting where submissiveness is a more
significant sign of piety than a strict adherence to faith (Mernissi, 1991).
Methodology:
Ethnographic methodology is at the core of this investigation. It is a methodology
that ensures that the inquiry has both etic and emic perspectives while focusing on
particular traits or trends in a community. Hubert Knoblauch (2005) applies the term
focused ethnography because “…it focuses on small elements of one’s own
society…. focused ethnography can be traced back to researchers such as Goffman
(1952), Gumperz and Hymes (1963) or Festinger (1964) who focused on the life of a
small group…using intensity and technology to generate large volumes of data in a
concise amount of time….”.
Ethnography draws on a wide range of both qualitative and quantitative
methodologies, moving from "learning" to "testing" while research problems,
perspectives, and theories emerge and shift (Agar, 1996). Additionally, it invites oral
history traditions to be shared, which could offer a true footprint of a culture’s
unique essence.
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“Ethnographic methods are a means of tapping local points of view,
households and community "funds of knowledge", a means of
identifying significant categories of human experience up close and
personal. Ethnography enhances and widens top down views and
enriches the inquiry process, taps both bottom-up insights and
perspectives of powerful policy-makers "at the top," and generates
new analytic insights by engaging in interactive, team exploration of
often subtle arenas of human difference and similarity. Through such
findings ethnographers may inform others of their findings with an
attempt to derive, for example, policy decisions or instructional
innovations from such an analysis” (Moll and Greenberg, 1990).
The research was carried out applying a mixed methods approach using quantitative
and qualitative tools for data collection on a purposive sample of Pathan women
living in Sheherpind. Data were collected to support evidence that could empirically
illustrate answers within an applied model to the following questions:
1. How do women in rural Punjab make decisions about accessing available
resources for education and reproductive health care?
2. How are cultural dynamics changing in a post-globalization urbanizing village?
3. What factors impede access? How could the process be improved so more women
can use available resources for healthcare and education?
4. How do women perceive contraception? Is there a difference in perception for
professional women?
The research design involves using an eclectic set of methods, including a
household demographic survey of the village, ethnographic data, participant
observation, in-depth interviews to collect women’s words on their understandings of
local traditions, social changes, and access to and use of education and contraceptive
services.
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The recruitment site was Sheherpind village, which is considered remote for its
traditional setup, yet the relative proximity to the capital city Islamabad means that
global forces of modernity and change are reaching this rural community. A random
sample of married women from the Pathan community in the village was used in the
study. A screening criterion was established as part of the initial recruitment process.
The consenting process did not require participants to sign a consent form because
the local culture is very apprehensive of processes that require women to sign their
name on a document.
With approximately 1500 households in the village, the sampling technique
for the demographic survey was to approach every 4th household in the 13
neighborhoods (mohallas) with the most concentrated population of Pathan families.
The Pathan community constitutes the largest (approximately 75%) and politically
most dominant ethnic group in the village. After meeting with the administrator
(Tehsil Nazim) and District Health Supervisor, I hired 3 lady health visitors to serve
as research assistants for the survey distribution and data computation phase of the
project. The lady health visitors (LHVs) are government trained uncertified health
councilors who go door-to-door providing basic health assistance to the Sheherpind
community. The selected lady health visitors routinely covered these mohallas as
part of their assigned task for basic health assistance to rural communities and knew
most residents on a personal basis. Over a 5-week period, household demographic
surveys were passed around to the targeted households in each neighborhood. All
survey materials including documents of informed consent were written in Urdu and
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copies in ‘Saraiki’ were made available upon request. Women in the family were
asked to fill out the forms to ensure their perception of even the basic demographic
statistics on the family could be recorded. Once filled out, the research assistants
accompanied the researcher to collect completed surveys and carry out initial
introduction and rapport with the informants. Since the target community was Pathan
households, the geographic focus was concentrated only on the 13 mohallas where
ethnic Pathans live as the majority. The open ended survey questionnaire contained
key demographic indicators including, level of education, employment, living
conditions, age and relationship of each member of the household, family income,
ownership of mode of transportation and other devices such as television sets and
mobile phones.
A total of 358 surveys were collected with only 8 households refusing to participate
in the research. 138 households were surveyed in inner mohallas and 220 households
were surveyed in main town areas. Once obtained, the demographic information was
analyzed and coded to secure all personally identifiable information. The research
assistants helped compute the demographic data once all the identifiable markers
including home addresses, name of the head of household, name of the children’s
school or their grade level were removed from each survey by the researcher. It was
absolutely crucial to maintain this level of confidentiality even with the LHV (lady
health visitors) assistants who routinely interact with the community and know their
family issues at a certain intimacy level because I needed to cultivate an environment
of trust with the informants and ensure that their dignity is preserved no matter what
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kind of details they divulge about their personal lives. The added layer of caution
served beneficial to the research because the RA’s commented on the level of care
and confidentiality I was trying to maintain, an opinion that earned me a lot of
positive reception from many otherwise shy participants.
Data sheets containing household demographic information were analyzed using
statistical software called ‘JMP’. Clear demographic disparities between ‘Thal’
neighborhoods and ‘Sheher’ neighborhoods compelled the research team to divide
the data set into areas ‘A’ and ‘B’ respectively with ‘A’ representing more urban
culture and ‘B’ associated with the quintessentially rural lifestyle. Using a data
randomization tool in JMP, we enrolled participants from two groups in the village
for the in-depth interview phase of the study. The first group constituted of
Sheherpind’s Pathan married women between the ages of 18-45 years who have
resided in the village for the past 5-10 years and participated in the Household
Demographic Survey. This group included a cross-section of young and older
women from both areas (A & B), including housewives, stay at home young
workers, women who work locally or attend the local high school or government
degree college. The second group included professional women in the field of
education and health care. An in-depth description of each population is as follows:
•

Group 1: Pathan women from Sheherpind Village.

Inclusion

Exclusion

Pathan ethnicity

Non-Pathan ethnicity
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Between the ages of 18-45

Age group <18,45<

Married

Single

Pathan families can be easily distinguished by their last name and strict customs of
inter-marriage within the group ensures that all members of the Pathan community
share the same last name. Women were asked to participate in the study regardless of
the household socioeconomic status. The total sample size for this group was 33.
•

Group 2: Professionally Employed Pathan Women in Sheherpind

In order to understand how women who provide basic education and health services
to the community perceive the changing milieu in the village, a second group of
women was recruited from members of the community who are professionally
employed in the education and health sectors. Unlike Group 1, there was no upper
age limit for inclusion; the lower age limit was 18. The total enrollment for this
population was 30 informants but was reduced to 19 once subject saturation was
achieved.
I developed an open-ended interview guide for in-depth individual and group
interviews with sample women from each participant group. The in-depth interviews
solicited women’s opinions and experiences regarding life in Sheherpind. The
interview questions also elicited information on women’s access to education and
reproductive healthcare, particularly women's access to the available education and
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contraceptive services in the village and surrounding areas. Participants were asked
to give opinions on modernity and autonomy in the context of local cultural and
religious norms. Interviews with local professional women created a comparative
dataset to contextualize the opinions of everyday women who stay at home and
sometimes perceive their lives differently.
All 53 interviews conducted in an individual or group setting were semistructured, very informal, friendly, and conversational in nature to ensure that
informants speak freely and without pressure in a manner that was harmonious with
their comfort zone. My preference was to allow informants a chance to speak
uninterrupted even though as most oral-history narratives do, the conversations
would get prolonged and entrenched in historical references. With very rare
permission for recording, my primary resource was frantically jotted down notes and
anecdotes. The interviews were conducted either in Urdu or Saraiki, and I
transcribed all recorded material.
On several instances, other conversations, an unexpected arrival or large
crowds interrupted the interviews if the interview site was a public event such as a
wedding ceremony. On such occasions, I would reconnect with the informant to
complete the interview. Multiple and recurring interviews were conducted with my
research assistants over the four months period because their role in the community
and their opinions on people’s lives served as a triangulation source for earliest
themes developed in conversations with women. Another way of side stepping any
discomfort or subterfuge in answering a question was to ask the same question at
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several stages during the conversation to assess if the response alters in any way.
This variety of responses only illustrates how profoundly even the everyday
narratives of life are shifting and the number of ways in which women express their
inner most ideals.
The comfort level of the interlocutors during the interview process was
highly related to their age and status in the household. Older women with higher
social standing and more experience were much more confident than younger
informants who feared sharing too much or something that could be read as
inappropriate. Meeting informants in their own space, at their own houses always
made the interaction go more smoothly.
There is a debate in anthropology regarding the nature and means of
compensation that researchers should give their cultural consultants. I did not offer
any monetary compensate to the informants. Most women found the idea of
contributing to a research, an exciting novelty and participated with cautious
anticipation. I was welcomed into households as a guest of the community and at
times like a married daughter who lived far away—in either circumstance, offering
money to speak candidly would have insulted the hosts.
It must be stressed here that oral narratives added to enhance qualitative aspects of
this study have been transliterated from Saraiki to Urdu and then from Urdu to
English and are hence heavily interpreted by my own sense of meaning. As hard as I
strive to retain the integrity and essence of women’s narratives, any deviation from
the intended meaning is where my own interpretation is at fault.
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There is no such thing as a transparent interview. The interaction of
and positionality of both interviewer and narrator are fundamentally
part of the process. (Armitage and Gluck, 2002)
An integral tool of ethnographic research, participant observation facilitated the
observance of the local culture as a dynamic process rather than a historically frozen
entity. I integrated myself into the community life as best as I could, in order to
observe how traditional patterns of social behavior across gender lines have altered,
what new trends are visible during social events such as marriages, Eid and other
celebrations, and family gatherings. I also observed how Pathan women
acknowledge the penetrating influence of globalization (use of cellular phones,
personal computers, media outlets, etc.). I participated in everyday activities of
Pathan women to understand their lives and the changes they are experiencing living
in an urbanizing village community. While a digital camera and tape recording
device were a handy tool in recording day to day activities and interviews, it was a
very challenging process to convince people their identity and image were safe even
if my intent to eternalize them through smart technological tools appeared foreign
and intrusive. Other than close family contacts, very few women allowed me to take
pictures of them unveiled. Only 18 of the 53 participants in the in-depth interview
process allowed a tape recording, some even going so far as asking me to leave it in
the other room. This fear of being ‘exposed’ or shown to be divulging too much or
too intimate an information is closely tied in with how deep the concept and practice
of purdah is embedded in this culture. Purdah, the means of sheltering and
segregating women from unrelated males goes beyond the physical confines of the
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burqa itself. Keeping one’s gaze down while walking, averting eye contact even
from behind the veil, not speaking or laughing loud enough so someone can hear or
recognize one’s voice are all part-and-parcel of the practice. It is this absoluteness of
keeping private domains private and upholding the integrity of the custom of
segregation among genders that compelled my informants to not risk any recording
of their image or opinion even though there was no overt indication of mistrust about
my own intent in requesting such information. An informant who was willing to be
taped and photographed with her children insisted that I make sure the photos are not
developed in Mianwali or even in Lahore because her husband has contacts in both
cities. Keeping in mind such sensitivity to purdah and women’s identity, hand
written notes and diaries became my most trusted tool.
The second most significant facilitator for my qualitative data was the oneon-one and group interviews I carried out with local women—in their own houses
and at their own terms. In-depth interviews are one of best means to collect
qualitative data on individual opinions and experiences (Bernard, 2005). This
dynamic data collection method is informed by social theory that emphasizes the role
of social interaction in shaping behavior and the diffusion effect of collective social
ideology in influencing individual decision-making (Coale and Watkins, 1986;
Watkins, 1992). Women respondents were asked to describe their lives and culture,
their opinions and perceptions. The interviews were crucial in providing information
on family dynamics, desired education level, family size and composition, awareness
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of contraception, and how these opinions link with individual views on patriarchy,
Islam, and modernity.
At a general level, I use grounded theory method to compare and analyze
household survey data, in-depth interview transcripts, and field notes. It involves
constructing explanatory models based on the relationship of different themes
emerging from datasets. I collated socio-demographic and qualitative data and
compared it across dependent variables (family size, aspiration for education, and
contraceptive use) and independent variables (age, marital status, economic status,
and level of education). Data analysis and interpretation involved constructing
"generalized" patterns in addition to identifying "specific" or "individualized" views
and experiences to develop:
(a) Emically informed levels of change in village life as described by women
(b) Notions on the persistence of patriarchal norms and their impact on women’s
progress as derived through their narratives
(c) Relational dimensions of globalization and modernity in women's lives,
particularly in terms of their access to and utilization of the available educational
opportunities and contraceptive services.
Through these investigations I have arrived at an understanding both of how
rural women are interacting with patriarchy, and of the processes of the emancipation
of modernity and globalization in urbanizing rural villages. As a participant in the
village community life, I observed first-hand the systematic and generational
changes occurring in behaviors and perceptions. In addition, using reflexive
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ethnographic detail (Visweswaran, 1994), I could add significant insight into the
description of the changing milieu in rural Pakistan through my own reflections of
life in the community before I left the village seven years ago and now. Close
attention however, had to be paid to phenomena such as inter-subjectivity (expected
between the informants and the ethnographer), as well as the ontology of women’s
lived and perceived positions on faith, patriarchy, modernity and empowerment. All
materials collected through interviews serve as corpus data for the analysis of
demographic surveys and textual materials in this study.
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Chapter 2: Sheherpind- A Demographic Profile
This village has given us a name and identity. Our forefathers lived
and died here. Every inch of this land is sacred; it bears life and emits
gold. But this is not the Sheherpind of our childhood. Everything is
changing, our children, our lives. People have ‘urban lifestyles’
(shehri tareeqay) and ‘urban thinking’ (Shehri soch)…. what
happened to the values of our fathers…the same values they call
‘rural’ (dehati). ‘ The day we change is the day we have no identity’
(Jis din hum badal gayay, hamara naam nahi rahay ga). Nighat Bibi58 (School Headmistress)
A left turn off the busy Mianwali-Sarghodha highway on to a partially paved road
leads into Sheherpind; a relatively smaller village nestled between the more densely
populated district-headquarter called Mianwali-Sheher and the large agrarian hub of
Musa-Khel further South. For several kilometers leading up to the broken, tilted
signpost that says ‘Sheherpind’ the main road is lined up with small businesses and a
few larger commercial buildings on either side. Two-way traffic is constantly
running with large cargo trucks emitting dark diesel fumes, honking incessantly to
announce their presence—the highway is a primary farm-to-market route and stays
busy day and night.
Sheherpind itself has an array of brick structures that the locals call ‘plazas’.
These so-called plazas take up the entire front of the visage adjacent to the highway
where flourmills, car repair shops, general stores and truck stops are bustling with
activity and even more construction is visible, as the commercial zone appears to
expand. In sharp contrast, the lush green fields, interspersed with clusters of homes
immediately follow the plazas suggesting that the emerging market zone is a more
recent development and the area at one point was exclusively agrarian from one end
to the next. The bumpy road winding through ‘Mustard’ (sarsoan) and ‘Wheat’
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(gandum) fields stretches several kilometers before meeting a railway crossing and
heading off over a bridge that spans the ‘canal’ (neher) that irrigates this entire area.
Once past the bridge, the road splits into narrow, uneven pathways that go through
each ‘neighborhood’ (Mohalla) where houses are packed tightly close to one another
and usually the same or related extended families claim ownership to the
neighborhood. Stretching into long, unpaved and often very narrow paths, the streets
are lined on either side with open sewage drains that take refuse out of houses lined
up on both sides of the street and drain out into the fields. Each ‘Mohalla’ could have
as many as 68 houses or as few as 14, but each is distinguishable by the level of upkeep and maintenance afforded by more politically influential residents who compel
locally elected leaders to commit funds for paving that particular stretch of the
pathway or putting up an electricity pole within close proximity to their house. In
this section of the village, residential density and construction style is very urban in
its congruence with most low-income sections of large city centers such as
Faisalabad or Sarghodha. The markings of recent development are evident in the
construction styles and facades of the houses. Old buildings with crumbling outer
walls are fewer and far between and as area residents describe, used to stand-alone
on an expansive piece of land before property values near the main road started
rising, compelling owners to sell the land. Over the past 20 years, more houses were
constructed adjacent to each other, creating the existing semblance to an urban slum.
Most houses are brick and mortar constructions with large metallic gates,
painted in colorful designs, protecting the gender segregated inner domains. Older
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structures with brick and clay foundations stand out with their rotting wooden doors
and window frames but the much larger newer houses with their extremely tall outer
walls also seem to dwarf the older, more modest abodes. These densely populated
pockets of the village are what constitute ‘Mohalla A’ demographic for this study.
These neighborhoods developed rapidly in the past decade as a response to the
economic opportunity brought about by the trade route offered by a major highway.
Public transport facilities through privately operated buses; rickshaws and taxis
enable residents to seek better schools, health facilities, business ventures, shopping
avenues and even recreation only miles away in large towns nearby.
A fascinating characteristic of the village landscape is the variety of
topographic features surrounding it within a 30-kilometer radius in each direction.
Located directly around the northwestern outskirts of Sheherpind, is a stretch of hills
that are useful mainly as catchments supplying water through hill-torrents to the
plains which eventually form a kind of basin that runs into the river Indus. These
hilly terrains above the high banks of the river depend mainly on water from natural
springs and local rainfall for cultivation. The Indus River provides a major lifeline to
Punjab’s agriculture through its canals and tributaries—a network of such canals
spreads out into the valley where Sheherpind is situated. Going farther southwest
however, the terrain gets dry resulting in desert like conditions. The topographic
extremes are extenuated by harsh weather conditions especially in the summer
season. The maximum temperature in the summer could go up to 115 degrees and
minimum average is 34 degrees—with the summer heat often accompanied with
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forceful sandstorms (Geographical Survey of Pakistan, 2004). The local residents
consider June, July and August to be really tough months because of the intense heat.
The winter season on the other hand is often dry with temperatures going down
below freezing at dusk. The region’s weather has a profound impact on people’s
livelihoods and cultural norms, leading families to adapt to extreme conditions in
their surroundings (Barth, 1972). This contrast in geography and climate is
significant because in each climatic and topographic zone, people’s socio-political
conditions differ based on easy or remote access to agriculture.
The arable zones irrigated by the canals have larger agricultural subsistence
and landowning farmers; landless peasants; wage-based farm laborers along with a
much smaller representation of non-farm related workers populate the area. These
neighborhoods constitute ‘Mohalla B’ demographic for this project and is marked by
more sparsely populated streets with ‘farmstead’ style abodes where primary
landowners build a cluster of residential units for themselves, the renting peasants
and the laborer families (kami) associated with that piece of land. Depending on the
affluence of the landlord, the distinctive building structure for each household is
often indicative of the class identity of the residents. Larger landowners build
massive brick and marble structures called ‘haveli’ enveloped by really tall outer
boundary walls. The farmers who lease the land for cultivation build semi-permanent
houses on the outer skirts of the property to mark their segregation from the owner’s
household. Typically, a kammi family lives adjacent to a landlord’s haveli because of
the kammi community’s prescriptive roles as both domestic and agricultural labors.
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This relationship is most similar to the ‘jajmani System’ of service hood studied
extensively in the Indian rural culture (Madan, 2002). Under Jajmani system the
family or families entitled to certain services from other groups in the community are
called jajman and the persons rendering those services are called kameen of the
jajman. The term kameen means one that works for somebody or serves him, it also
means having a lower social and symbolic status in the local social hierarchy
(2002:18).
As demographic data collection for this project went underway, my
interactions with the community revealed noticeable characteristics in lived behavior
and quality of life among ‘Mohallas’ that have a large agrarian subsistence and those
that were urbanizing more speedily. This study profiles the village in its historical
and contemporary cultural trends. Through community based participatory research,
it observes the Sheherpind community from two closely aligned perspectives: a
socio-demographic analysis of population trends as they compare against national
statistics, and a qualitative analysis of how local women’s narratives fit into some of
the significant emerging changes. The empirical analysis is based on a primary
source of data collected from a representative sample of the ‘Pathan’ group in the
village.
Social Structures:
The community fabric in Sheherpind has distinctive layers of ties and relationships
in and outside the home. The family home called ‘ghar’ is conceived around the
notion of a father and his sons living on the same compound called ‘wayra’ and is
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considered a sacred domain where only close relatives have access. Ahmad Akbar
(1980) has identified three varieties of family structures among patrilocal families:
(1) The nuclear family: pertaining to a set of parents and their offspring
(2) The compound family: in which a patriarch and/or his sons and their wives live
together and share expenses
(3) The joint family: in which the nuclear families in a compound, frequently
brothers, keep independent budgets.
All three kinds of family units described above are common in Sheherpind and
kinship is based on an extended family system where age and gender based
hierarchies exist. Nuclear families are more common in some of the more urbanizing
parts of the village near the highway that constitute ‘Mohalla A’ in this study. A
large majority of ‘Mohalla B’ families in this research reported sharing a compound
family structure.
The family is a collective; all earnings and labor (domestic or otherwise) is pooled
for the advantage of the entire extended group and decision-making lies in the hands
of the patriarch.
The role of the patriarch and the acceptance of everyday decision making to be a
man’s domain is a striking characteristic of this community. Frederick Barth (1972),
during his study of the ‘Pathan’ ethnic group in Afghanistan and Pakistan describes
this process of creating gendered domains in everyday public and private lives. He
observed that the public sphere is a male domain in which Pathans draw boundaries
between themselves and others on the basis of ‘virtue’ as manifested in three distinct
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institutions (Lacy, 2007:16). The first institution is hospitality and involves lavish
entertainment of all guests, even if the guest comes from a lower social class. This is
to demonstrate the Pathan’s moral righteousness. The second institution is ‘the
council’ of respected men or leaders as it serves to settle communal disputes in a
manner that exhibits core Pathan values of egalitarianism and unity. Finally,
seclusion is the practice of celebrating sexuality, supremacy, and patriarchy within
an all-male audience instead of gallantly displaying masculinity in public. These
virtues provide the basis for drawing boundaries that distinguish Pathan ethnic
groups from the rest. ‘However, ‘being Pathan’ is not a universally adapted state of
consciousness and regional location strongly determines how the Pathans think of
themselves in ethnic terms (Lacy, 2007:17). In the private sphere, the gendered
domains are distinctively apparent but manifest themselves in specific roles and
controls over the mobility and behavior pertaining to each member of the family
(Barth, 1972).
This sense of self, as a distinguishable group even in a tight knit community such as
Sheherpind guides behavior among Pathan families and provides them with a
compelling reason to uphold the ways of their forefathers. One such behavior that
has prevailed through changing times and social orders is the practice of purdah. My
informants provide a variety of explanations for why it is an essential element of
their culture, but the strongest arguments are based only partially on a religious
rationale and more effusively on the fact that purdah stands them apart from the
‘kammis’ or the peasants. Women’s rationale and acceptance of purdah is discussed
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in greater detail in the following chapter but another aspect of this practice is the way
it serves a normative function in and outside the house. The house, even among
compound families is always equipped with a female section (zanana) and a male
section (baithak) meaning a place to sit and relax. These segregated spaces mark the
onset of purdah for young children growing up in the same house, as boys from a
young age are encouraged to spend time in the baithak with other male visitors and
friends. My older informants suggest that this need for segregation is informed by
Islamic doctrine that clearly distinguishes between relatives (mahram) or relatives
who one cannot be married to and relatives who are eligible for a match (namahram)—first cousins fall into the later category. Even as the culture provides an
environment conducive for distance and segregation among children as they grow up
in the same compound, parents fear that living in a close environment would
encourage feelings that are not appropriate. This rationale is often what leads to early
betrothals and marriages so young individuals do not get the opportunity to defy
customs.
Observing as a participant, I noticed that the practical modalities of purdah have not
changed since I started observing it in the village at age 12. The appropriate age for
initiating the practice of veiling is still between 9 and 12 depending upon the height
and physique of the child. Girls who appear to be growing up fast are made to wear
the burqa much sooner than girls of shorter stature. Inside the house, unmarried girls
run household chores, serve male family members and at other times stay confined to
their own collective spaces. While males of all ages gather at the baithak and heated
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discussions on local and national politics, disputes among families and other matters
of concern to the village are the norm—women are engaged in discussions only
within the female section of the house and usually only on topics related to issues
pertaining to the family. Politics, sports, issues of international significance are at
times discussed among women but not usually in the presence of men. In that sense,
purdah is an intellectual segregation as well, through which lines are invisibly drawn
around matters of male and female domains.
As mentioned earlier, the inside of the house is sacred and open only to blood
relations or very close affinal relations. It is a sign of great respect, if a Pathan family
allows a non-related male inside the family compound and permits the woman to
appear unveiled. Even among familiar relatives who have access to the zanana
women are expected to act demurely with strictly limited physical contact. I
observed most females in the village to be very particular about covering their heads
with a large scarf called ‘chador’ or ‘dopatta’ when not wearing a burqa but the
practice is even more strictly observed in the presence of adult males in the house.
Outside the sanctuary of the house, the burqa serves as an extension of the protection
the family house provides. Visits outside the house are limited to very specific
reasons such as visiting a sick relative, attending a funeral or for younger women,
going to school or some acceptable place of work. The style of the burqa might
differ among younger to older women, but the purpose and manner is the same—
obscurely blending into the environment without catching male attention. For
married and older women this desire to avoid catching unwanted attention translates
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into either walking behind a male family member or venturing out in the company of
a male child. The reason for taking an adult male or a male child is to be recognized
as someone’s mother or wife. This recognition, according to local women brings
respectability and keeps others from speculating why a respected lady is out alone in
public. For younger, unmarried girls (especially school girls walking to school) this
cautious venturing outside the safety of the house means traveling in groups of two
or more and walking very close to the edge of the street adjacent to houses belonging
to family relatives. Responsibility for protecting children is held communally and
from childhood to adulthood their mobility, behavior, and decision-making is
guarded by all. This collective interest in how children grow into adults, what
pathways they take and most significantly, who they marry is a forceful mechanism
for enforcing customs in the village because community members feel obligated to
each other.
Aside from occasional cases of individuals remaining single under specific
circumstances such as the death of a parent, marriage is a universally followed
tradition. The culture has sustained patrilocality over generations and residence is
established around the husband’s family. Male patriarchs make decisions regarding
marriage and expansion of the family unit with consultation from older women in the
family. The culture permits polygyny but incidences of multiple marriages are
getting fewer than before. Even though Islam has allowed men to take up to four
wives at any one time, Sheherpind society has over time made polygyny contingent
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upon the existence of particular circumstances as explained by Noor Jahan, a 52 year
old grandmother of four:
“All parents watch where their daughter is being sent to (in
marriage). Good matches are so hard to come by from the families
you want. Even if the boy has a ‘job’ (naukri), who can feed more
than one family now???…Mother, father, sisters and brothers are all
his responsibility. We want our daughter to be the only wife in that
house but ‘matches’ (rishtay) can happen if someone’s first wife is
dead, left little kids behind, or if she is alive but sick. In some families
the wife is barren or she fights with the in-laws, that’s when you
decide maybe my daughter would be good for them, they’d keep her
happy too”.
In most households the father, elder brothers, the father’s brothers and sometimes
other family elders play a key role in deciding how marriage related decisions must
be made. These decisions are ‘endogamous within the clan and to a large degree
within the subsection’ (Ahmad, 1980: 12). Cousin marriages occurring between first
cousins on the paternal as well as maternal side of the family are very common—in
fact some informants shared their opinions that they’d prefer if a daughter were
married to a paternal cousin because it keeps the family united. Unlike Pashtun tribes
in the North-West of Pakistan, ‘bride-price’ is not practiced in Sheherpind. The
parents instead save large sums to purchase a dowry for their daughter with the
perception that it would help her establish a new home and life. Weddings are a
festive occasion that could last up to five days or more depending upon the family’s
means. A male child’s wedding is celebrated more exorbitantly than female child’s
wedding as giving away a daughter is considered a loss for the family. The young
woman’s new home is typically in her father-in-laws residence where an additional
room (kotha) is built to accommodate her dowry. All of these practices emerge from
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an amalgamated synthesis of the Shariah law and the national civil code resulting in
an ethnic code of conduct that takes supreme precedence. For example, even though
religious and constitutional decree allows for divorce and annulment of marriages,
the occurrence of divorce is rare and extremely stigmatizing to the extended families
involved. Instead, women choose to get separated if the marriage fails and move
back with their parents until the clan (baradari) intervenes for a solution. Decisions
regarding marriage are often made at the time of birth of a child and, in many cases,
are culturally binding for both parties. Ceremonies around betrothal, childbirth and
other social occasions are elaborate and change only marginally between the two
populations in this study.
The inheritance laws in this community are guided by Islamic doctrine and
provide for distribution of assets among the widow and her surviving children based
on the following general guidelines: male heirs receive two-thirds the share female
heirs are entitled to. It is customary in some families however, to favor sons in
matters of inheritance because it is assumed that daughters would end up benefiting
their in-laws through that wealth (Brohi, 2007). This notion has provided a cultural
impetus for endogamy and cousin marriage, as the Shariah based guidelines are
prescriptive as well as performative depending upon the economic standing of the
family. Community members tend to adhere to these guidelines fairly strictly but the
prevalence of denying or reducing inheritance for females in the family is higher
among middle income and poor land holders who have a lot to lose if distribution of
wealth is handled justly (Brohi, 2007).
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The social structures outside the household are significant because they have a
bearing upon people’s occupation and interaction. The Pathans, Maliks and Arayeen,
place themselves higher on the social hierarchy because of their privileged position
in terms of lineage to invading tribes that ousted local settlers centuries ago. Status is
also attributed through spiritual identity; hence the Sayyed and Qureshi are exalted
because of their esteemed genealogy going back to the Holly Prophet (PBUH). This
privilege affords them political influence, and translates into strict abhorrence for
establishing marriage-based kinships with inferior working class groups such as
kammi. The kammis identify themselves through affiliation with a land-owning
family, are financially dependent on their wealth and exhibit generational loyalty to
that family by performing domestic chores, beating ceremonial drums at weddings,
serving as messengers and even physically guarding the family (Ahmad, 1980). This
servitude is quite persistence in its occurrence even though fewer families hold large
pieces of land in the village and the dependency is weaning.
Religion and Superstition:
Sunni Islam is the predominant religious faction in Sheherpind. Followers of the
Hanafite Muslim jurisprudence; some proclaim leanings towards Wahabi ideology as
well. Religion and faith play an essential role in the village life and guides cultural
norms for all groups in the area. Most Mohallas have a mosque built by public funds
and contributions from the residents and men prefer to attend the mosque within their
own neighborhood. Women and men tend to have similar extent of religious fervor
but women do not worship in the mosque because of strict prevalence of purdah.
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Shia Muslims are a small minority and make only 2% of the population (National
Census, 1998).
Many local customs involve sanctions and approval from a religious authority
usually the Imam, or a spiritual advisor called ‘pir’, a sufi saint or a religious scholar
called ‘mufti’ or ‘allama’. Children are sometimes named after consulting a religious
authority on the name’s conspicuousness (Khanum, 2005). My respondents were
open about common superstitions including the existence of ‘supernatural beings
created out of fire’ (jinnat), evil spirits, fairies (pari), demons (churrail) and others.
Possession by a good or bad spirit is commonly believed in and religious figures
from the Sayyed family or exorcists believed to have true knowledge of Islam are
consulted to cure the person of this hold (Mayer, 1976).
A wahabi influence in Sunni Islam is evident in some of the narratives I recorded,
compelling some informants to denounce all affiliation with living or departed saints,
making prayers to any entity but Allah, and believing in superstition that links ability
to do good or harm to anyone but the Almighty. This is a marked shift away from
centuries old tradition of Sufism in Sunni Islam that allowed devotion to ‘Godly
Saints’ called Wali-Ullah with the belief that such devotion could bring one closer to
God. Despite this intellectual variation over religious jurisprudence, a majority of
Sheherpind residents continue to follow practices that do not fall into religious
doctrine but have ingrained themselves in religious practice. Examples of such
practices are evident in everyday life. Couples routinely consult ‘pirs’, ‘muftis’ and
visit shrines in the hopes of getting rewarded by a good crop year, a better job and
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specifically to be blessed by a son. Khalida, a 39-year-old mother of three shared the
following story with me,
I waited two years after getting married before we went to ‘Data
Darbar’ (the shrine of a very prominent sufi saint in Lahore) because
there was no happy news (khushkhabri) for us. Every 15 days for six
months, we walked barefoot into the darbar and prayed for a son. We
ended up having two boys for the next two years and even did a
pilgrimage for my sister who kept having daughters. A deity at the
darbar told us she should name her next daughter ‘Bushra’ meaning
good news. As promised, my nephew was born the very next year after
six older sisters. They say no one walks away empty handed from the
darbar and we believe it.
People believe the right hand is more superior to the left and perform most functions
with the ‘pure’ hand. Women pray at sighting the full moon because it’s considered a
blessed time for prayers. Sharing food some blessed person has left behind is
believed to pass along the blessings. Expectant mothers drop morsels of bread into
their lap and then feed it to birds in the hope that it would take illness and hardship
away from the baby. A mix of superstition and faith is evident in many practices the
locals describe as tradition.
With increasing numbers of young doctors and lady health workers serving the
village, people are exceedingly more willing to use modern medicine for serious or
chronic ailments. For everyday cures however, the primary recourse is still a
traditional healer or ‘hakeem’ that uses Greek herbal medicine and often practices
blowing a Quranic prayer on the patient (dum) or tying a square talisman (Taweez)
with a Quranic verse encased in leather around the patient’s neck (Mayer, 1976).
Beliefs around life and death are strictly based on Islamic teachings and life after
death is devoutly recognized. The local imam performs funeral rites and the body is
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buried as quickly as possible after the neighborhood has performed funeral prayers
and the body is wrapped in white cotton sheets (Ahmad, 1980). Women are often
prohibited from visiting the graveside too frequently because it is believed the dead
can witness women in a disrobed state. There is recitation of the Quran in the
immediate aftermath of death, but usually young students (talibs) from the nearby
mosques perform the recitation, as immediate kin is busy mourning. The grieving
family pools together resources to feed community members who come to pay
respects for several days immediately after a death. It is customary to expect male
heirs and descendants of the deceased to visit the graveside on celebratory occasions
such as Eid.
White is considered the color of purity and black signifies mourning and death.
People have similar notions of dark and light and consider dark skin tones unhealthy
and unattractive as well.
Individual beliefs are interwoven with a rich variety of local superstitions and many
families rely heavily on astrology, charms or amulets, and even potions (Lieven,
2011). The concept of the evil eye is very common and local folklore is full of
reference to women with ‘black tongues’ who leave an evil eye on everything they
admire.
Childbirth is an equally interesting process with a variety of customs and behaviors
observed. Participants from the rural sub-set shared varying nature of superstitious
beliefs about the conception and birth of a child. If a woman’s delivery is
complicated, a halal animal is sacrificed and the meat is fed to the poor in order to
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secure good health and prosperity for the child. Birth of a male child is often
celebrated with firing weapons, fireworks and distribution of sweets. A daughter’s
birth is a more ominous occasion but more and more families expressed abhorrence
for that practice during this research.
Livelihoods:
The economy in Sheherpind as in the rest of the district Mianwali is agrarian and
people have a deep dependence on their land. The distribution and access to land
however, is disproportionate across caste and clan identities (Anderson, 2010).
Historically, more powerful clans in the entire Southern Punjab region held large
areas of arid land while strictly checking the economic progression of the working or
labor class into landownership. This feudal ownership had an impeding effect on
people’s access to resources, their occupation and social status until recently, when
regional and national impetus on industry, entrepreneurship and innovation changed
economic imperatives for rural as well as urban communities. Another partially
contributing factor was the Government of Pakistan’s land reforms in the year 1959
introduced by Gen. Ayub Khan. The regulations imposed a ceiling of 500 acres for
irrigated and 1000 acres for feudal land holdings. Furthermore, land was to be
redistributed among tenants already cultivating on it. The military government
envisioned “economic holdings” and “subsistence holdings” of up to 50 acres to
create a middle class among the peasantry and to attract private investment in
agriculture (Nasr, 1996). The reforms were only marginally successful however, as
just a fraction of the hundreds of wealthy landowners who met the upper ceiling
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were asked to forfeit a million acres of irrigated and un-irrigated land in Mianwali
district. About 14,000 acres of the repossessed land was then sold to 3000 peasants
and the rest was left up for open bidding by small landholders, livestock farming and
national forest reserves (Naqvi et al., 1987).
According to Sana Ullah Khan, a local landowner whose family has lived on the
same piece of land for 4 generations, the land in Sheherpind is rapidly ‘changing
hands’ and with it, social and political influence is shifting too.
Niazi-Pathan and Maliks were prominent ‘Jageerdaar’ (Land
Owners) in this area since the time of the ‘Angraiz’ (British). People
held on to their forefather’s land in sickness and desperation. But
with every new generation, the land gets chopped up into surviving
descendants leaving large feudal ownership somewhere in the past….
when only few of all the sons born in to a family would live long
enough to inherit. More and more people now hold lands as a source
of income and have no ‘ties’ (rishta) to it. When times get hard or the
young-ones don’t want to get their hands dirty with farming, people
leave it for their ‘Muzaray’ to rent (peasants) or just sell it and move
to the city. Even the working class (Kammi) now buys
land…something the Khans resisted for centuries (SanaUllah, 68).
Dorosh et.al (2004, p 218), created ‘Model Household Categories’ for agrarian subeconomies in Pakistan specifically for Punjab and Sindh. The categories combined a
Social Accounting Matrix and a Household Integrated Economic Survey for the year
2001-02. The matrix identifies ‘Large-Farm Households’ as landowners with more
than 50 acres; ‘Medium-Farm Households’ with more than 12.5 and less than 50
acres; ‘Small-Farm households’ with less than 12.5 acres. Additional categories such
as ‘Small-Farm Workers Landless’ are those households with no landholdings but a
leased piece of land for cultivation; ‘Rural Agricultural workers’ are those who are
landless but serve as labor force on the farm; ‘Rural Non-Farm Non-Poor’ are those
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that are non-agricultural workers and financially affluent and finally, ‘Rural NonFarm Poor’ are poor nonagricultural workers. These categories are true for
Sheherpind as well and relate to a dynamic shift in the way this community
participates in the agrarian economy. As Sana Ullah contends in his narrative, feudal
owners have had to liquidate land holdings to support industrial sector investments
across the province. However, feudal land ownership while in decline has not been
eliminated entirely. Younger generations of landowners have gradually moved away
from sentimental association to their ancestral land to an asset multiplication strategy
that allows them to sell land to private buyers from a variety of socio-economic
groups who previously had little access or opportunity. For most families
participating in my research, the land is either cultivated through a leasing
partnership with peasants or sold to buy more lucrative property on the outskirts of
the village near the main highway.
Even with growing evidence to support multiplicity of occupational trends,
the main source of subsistence in Sheherpind is agriculture even though non-farming
self-employment and public jobs are a viable alternative. Since this study spans the
contrasting drift in socio-economic indicators between rural neighborhoods and more
urbanizing neighborhoods within Sheherpind, the following graphic (Figure 2)
illustrates key occupational trends by area A and B respectively (Note: SE means
self-employed business owners or wage workers, TYTW is the ‘too young to work’
category, HW stands for housewives).
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Figure 2: Occupational Trends

The table is indicative of farming and non-farm related enterprise that supports the
concept of multiplicity of livelihoods in this previously agrarian community. When
compared with national trends for the 2010 decade, the following picture emerges
(Table 2):
Table 2: Employment Type Comparison

Regular wage + Salaried
Self Employed (High End)
Casual Wage
Self Employed (Low End)
Un Employed

Employment by Type
Pakistan
21%
13%
14%
41%
11%

Sheherpind sample
31%
18%
21%
23%
7%

Source: Bloom (2011), National Labor Force and Household Survey (Pakistan data only)

Local residents attribute the change to a generational shift where fewer and fewer
young owners are interested in farming as their primary occupation. Among the
casual wageworkers, cattle and sheep rearing is the primary option especially in the
Southwestern dessert zone where conditions are dry, making cultivation a subsidiary
occupation. As has been the case with several post-colonial critiques of ‘measures of
economic prosperity’ in developing nations, the table above could not address
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women’s un-paid labor on and off the field because such measures have not yet been
institutionalized (Sayer, 2005). The informants who listed their occupation as
‘Housewives’ comprise about 40% of the total and constitute un-aggregated amounts
of work hours that would have altered the overall picture of a comparative economic
analysis. Because no wages are exchanged at the end of the working day, housewives
participating in this research did not consider themselves gainfully employed even
though they explained that,
‘Khaiti-bari’ (farming) is a family’s work. Husband, wife, their
children and grandchildren all have work to do. Younger women and
children graze the cattle and milk cows, some cake cow-patties for
fuel. Older women work alongside the men in harvesting crops,
weeding, collecting brush and firewood…before threshers and
tractors we even ploughed the fields. People don’t live like before
because farming is hard work but the entire neighborhood used to
work from Fajr (dawn) to Maghrib (sunset) and then be back at it
again. (Noor Fatima, 44)
Shifting primacy of agriculture as a trade has helped address issues of seasonal
unemployment in the region during harsh summer months when rainfall is in steep
decline. Typically, farmers in arid zones would have no alternative employment for
six months out of the year, adding tremendously to their financial incapacity. Small
and medium scale industrial developments in nearby Yaru-Khel and Essa-Khel in the
form of a chemical fertilizer plant and a cement factory have helped provide wagelabor opportunities to Sheherpind residents. Other wage labor force moves from
village to village during harvest season until the climate changes to allow winter
sowing on their rain-irrigated farm. The workforce diversification includes higher
rates of recruitment into the armed services, provincial and federal government jobs
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and above all, a remarkable rise in women’s employment in the education and health
sector. Table-3 below displays occupational preference among males and females in
each population group.
Table 3: Occupational preference in each population set.

These numbers are a testament to traditional perception of gendered preference for
certain occupations. Majority of participants in this study vocalized strong opinions
about ‘female’ (zanana) and ‘male’ (mardana) roles. Teaching at all levels of
education and allopathic medicine are the professions of choice for women. Men on
the other hand prefer armed services, the police force, and business ownership if they
are not engaged in farming. Another viable income source is the ‘cottage industry’ in
this area where women provide the bulk of the labor and men take materials to the
bazaar for sale. Key activities among this group include weaving, spinning of cotton
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and twine making, corn grinding, vegetable gardening, as well as small-scale
dairy/poultry farming to sell milk, buttermilk (lassi) and clarified butter (desi ghee).
Economic Indicators:
An important concern for this research is to understand various class hierarchies in
Sheherpind and see if changing economic system is translating into improvements in
people’s quality of life. In order to develop a statistical analysis of significant
economic trends in the village, I used household data collected from a representative
sample of ‘Pathan’ households as a baseline. The empirical testing adopts the
poverty line applied by Malik (2005) instead of calculating a new poverty line to be
used in this study and adjusts it using the consumer price index (CPI) of annual
changes in prices (Government of Pakistan, 2010-11). CPI is applied as a measure of
inflation in the economy and calculates changes in the cost of buying a representative
fixed basket of goods and services. Pakistan’s national CPI index is estimated to rise
between 14.8 and 20.1 per cent in the 2011-12 fiscal year (Rumi, 2011). Using
Government of Pakistan’s Economic survey 2011, the rural poverty line is assessed
at Rs. 948.47 (poverty line is calorie based and is created by calculating the
expenditure on calorie intake of 2350 calories per adult per day, along with estimated
expenditure on non-food items).
The ‘Head Count Ratio’ is used as a methodological tool to calculate the number of
households living under the poverty line. Applying the ‘logistical model’ for
regression analysis, I calculated various factors affecting perpetuation of poverty in
the village. As Jamal (2004) explains, “…in a Logit Model, the endogenous variable
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is a dummy or categorical variable with 1 representing household is poor and 0 if
the household is non-poor” (P43). The regression analysis indicates that for this
dataset where n=364, the proportions living above the poverty line are 0.398 among
the ‘Mohalla A’ demographic and 0.262 among the ‘Mohalla B’ population. The
difference of 0.228 has a standard error of 0.023 (calculated using the pooled
estimate of the proportion). The corresponding z-ratio is 8.71 and is equivalent to a
chi-squared of 92.6 on one degree of freedom.
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Figure 3: Distribution across Poverty Line

The statistical analysis clearly indicates that the incidence of poverty in Sheherpind
is extremely high and as much as 70% of the households surveyed do not meet the
subsistence threshold. In 2006, the World Bank calculated a poverty headcount ratio
for Pakistan at 22.3% but a steady economic decline since 2008 and the massive
floods in 2010 have considerably raised that percentage. According to Pakistan
Planning Commission (2010), poverty rate jumped from 23.9% in 2007 to 37.5 % in
2009. The commission has reported that in 2005 there were 35.5 million people
living below the poverty line but in 2008 their number increased to over 64 million
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and has consistently been on the rise over the past three years5. This income
discrepancy in Sheherpind and the large percentage of households making less than
subsistence amount is in sharp contrast to the improved figures on national per-capita
income over the past decade in Pakistan. Per capita income in dollar terms rose from
$1073 in 2009 to $1254 in 2010-11, thereby showing a tremendous increase of 16.9
percent (Pakistan Economic Survey, 2011). However, the rising average income has
come hand-in-hand with staggering inflation rates and a drop in foreign
investment—which counters the positive impact average increase in income could
have brought about. As Pakistan continues to become a ‘service’ economy and rural
communities diversify economic activities outside of agriculture the major causes of
rural poverty still remain intact. A local woman who runs a barebones convenience
store (hatti) best describes some of the significant contributors to poverty in
Sheherpind:
“People who have more money around here have always had land
(zameen) and canal water (neher ka pani). Others could farm but not
get the same reward. When my father cultivated his cousin’s land, we
used to live on our share of grains, saved some for the next crop (fasl)
and no one thought we were poor even though all of us had only one
change of clothing (jora) to wear. Now we all do labor (mazdoori) but
can’t makes ends meet because kids have demands, all the food is
bought for a price and nothing, not even lentils and bread (‘dal roti’)
is cheap. We don’t save anything; my husband and two sons work at
the open market (mundi) and get enough to feed the six of us. I opened
this hatti in the hope that we’d save some money for the girls [for
marriage]…(Tasneem, 48).

5

http://www.pc.gov.pk/annualplan2010-11.htm
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Inability to cope with inflated costs of food and utility items was the most commonly
shared concern among the participants of this research. The World Bank’s regional
economic outlook reports a 10% rise in food prices in Pakistan during the 2010-11
fiscal year, which could push millions more into poverty. For Sheherpind, the rural
culture of reciprocity has been replaced by commercial exchange, disadvantaging
those who have very little purchasing power. In a focus group discussion over the
nature of changes occurring in the village, women from different economic
backgrounds shared the following chart (amounts shared by local housewives):
Table 4: Ethnographic Description of Inflation
Commodity per Kilogram
Wheat Flour
Cane Sugar
Milk
Cooking Oil
Dal Channa (lentils)
Tomatoes

2008
Rs. 13
Rs. 21
Rs. 25
Rs. 90
Rs. 14
Rs. 9

2011
Rs. 38
Rs. 72
Rs. 68
Rs. 190
Rs. 46
Rs. 45

Percentage Increase
192%
242%
172%
111%
228%
400%

Source: Author, FGD notes.

A rising concern for communities like Sheherpind is increased unemployment rate
among a growing generation of educated youth who are not interested in farming but
can’t find regular employment elsewhere either. Local people bemoan how
government and NGO sectors ignore developmental needs of this region because of
its agricultural productivity regardless of the fact that the incidence of poverty in
villages like Sheherpind is among the highest in Pakistan.
Development Indicators:
Even with a dismal economic outlook and reduced purchasing power among the
lower and middle-income groups in Sheherpind, the community is showing some
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encouraging development indicators. Changes in fertility rate, population control,
increased literacy and improved health statistics are key indicators that are
remarkable because the ‘Saraiki belt’ had shown very little development in the past
few decades (Jamal, 2004). During the 1960-80s, Pathan communities across
Pakistan were seen to support larger families and minimal birth control just as the
national population growth rate was rising (Sathar, 2000). Ali Mohammad (1996) in
his research for the Pakistan Economic Forum established fertility markers based on
ethnic and linguistic categories in Pakistan. He concluded that women in the Saraiki
speaking ethnic group (Sheherpind falls into this demographic group) had the second
highest fertility rate in Pakistan during the 1990s. Mohammad (1996) also observed
that in a remarkable contrast ‘Saraiki speaking women in the younger age group had
the lowest fertility rates in rural Pakistan but Saraiki women among the older age
demographic had the highest fertility rates (p8). But that trend changed along with a
decreasing population growth rate at the national level by the time the second
national demographic survey was conducted in 2007. According to OECD/World
Bank (2009) population in Pakistan increased by 58 million from 1990 to 2008 –a
54% growth in population compared to 34% growth in India and 38% growth in
Bangladesh within the same period. Pakistan’s once alarmingly high population
growth rate has been moderated however by declining fertility and birth ratios and
now stands at 1.6% (PDHS, 2007).
Tables presented below are an aggregated analysis of compounding factors that have
an impact on gross population growth rate. The total fertility rate (TFR) includes
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‘mean number of children’, an indicator to measure fertility and is computed by
cross-tabulation between national and sample statistics. Fertility patterns and levels
among females from the rural and urbanizing group are divided into two broad age
groups: younger (15-30 year of age) and older (31-49 year of age) women. This is to
compare the fertility patterns among young and old cohorts within the same
demographic. The table also compares fertility rates across educational attainment
among national and sample population sets along with prevalence of contraceptive
use.
Table 5: National vs. Sheherpind Development Indicators
Urban
Rural
Sheherpind Sample
(National) (National)
Group A
Group B
Fertility Rate
Total: 3.3 Total: 4.5
Total: 4.1
Total: 5.3
15-30: 3.6 15-30: 3.5
15-30: 3.3
15-30: 3.1
31-49: 3.4 31-49: 4.5
31-49: 4.2
31-49: 4.3
Fertility Rate by Education Level
None
4.8
6.1
5.7
6.2
Primary
4.0
5.6
5.5
5.8
Middle
3.2
5.2
4.3
4.7
Secondary
3.1
4.1
3.8
4.1
Higher Ed
2.3
3.5
2.9
3.3
Contraceptive Prevalence
All Methods
30%
22%
61%
43%
Literacy (definition: aged 10 and over and can read and write)
National
Sheherpind
Total population: 60%
74%
Male: 69%
77%
Female: 45%
70%
Source: National Institute of Population Studies (NIPS) [Pakistan], and Macro International Inc. 2008.
Pakistan Demographic and Health Survey 2006-07. Islamabad, Pakistan: National Institute of Population
Studies and Macro International Inc.

Decline in fertility rates has checked the rapid growth in population and brought
about an overall improvement in associated factors such as literacy and reproductive
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health in the village. The following table illustrates key population trends in
Sheherpind against national estimates.
Table 6: National vs. Sheherpind Population Trends
Population Levels
Total population Population aged 0– Population aged
14 (%)
15–64 (%)
National
173 million
35.4
60.3
Sheherpind 2224 Individuals 25.9%
72.5%
Sample

Population aged 65+
(%)
4.3
2.9%

Source: (National Data) Population Division of the Department of Economic and Social Affairs of the United Nations
Secretariat, World Population Prospects: The 2010 Revision

Gender Ratios
National
Sheherpind
Sex ratio: 1.07male(s)/female
1.03males/female
Under 15 years: 1.06 male(s)/female
1.14males/female
15–64 years: 1.09 male(s)/female
0.995males/female
65 years and over: 0.92 male(s)/female
0.882males/female
Source: National Institute of Population Studies (NIPS) [Pakistan], and Macro International Inc. 2008.
Pakistan Demographic and Health Survey 2006-07. Islamabad, Pakistan: National Institute of Population
Studies and Macro International Inc.

The population distribution in Sheherpind across various age groups could also be
studied through the following population pyramid.
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Figure 4: Sheherpind Population Pyramid

One of the contributing factors towards changes in population growth and
composition is the gradual decrease in ‘desired fertility’ rates among younger women
who participated in this study.
Table 7: Sample Data Fertility Preferences
Desired Fertility
65 and Older
50-65
39-49
15-39

8.1
6.3
4.2
3.3

Actual Fertility (mean number of
children)
7.3
6.1
3.4
3.1

Source: Author, survey data.

Education and literacy are perhaps the most effective catalysts for change in this
village.
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David Bloom et al., (1996) attribute this steady decrease in the mean ideal family
size to an increase in education and financial security among women as they start
participating in waged labor. Ali and Burero (2008) indicate that there has been a
decline in the total fertility rate in Pakistan, from 5.4 children per woman in 1990-91
to 4.1 children in 2006-07, a drop of over one child in the past 16 years. Education
has a direct bearing on rising the age of marriage and since childbearing is largely
confined to marital relations women start having children at a later age and have
smaller families. Conspicuous differentials in fertility are found by level of women’s
education and wealth quintile. Literacy rates have gone up nationally and among
small communities like Sheherpind, indicating some of the most significant
impressions of positive change.
The overwhelming evidence of poverty already established in the
community, could also be demonstrated through a wealth quintile for Sheherpind.
Previous studies have established a strong correlation between economic status,
rural/urban residence, attainment of education, and access to healthcare services
including fertility management (Alam et al., 1984: Sathar, 1994). The following
chart indicates the vast discrepancy in income across study sample A and B:
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Figure 5: Statistical Analysis-Income Gap

Women are likely to be more educated and have reduced fertility if they have more
wealth and live in urban settings (Sathar, 2004). An additional factor in this
relationship however, is the prevalence of media sources and has considerable
effectiveness in changing population trends even in rural settings such as
Sheherpind. About 90% of all sampled households reported having an electronic
media source—a factor that has been known to effectively communicate family
planning messages in urban populations (Fikri, 2005).
Table 8: Sheherpind Access to Media
TV, Mobile
Mobile
None
TV

Mohalla A
45%
26%
5%
1%

Mohalla B
48%
32%
9%
0%
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TV, VCR, Mobile, PC
Total

24%
100%

11%
100%

Source: Author, household survey data 2011.

Despite considerable odds against women’s access to education due to dismal
economic outlook, the Sheherpind community has shown heartening evidence of a
cultural change pertaining to girl’s education even in the markedly poor demographic
in both Mohallas A and B. The factors contributing to this gradual change are
socioeconomic in nature. Families are diversifying occupations so a logical quest for
more male offspring who can plough the field is no longer valid. Income and
purchasing power is reducing so large families are even more unaffordable than they
were three decades ago. Under such circumstances, cultural outlook is changing
towards acceptance and appreciation for the female child instead of continued
expansion of the family until the desired number of sons has been achieved.
Participants from the lowest income quintile in this study who only make 9000
Rupees a month (less than a $100) are investing in their daughter’s education with
the understanding that they would earn a living to support the family, themselves,
and that profitability would secure them better matches in matrimony. All of these
factors are discussed through informant’s narratives in the following chapters.
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Chapter 3: Education, Behavioral Change and Empowerment
This research uses qualitative and quantitative data among the Pathans – one of many
groups who identify with Sheherpind to examine women’s empowerment in the
society. Although the inferences drawn in this section are specific to the Pathan
group, it is possible that the trends represented here broadly reflect changes in
women’s lives in other groups as well. This commonality of observed experiences is
guided by the knowledge that even though some specific traits allow Pathans a
certain level of distinguishability, there exits a cultural nexus in the village through
which various ethnic groups adopt somewhat similar values. Pathan households relay
a self-proclaimed ‘conservatism that is unique and exemplary of their identity (Zeba,
24)’. As Ahmad Akbar (1996) suggests:
The strict observance of purdah results in a marked division of labor
between the sexes…Indeed, PURDAH is frequently observed to such
an extent that women are not allowed to go out in public to do the
shopping; thus, the shopping is all done by men (p11).
Majority representation in the village community, larger political and economic
influence and centuries of sustained cultural norms make the Pathan group an ideal
case-study to understand how the rest of the community might behave—especially
since rules on purdah and patriarchy are relatively lax among non-tribal groups. In
other words, if Pathan women are gaining any semblance of empowerment, it is
likely that the trend is pervasive among other groups and has a certain level of
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universality for the entire community. My reference to ‘Rani’ whose changing
circumstances in life prompted me to conceive this study is a testament to the
possibility of change impacting even economically marginalized social groups. For
me, working with ethnic ‘Pathan’ women has been a consequence of access and
opportunity my ‘native’ status affords me but I am convinced that there is a valid
argument for the generalizability that can be drawn from this data set.
This dissertation argues that Pathan women’s literacy and education in Sheherpind is
synergistically affected by two sets of influences. Firstly, cultural factors of purdah,
patriarchy and religious conservatism, guide behavior and inform worldviews.
Secondly, socioeconomic factors such as improvement in income level, better and
safer transportation, and reduced distance to educational facilities, are collectively
responsible for enhancing mobility and improved school retention rates for girls. I
also argue that advancement in education is the primary pathway to globalization and
modernity driven social change in villages like Sheherpind. The demographic
indicators discussed in the previous chapter reveal an impressively high literacy rate
among female participants in this study, which compares well against the national
statistics indicating 54% literacy for women.
This chapter details all the compounding factors that have influenced a
gradual but significant change in women’s approach and access to education. I
engage in a critical analysis of existing literature on education and development
indicators in patriarchal societies. Finally, I examine the community’s perception of
empowerment that is often considered part-and-parcel of educational achievement
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(Sathar, 2004; Fikri, 2000). A review of the relationship between an increase in
education and associated measures of empowerment in women’s lives is significant
because existing studies on the topic tend to suggest a Universalist and linear
relationship in its impact. Hall (1992) suggests that education provides a cognitive
empowerment, so women understand their conditions of subordination and the
causes of such conditions at both micro and macro levels of society. This cognition
helps them make choices that may go against cultural and social expectations, and
also helps them to understand patterns of behavior that create dependence,
interdependence, and autonomy at the family level and in the larger society. Brown
(1990:4) believes that ‘Education helps women to reduce time which they spend in
household and non-market activities’. It provides women the mobility from nonmonetized sector to monetized sectors of the economy while allowing them to
participate directly in household economy. This mobility and participation according
to Brown (1990) is what enhances their status in decision-making within the
family—and acts as a key step towards women’s equality and empowerment.
My research in Sheherpind complicates the relationship and suggests that not only is
‘empowerment’ a contested notion for these women, but the desire and approach to
education are not simplistic in their variance within the community. Women
rationalize the emerging need for girl’s education through socio-cultural filters and
not all pathways overtly lead to empowerment as it is described in anthropological
discourse. As Carolyn Medel-Anonuevo (1995) in her report for UNESCO
acknowledges, both subordination and empowerment have many facets; hence its
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scope must go beyond political participation, consciousness raising and economic
independence.
Rationale for Education: Emic Perspectives
In order to understand the process of attainment of education among women in rural
Pakistan, we must explore linkages between young women's description of self and
identity and the kind of education they seek. The change in perception and attitude
reported here is fairly recent and began only a generation ago as described by a
social studies teacher in Sheherpind:
My mother was a Hafiz-e-Quran (someone who has memorized the
Quran). Our family was very religious and my nana (maternal
grandfather) sent all of his children to a religious school (deeni
madrassah). Back in those days, all people wanted in a girl was
‘virtue’ (sharafat) and religious girls were most esteemed. My parents
are ‘first maternal cousins’ (saggay khalazaad) and even though my
mother only attained religious education, my father never desired any
other qualities. Now ‘faith and material world (deen aur duniya’) go
hand in hand. I was educated till FA (12th grade), then I did my PTC
(primary teaching certificate) and then when I got married, my
parents said you can work if your husband likes (Naseem, 31).
This change in acceptance for religious and non-religious education for women has
occurred gradually and is not universal. The prevalent concept of basic knowledge
and ability for successful life still pertains primarily to religious education and all
other education on a secondary basis. One of the marked differences on the question
of education between younger and older participants in this study lies in how they
describe their family’s opinion of women’s education. The 55 and older age group or
the ‘grandparent generation’ described older times as simpler and less demanding
when piety was the only standard for acceptance of a young woman into married life.
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They describe religious education (deeni taleem) as the top priority for families. This
generation also acknowledged that times are changing and girls need to attain some
modern education that would allow them to generate income if anything unfortunate
happened. Most reported sending their daughters to primary education at a minimum
and past secondary education at the most. The educated respondents supported
providing their daughters with even higher educational opportunities and those who
were illiterate expressed a desire to fulfill their own need for education by giving
their daughters a chance to study as far as they can go. The parent’s generation
reveals that education is the ultimate determinant of who would marry their daughter.
One mother responded to the question of ‘why girl’s education was necessary’ in this
manner:
Even ‘village’ (dehati) people looking for a daughter-in-law these
days have a different idea of what’s important than it used to be. I am
certain the young generation of children have compelled their parents
to think this way. Family, name, reputation and class are really not
significant anymore. Everyone wants a pretty girl, who is well
educated, is a teacher or doctor or works in a respectable profession.
They want modern girls. ‘ab seedhi saadhi larkion ka zamana nahi
hai’ (this is not the time of plain girls). Education has changed
everything (Ulfat Bibi, 48)
Women’s narratives on the processes involved in attainment of education are an
abundant resource to capture the richness and fluidity of their public and private
identities. Based on some of the key themes developed during a synthesis of the
qualitative data collected for this study, it appears that the distinction in self and
group identity lies around the following lines:
Generation

Self Identity

Group

Environment

Goals for
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Grandparents -Holder of
parent’s name
and honor
-Primary role as
a domestic and
farm worker

Identity
-Holder of the
Pathan
tradition
-Superior than
the working
class

Parents

-Holder of
parent’s name
and honor
-Domestic role
as the primary
role

-Holder of the
Pathan
tradition
-Superior than
the working
class

Young

-Family’s name
and honor is an
assigned role
-Responsible as
domestic and
wageworker to
supplement
income.

-Pride in
Pathan
heritage but
doesn’t
provide any
advantages
-Diminished
sense of
superiority

Unchanging,
reminiscent of
the
forefather’s
values
-Changing too
quickly
-Urban trends
changing
minds
-Changes in
class and
generational
differences
-Transformed
from the times
of the
forefathers
-Upwardly
mobile and
urbanizing
-Competing
with urban
youth in the
media

Education
-Retain
religious
knowledge
-Learn from
faith to be a
good wife and
mother
-Learn enough
to feed the
family if
tragedy befalls
-Educate
daughters to
find a good
match
-Get educated
for selffulfillment
-Good
education
means better
matrimonial
matches
-Women are
more
hardworking
so they should
work
respectable
jobs

The concept of identity among different generations within the same community is
closely reflective of the nature of customs and values prescribed to them. The oldest
respondents strongly associate ‘honor’ with their daughter and younger women’s
bodies and hence consider the mobility associated with the process of seeking
education an unnecessary risk towards safeguarding family honor. Referring to a
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woman’s body as a ‘shrine’ or a ‘white sheet’, my older respondents describe the
imperativeness of guarding the body because any appearance of ‘dirtiness’ (gandagi)
would tarnish the entire family’s name and honor. Reflecting on their own youth,
they describe ‘simpler times’ when work was communal and children were raised by
the entire neighborhood.
‘The entire mohalla used to be one large compound and we moved
from one house to the other without check all day. ‘Working in the
fields’ (zameeno pe kaam) took bigger chunks of the day and in the
evening or early morning we’ll read the Quran. Most of us got
married at 14…. some even later at 16, but betrothals happened at
birth so parents knew the girls were not their responsibility as soon as
they are ‘jawan’ (reach puberty). Schools were only for boys and that
too wasn’t really necessary (Hazrat Khatoon, 71).
For middle aged and older respondents in the ‘parents’ generation’, self-identity is
strongly filtered through the views of their mothers. However, this is the view that
suggests a gradual change in accepting that educating girls might not be necessary
but could provide for some relief if ill fate befalls. For most respondents in this
group, their own passage to literacy and at times higher education is guided by very
narrow depiction of their roles. The ideal level of education for this group remained
between high school and 12th grade with a smaller percentage reaching for higher
degrees. Respondents offered candid observations of their position at the time,
stating that while marriage was their primary goal, attaining some education seemed
like good preparation for taking on the ultimate role of a wife and mother. Those
who pursued schooling beyond 12th grade either delayed marriage because of the
family’s inability to find a suitable match or needed to support the family financially.
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During the course of my fieldwork, I did meet some highly educated women from
the ‘parents’ generation’ who pursued carriers in medicine and academia and are
renowned in the community. A majority of these social icons come from politically
dominant families and followed fathers or uncles into a profession. Regardless of
what level of education is pursued by women in Sheherpind, the process is possible
only if the family patriarchs sanction it. Women in this group shared various kinds of
limitations imposed on their access to education:
We lived near the city (Sheher) so most of my friends were going to
school with me. Some parents just couldn’t buy books and supplies so
only the boys would attend school. We knew which girls were
‘bright’(laik) and those that just wanted to get married. Most ‘unintelligent’ (nalaik) girls got taken out of school for marriage around
9th grade. I was very smart and wanted to study science, my father
even bought me the books but my paternal grandfather (dada) heard
of it and asked my father if he is ready to set me up on a track where I
could never do something respectable Pathan women do. Would he
rather have me work with men? So my father made me take art
courses and later a teaching certificate so I could become a
schoolteacher. In my time, that’s all women could be…(Riffat, 51).
A majority (74 percent) of all respondents in this group agreed that getting married
was a bigger priority for them than getting educated when they were young. This is
partially attributed to the norms of the time that dictated early marriages because the
longer a woman stayed unmarried the higher the possibility of her virtue being
threatened. Women themselves shared accounts of the emotional and physical stress
associated with having to venture outside the security of the house and traveling
certain distances to a school.
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The young respondents in my study reveal the most noticeable variation in self and
group identity and the associated perception of education. While there is variance on
socio-economic lines across the two population sub-sets (Mohalla A and B), the
majority of young women understand honor in different terms than their elders.
Honor and its accompanied restrictions on their mobility is not a desired attribute
among this group but one prescribed by the Pathan customs. When asked if seeking
education or employment could harm individual or community honor, 87% of all
women between the ages of 15-28 disagreed with the correlation. Instead, honor for
them can be attributed to excelling in school, getting into a profession their families
approve of and attain the kind of status that paves the way for a successful life. As
Asiya, a 22-year-old pre-med student puts it:
Nobody believes anymore that educating young girls is less than
honorable. Look at me, if I do well, I might become a doctor and help
folks right here in Sheherpind. It is only ‘be-ghairti’ (honorlessness) if
the women disrespect our customs and try to be immoral!!
Question: What is immoral in your mind?
‘Bas yeh pasand ki shadi, ishq-mohabbat waghaira’ (Just this whole
love-marriage, falling in love etc). The girls who have done this kind
of thing…there was a case just last year at the degree college; make
all other women suffer because their fathers and brothers don’t trust
them.
These respondents have a favorable outlook for their environment and consider
educational attainment a necessity and not a choice. For some the village is changing
but not fast enough to keep pace with the rest of the world. Education is considered a
pathway to better marriage prospects, but women often question narrowly defined
roles their predecessors accepted as the norm and at times upheld those norms too.
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There are so many girls in the village who have come from very poor
backgrounds and become doctors or lecturer. I think girls who are
hard-working and want to succeed should be given the chance to
become a lady-doctor. We don’t like ‘daftaroan mein kaam karnay
waali larkiyan’ (office workers) but becoming someone people
respect like a doctor is a great thing. Some people would say that
girls are now more educated than men and I think it’s better this way
because men treat educated girls better (Sadaf, 28).
Unlike the elderly respondents, the younger informants do not think cultural
conservatism can hinder the path to women’s education anymore because parents
themselves expect their daughters to attend schools and ultimately find better
matches in matrimony. The following table illustrates the nature of generational
difference in seeking education:
Figure 6: Pursuit of Education in Three Generations

The table explains that overall prevalence of education is highest among the ‘current
generation’ of Pathan women at 74.5% with 2.8% attaining graduate level education.
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Within the same group 10.4% have attained undergraduate degrees 3.7% of which
are in the field of medical sciences. The ‘parent generation’ of women show about
44% prevalence of education with the highest percentage of respondents attaining
12th grade education at 14.2%. In sharp contrast, the ‘grandparents’ generation’
indicates only 8.5% of all respondents attaining any education and 3.5% receiving
high school level education. None of the respondents in this group attained any
education past 12th grade.
Behavioral Change in Sheherpind:
By interacting with women in Sheherpind who have varying levels of education and
varied backgrounds in economic and social status, I was able to deduce certain
commonalities that are significant to understand how education is changing the
character of the village life. First and foremost, women’s narratives among all three
generations commonly point to the fact that patriarchal sanction and male support for
women’s education has been a key determinant of how and in what fashion women
are getting educated. In that sense, women’s own agency in pursuit of education is a
very complex notion since the ultimate decision making with regards to continuation
or termination of a woman’s education comes from male family members.
For women who are getting educated, marriage and kinship continues to be a central
concern throughout the process of seeking education even though the needs and
goals associated with getting educated has seen a gradual change. Older participants
see daughters only as helpers and someone that must get married as urgently as
possible with everything other than religious education less than necessary. More
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middle-aged women saw themselves primarily as homemakers and only stepping in
to work if there are financial difficulties. For their daughters, they see educational
advancement only if it assists with better marriage options. The need for education is
also dependent in their minds on the girl’s physical attributes and her family’s status.
If the girl is plain looking, some parents believe better education and earning ability
would make her more suitable for marriage. Similarly, if the parents have abundant
financial means to provide a girl with a large dowry, some families consider that as a
feasible alternative to anything beyond basic education because the prospect of such
wealth will attract good suitors. Many mothers put the need like this ‘she should
study only until the right match (rishtay) comes along; I will not wait another minute
after that’.
Most young educated women perceive education as a demand of changing times. It
is more necessary now because it determines who is a more desirable bride for the
more eligible matches—usually young men employed in government service,
doctors or military personnel. While teaching and medicine are still the most coveted
professions, educated women in the village are trying to seek education to redefine
their status in the community and present themselves as more sophisticated life
partners. The yardstick for this sophistication is often the ability to imitate urban
fashion and way of life.
It is also clear among three generations of Sheherpind women that their self identity
is still imbedded in their success in marriage—so much so that those who get higher
education often do not appreciate their delayed marriages because of social pressure
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that ascribes more significance on early and quick marriages. A majority of middle
aged and younger women who responded to a question about the reason behind
higher literacy rates and delayed marriage age believed that it is caused only partially
because the society as a whole has started valuing education to be a more marketable
virtue. The bigger reason says a community health worker in Sheherpind is:
People are picky about who marries their daughters. Most parents
were fine with the first reasonable match that came about for their
daughters. When women have a degree or know what kind of life they
want, everyone waits for the most qualified and well-employed match
(Razia, 26).
In that sense, changing cultural norms have considerable influence on how changes
in attitudes towards education gradually occurred. While cousin marriage is still the
norm, families expect different eligibility standards for even the in-house matches
when their daughter is fairly educated. Traditionally, paternal uncles had the first
claim on a niece if he had a male child to marry her. As eligibility standards change,
families are willing to hold off on arranging a match until more favorable candidates
are available. Just as delayed marriages are not as fiercely objected to as in previous
generations; families do not want to invite gossip surrounding the reason for the
delay in a young woman’s marriage. It is thus preferred if she continues her
education while the family awaits a decent match.
Acceptance for education is still however not universal. Even among families who
consider women’s education a worthwhile investment the distinction between ‘laik’
and ‘na-laik’ makes a decisive difference. A girl child must display early signs of
intelligence and competitiveness to warrant interest in her higher education. If girls
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have math and science competence, fathers and other male family members support
the idea of pursuing a medical degree. Girls who do not do well in school (especially
in high school exams) have a much lower chance of being allowed to pursue
professional degrees and careers full-time. But this assessment of intelligence
however has not hindered women from seeking non-professional degrees in the
humanities and arts because of an effective system of distant education now popular
among rural women. In other words, mobility in pursuit of professional degrees in
medicine and academia is more easily sanctioned than the need for attending a fulltime education in the humanities. Distant education through written correspondence
with a remote instructor is preferred in this regard with the intent to apply this degree
towards teaching jobs, private at-home tuition or for higher marketability in
marriage.
The impact of education on women’s subjectivities and positionalities is significant
too. The curriculum for young generation of students in Sheherpind is strongly
influenced by a globalized perspective on popular culture and norms. The reaction to
more western cultural influences is contradictory and often dramatic. Through
repeated interviews with young respondents in the village, I have observed that
students do imbibe the norms and values associated with non-traditional concepts in
their curriculum. The exposure to references and stories from other cultures opens up
windows to the world, to unique world-views, and changing perception of self and
society for these young women. But this awakening is accompanied by
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overwhelming anti-west propaganda in their environment, which coaxed my
respondents to give conflicting accounts of their feelings about modern education:
People are gaining awareness so that’s a good thing…women should
have the right to be a Prime minister like Benazir if they want.
Women in western countries are free to accomplish everything…. But
why teach our children stories about other cultures. Our own is so
rich…. people like Americans and British are only out there to hurt
Islam and Pakistan (Hina, 18).
Despite prevalence of poverty and cultural adherence to rules of patriarchy,
Sheherpind is not immune to influences from beyond the village borders. Internet,
social media, newly developing cable TV access and improved access to printed
media sources is bringing foreign cultural influences to Sheherpind which is
changing young women’s worldview in a profound way. Informants who shared
more conservative roles for themselves didn’t hesitate in describing very progressive
aspirations for their daughters. This progressive outlook is in contrast with
passionate resistance to western cultural influences motivated by political and
religious sentiments that compel women to develop ”…hybrid identities that are
dichotomous and conflictual…“ (Zubair, 2006:66).
Even as the consciousness about education and its benefits for the community are
in transition, my interactions with women kept bringing me back to a much repeated
theme in the conversation that women’s bodies hold the burden of responsibility as
far as the family’s honor is concerned. My informants reiterated the fact that when a
father sends a daughter out to school or for work, she embodies his name and
standing in the village. If anything, including random gossip comes back to the
village and puts that girl’s virtue in question, the father’s name would be lost forever.
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While there are fewer objections to young women finding acceptable employment
before and after marriage, all respondents shared their fear of the ‘talk’ it would
generate when people realize women in a household are working. My insistence on
determining if women believed a male child going to school has the same burden to
uphold the family’s honor got me some very exasperated responses—since most of
my informants expected me to know that ‘boys are different’ (larkon ki baat aur
hai).
Determinants of Rise in Education in Sheherpind
The theoretical framework of ‘cultural materialism’ could perhaps best explain the
rise in educational attainment in rural communities such as Sheherpind. Cultural
Materialism is a research strategy that prioritizes material, behavioral and etic
processes in the explanation of the evolution of human socio-cultural systems (Lim,
1998). Marvin Harris in his 1968 publication ‘The Rise of Anthropological Theory’
developed this concept to explain that the primary function of cultural studies is to
give causal explanations for the differences and similarities in the thoughts and
behaviors of human groups. Andrew Millner (1993) believes that Harris’s notion of
materialism came from Julian Steward’s references to ‘cultural ecology’ meaning
societies go through socio-cultural adaptation by interacting with its environment.
Culture in this regard is a system formed out of systematically established elements
of faith, kinship and socio-political power. Social organization, demography, and
levels of integration into this cultural system are not just sub-sets of cultural traits, as
Julian perceived, but a clear manifestation of relations based on status and power
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differentials between different groups and networks (Lim, 1998). Applying the key
principles of cultural materialism to evidence of socio-economic change in
Sheherpind, we can analyze the determinants of change on three levels:
infrastructure, structure and superstructure. The first level impacts individual
cognition, and is an amalgamated system of religion, custom and family tradition
that forms group identity and impedes people from relinquishing traditional roles.
This superstructure particularly applies to the community’s adherence to a culturally
adapted form of Islam that permeates and informs values for male-female roles in the
society. These invisible yet tangible controls attribute to ingrained loyalty to tribal
identity and acceptance for deliberately imbalanced gender roles. These roles are
then legitimized through cultural or religious doctrine and are very powerful in the
way they guide cognitive processes and behavior. Education is hence an aspired trait
that serves the demands of the ‘etic’ milieu without seeking to alter the ‘emic’
milieu.
The forces that constitute ‘Structure’ in Sheherpind’s quest for education come from
the community’s domestic and political economy (Millner, 1993). Major class and
power hierarchies in a group that serve as trendsetters and establish new norms for
the inferior groups to follow organize and define the structure. The small group of
people who serve leadership roles in a structure ‘interact on an intimate basis and
perform key functions, such as regulating production and reproduction, socialization,
education, and enforcing domestic discipline’ (Lim, 1998). The ‘Infrastructure’ is the
final level of culture formation and involves means of production and reproduction.
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Production pertains to ways in which a community applies resources to sustain,
reform or replace subsistence livelihoods and reproduction is the manner in which
population size is regulated. Both ‘Structure’ coming from a gradual drive to reorient
class composition and distribution of power; and change in ‘Infrastructure’ brought
about by diversification of livelihood mechanisms accompanied by growing need for
a fully productive workforce has made education an economic imperative in
Sheherpind. I believe that combined elements of Structure and Infrastructure have
morphed ‘Superstructure’ in Sheherpind to allow a shift in attitude towards women’s
education. Elements of ‘Superstructure’ however, including faith, custom and
superstition still control how education impacts the community at the micro level
where man-woman power dynamics and their unique positionalities are established.
It must be noted that even though cultural materialism explains the perceptual
change in demand for women’s education, material factors themselves do not have a
determining impact on the process of gaining education. One can therefore infer that
the gap between economically prosperous and economically deprived does not lead
to statistically significant differences in enrollment ratios in Sheherpind. It remains
to be seen, however, if economic factors have a determining impact on school
retainment ratios between the two population subsets. Nudrat Khatoon, a 38-year-old
wageworker in a landlord’s house explained the rationale to me:
It is true; sometimes we don’t have enough to eat all day. Five kids
and a laborer husband, I do the work of a ‘kammi’ (the working
class) just so our children go to school. I had 3 daughters before we
had a son, if they don’t learn anything we have to worry about
marrying them as soon as they are old enough. Now at least, my
Salma can get a certificate and teach tuition until our son can work
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and bring some income…. My husband insists we are fine not eating
for a while but we’ll pay the children’s school fee even if we have to
borrow (udhaar… I am illiterate because my father was poor and he
didn’t think education was necessary for women. My Salma is getting
educated because her father thinks this is going to be the last
generation of poor in our family.
Applying mixed methods approach and soliciting various nature of precise
information on the socio-economic and cultural determinants of women’s education,
I have been able to develop the following list of influences:

Socio-Economic

Cultural-Religious

Household Income

Patriarchy

Distance to Educational Facility

Purdah

Family Means of Transportation Superstition

Superstructure

Infrastructure

Structure +

Table 9: Determinants of Women's Education

Among the two sets of determinants the cultural-religious influences play a much
vital role in deciding the nature and duration of women’s education, their own
perception of the purpose education serves and how attaining education must impact
society. The socio-economic factors are significant primarily in determining what
kind of education system will be chosen for girls. The cost to attend public schools is
much lower and the quality of education correspondingly low as well whereas
private school education is typically more expensive and the curriculum much more
advanced. So even though the strain on family finances is much higher for lower
income parents and compels them to send their daughters to less privileged public
institutions, poverty itself is no longer as strong a deterrent for girl’s education as it
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once used to be. A statistical test to study the correlation between household income
and current enrollment for girls aged 5-30 indicates an insignificant relationship with
an R-square of 0.02. Hence, income level alone is not statistically a strong predictor
of educational attainment in Sheherpind.
Figure 7: Statistical Comparison-Income vs. Education

Similarly, even though the average distance to educational institution is higher for
lower-income population sub-set in Mohalla B, the propensity for enrolling girls in
school is equally high among poor and affluent households as indicated in the table
below:
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Figure 8: Statistical Comparison-Distance vs. Education

This comparative assessment of the number of enrolled females from each income
level and location, shows positive signs of growth in the number of young women
and girls going to school in really poor neighborhoods with 67% primary enrollment
for girls from households making less than PKR 10,000 ($110) a month. It also
indicates that distance to school is not determining the number of women currently
gaining education at primary, secondary or college level. For population set Mohalla
A, the average distance to primary school is 4kms, to secondary school is 7.5kms and
to college the distance is a little over 11kms. The distance for Mohalla B residents is
almost twice for each facility but their enrollment levels even among the lowest
income brackets are similar or higher than the more urban population in Mohalla A.
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Another socio-economic determinant studied for its impact on girl’s enrollment in
schools and colleges is the effect of the family mode of transport especially with
reference to distance traveled to school. A bi-variate statistical test reveals a
significant relationship with an RSquare of 0.32 meaning people with some kind of
transport are more likely to send their daughters to schools regardless of the distance
traveled each day.
Figure 9: Statistical Comparison-Transportation vs. Education

My own observation while living in the village is that this strong correlation is
somewhat misleading. While people who own a private mode of transport are likely
to be more affluent, which could determine the kind of schools their daughters
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attend. But lack of transport itself is not impeding women’s access to school because
the community has accepted more communal modes of transportation to school,
especially since it is more cost effective too. Furthermore, girls attending primary
schools regularly walk up to 4kms each way without their family’s mode of
transportation becoming a decisive factor. It is usually in middle school when young
girls are reaching puberty and expected to wear a burqa that supervised
transportation to school becomes a viable concern. I believe both ‘distance’ and
‘transportation’ factors relate to women’s mobility and could have a more decisive
influence on how many of the currently enrolled women stay in educational
institutions. The reason distance and transport has only a marginal impact on the
level of current enrollment is because easily available communal modes of transport
such as a motor-rickshaw, a van and at times large pickup trucks provide safe,
culturally appropriate transportation for women and girls to educational facilities. It
is however, abundantly clear from women’s narratives that such mobility is a newer
trend that invites a lot of suspicion from male family members and even a slight hint
of unauthorized interaction with the van driver or males outside the family could
result in women being taken out of school.
The Impact of Education
The above discussion on economic and cultural determinants of education in
Sheherpind brings me to an important question. How does the nature of change in
women’s attitude and perception of education fit into established models of positive
outcomes triggered by rise in education? Are women in Sheherpind gaining
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empowerment and autonomy through education? And is Sheherpind on the
development course. The answer to these questions can be sought through analyzing
existing research where some studies have connected education with fertility decline
and an overall increase in women’s autonomy (Basu, 1996; Jejeebhoy, 2001). Others
have commented on educational achievement as a determinant of development in a
community. Furthermore, a large body of social science literature is concerned with
the nature of correlation between education, empowerment and long-term
development—the next section reviews this literature critically.
Education, Empowerment and Development
International development approaches have been marred by an abundance of
replicable models of growth and prosperity that are mistakenly applied through a
cookie-cutter methodology to all societies and social groups regardless of their sociocultural complexity, their diversity of origins and belief systems, and their varying
levels of engagement with the ‘modernizing’ world. This phenomenon to me is
clearly a question of deep-seated ‘Orientalism’ in academic and applied settings and
the ever-pervasive universalism of western ideals that have always overshadowed
local contexts and perspectives. Because western models of ‘civilization’, social
norms, and hence developmental strategies have taken on a normative value in global
development discourses, it is no surprise that the flow of ‘progressive change’ has
been entirely one-sided—where western industrialized nations export their getdeveloped-overnight schemes to the rest of the world. An unfortunate drawback of
this one-sided flow of intellect and resources is the demise of local knowledge and
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sustainability patterns; the somewhat desolate preservation of indigenous wisdom
and above all; an abject failure of policies and programs that do not acknowledge the
complexity of variables that come into play when societies adopt development and
social change.
Some if not all models of sustainable development lay out the following sequence of
events: social and class inequality leads to diversification of subsistence methods,
new class structures are created and sources of imbalance and injustice are
questioned, new sources of knowledge are sought opening the way for women’s
education. Once educated, the society attempts to be open and more egalitarian.
Women become aware of their rights and roles and seek equal employment and
compensation, economic activity increases as more skilled labor becomes
available—market activity improves and economic development ensues (King and
Hill, 1993). Structurally, there is nothing wrong with this path to development but it
fails to explain societies like Sheherpind where improvement in education is not
immediately leading to egalitarian gender roles—in fact education is not even
triggering an outright challenge to current power dynamics in the society. Does that
mean changes occurring in Sheherpind are not yet large enough to be categorized as
development processes? I would like to disagree and the ensuing discussion explains
why.
The manner in which western development paradigms associate education with a
linear transcendence to development and empowerment is especially problematic for
communities like Sheherpind where the nature of change is so complex that any one
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independent factor could not be held responsible for negative or positive outcomes.
Some of the complex dichotomies observed among the ‘Pathan’ in Sheherpind are:
•

Class structures are changing but there is ample rift between the more
affluent segments of the population and the impoverished ones.

•

Although there is an increase in the number of educated people in the
community, challenges to patriarchal norms are subtle and strategic

•

Income levels are on the rise but are barely keeping up with rapid inflation

•

Women are gaining awareness about new gender roles and have improved
position outside the house but resist western notions of independence and
empowerment.

•

There are changes in norms and perspectives that could be seen as very
progressive and could lead to ‘development’ but that was not what the
community intended and the process is not empowering in itself. In other
words, there are norms that could be translated as oppressive if seen through
a western lens but participants in this study defend them and consider them
crucial to their identity.

It is not to argue that attempts to improve quality of life, end discrimination and
abuse, or alleviate women’s status in societies is not an imperative goal—what is
questioned here is the manner and process of development in which holistic
imageries of cultural nuances are overlooked or rejected in favor of more familiar
and well-established western models. I argue against reductionist observations of
developing societies and propose that development would continue to fall short of its
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goals unless women’s unique voices are heard and incorporated—even if their voices
don’t convey the message our developmental paradigms are tuned in to.
Gendered perspectives in development are significant not just for pointing out that
men and women experience empowerment processes in different ways but also to
support the affirmation that equality in the status of men and women is fundamental
to every society (Parpart et al., 2000). These perspectives prompt scholars and
practitioners to realign visions of what development needs to entail and how best to
realize that vision efficiently. Development strategies are aimed at the creation of
sustainable livelihood opportunities but it also requires the creation of a conducive
environment for men and women to seize those opportunities—an ideal that is not
easily reached. The bottom line lies in acknowledging that building more and better
schools, efficient government structures and affordable health facilities are not
enough to change societies—men and women must be allowed equal access and
participation in these development processes too. As a recent analysis of the
effectiveness of various development strategies across the world suggests, ‘gender
matters in development’ (Parpart et al., 2000) and for Sheherpind it all comes down
to how women position themselves in their own environment.
Education, Empowerment and Modernization
Commenting on the shift in discourse from ‘Women in Development’ (WID) to
‘Women, Environment, and Development’ (WED), Apffel-Marglin and Simon
(1994: 24) call it a change in attitude towards modernity and modernizing processes
as it allows for ‘non-modern, non-commodified, and non-western’ women to be
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heard. Sheherpind women provide just such ‘non-modern and non-western’ voices
that need to be heard in order to comprehend what path development would take in
this village. Making room for new perspectives opens up new avenues for diversity
and pluralism and eventually, new alternatives to modernity (Apffel-Marglin and
Simon, 1994).
Proponents of WED believe that the relationship between women and the natural
world around them is critical because a modernist interpretation of women’s
existence in developing societies erroneously implies a fundamental rift between
their biological (human) and cultural realities. Leila Ahmed (1999) categorizes such
assumptions as the western employment of pseudo-feminism to legitimize imperial
control:
…It captured the language of feminism and redirected it, in the
service of colonialism, toward Other men and the cultures of Other
men. It was here and in the combining of the languages of colonialism
and feminism that the fusion between the issues of women and culture
was created. More exactly, what was created was the fusion between
the issues of women, their oppression, and the cultures of Other men.
The idea that Other men, men in colonized societies or societies
beyond the borders of the civilized West, oppressed women was to be
used, in the rhetoric of colonialism, to render morally justifiable its
project of undermining or eradicating the cultures of colonized
peoples (p 68).
Leila Ahmed’s (1990) attempt here is not to legitimize gendered controls exercised
by men in non-western societies but to oppose the exploitation of the notion of the
oppressed non-western woman in order to make a case for colonial hegemony. I
apply Ahmed’s logic to reiterate the point that opposition to patriarchal control over
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women should not be used as an opportunity to export western definitions of
empowerment, modernity, or development to non-western societies.
My other criticism on gender related development discourse is the oftenessentializing vision of post-colonial ‘third-world’ women as universally oppressed
and marginalized members of society. This uncritical association of women with
abject poverty and helplessness depicts ‘Third World’ women as devoid of diversity,
agency and invites a desire to transform the women into ‘economically productive,
autonomous and independent’ beings (Apffel-Marglin and Simon, 1994: 32). The
accepted construct of modern and progressive behavior is centered on notions of
self-preservation, independence and assertive agency. Amartya Sen (1999) suggests
in ‘Development as Freedom’ that institutional development and social progress are
intertwined with individual freedom. For Sen (1999), freedom is not only a key
factor in promoting material progress by making people more productive, it is
integral to development as it enhances the overall quality of life and human
happiness. Some in the development community have translated these ideals as a call
for promoting ‘individualism’—a stand-in for autonomy and agency especially when
concerned with women’s issues in developing nations. However, traditional societies
lean heavily upon collective linkages and women’s rationale for freedom is not
necessarily described in the individual sense. For Sheherpind women, freedom to act
progressively for attaining a better life is a matter of collective agency, where actions
and behavior are channeled from within the group mentality and not independently
of it. I think Amartya Sen’s notion of freedom has to be ingrained in cultural
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frameworks. It must not be applied to diminish all social behavior that does not fit
into the ‘individual autonomy’ model as backward or anti-development.
The fact that ‘freedom’ has emerged as such a loaded term with multiple
inflections in meaning across disciplines and contexts is of significance here because
only a western delineation of this concept has thus far become the dominant
paradigm. This, I suggest, is a result of ‘imbalance of power’ in social science
discourse. When a specific narrative is prioritized and legitimized by scholars, it
could be assumed that structured power lies behind the more asserted narrative. As
an outcome, the knowledge of the power bearers attains greater authority than those
of the powerless, which in turn facilitates the creation of universalized images of
both the dominant and the weak. Edward Said (1978) identifies such an exercise of
power within the context of imperialism as ‘Orientalism’; an approach which
enabled the West to come to terms with the East, and at the same time to construct a
western identity in contrast or opposition to that of the East. Said (1978) argued that
the ‘political doctrine’ of Orientalism has resulted in a powerful consensus and
created a universal imagination concerning the Orient that has spanned many
generations in the West. He laments that ”…a long tradition of false and
romanticized images of Asia and the Middle East in Western culture has served as
an implicit justification for…Colonial and imperial ambitions” (1978: 55).
Orientalism and its dominant forms of discourse have allowed western concepts to
over-shadow all alternative realities. This has resulted in the creation of standards
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and criterion that are applied freely to unique cultural settings where they are often
extraneous or contextually irrelevant.
Autonomy is one such criterion but is it a universal ideal? Do women from all
cultural formations and identities uniformly understand and desire an autonomous
standing in society? In other words, are there multiple paths to empowerment and
should we be looking for the same determinants of progression in all societies, across
all groups? The answer lies in analyzing theoretical discourses on ‘power’ and
‘subjugation’ because they have a direct bearing on how autonomy is constructed.
To understand how power fits into an analytical framework that aims to
comprehend modernization processes, I borrow from Laura Nader’s (1989) critical
injunctions on Orientalist standpoints and its impact on women’s freedom. Her
studies put Antonio Gramsci’s concept of hegemony and Michele Foucault’s notions
of ‘true discourse’ and ‘positional superiority’ side by side—such that the essentialist
image of developing societies that dominates western socio-political and economic
debates could be understood as an expression of hegemony and positional
superiority. Gramsci (YEAR) argues that hegemonic knowledge is a systemic
process of universalizing the value systems of the dominant class over time as a tool
of subordination and oppression. Such beliefs are formulated and reformulated by
the intellectual elites (the ‘organic’ intellectuals of the dominant class) and result in
controlling structures that are imposed through ‘civil society’ rather than through the
state. Assumptions and misperceptions about the lives, roles and position of women
in traditional societies are part of a dominant discourse and are reinforced through
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institutions independent of the state such as the mainstream mass media (Nader,
1989:28). This analysis of hegemony can be complemented by Foucault’s analysis of
the way in which the ‘truth’ about economically developing societies is formulated
according to the social structure of power relations in the world. Foucault’s notion of
‘true discourse’ refers to a discourse that is restrictive and exclusive of alternative
conceptions of reality—it excludes concepts that could bring understanding of how
different forms of power can operate (Nader, 1989: 29). Thus, reductionist
viewpoints regarding nonwestern societies have become part of the dominant
discourse. As Nader (1989) suggests, Gramsci and Foucault would agree that a
hegemonic relationship is established ”…not through force or coercion, nor
necessarily through consent, but most effectively by way of practices, techniques,
and methods which infiltrate minds and bodies, tastes, desires” (Nadar, 1989: 43).
This is where Edward Said (1978) would argue that the relation between the East and
the West is such that the West is located as a ‘positional superior’ to the East.
Applying this theoretical conceptualization to feminist perspectives in developing
societies, it is not entirely incomprehendable that they perceive western hegemonic
knowledge to be a successful tool in forming an ideological base to protect the
interest of the powerful elite in the world. It is perhaps the reason why Leila Ahmed
argues that Orientalist feminism, the very same feminism that technically is critical
of hegemony, actually becomes a tool to reinforce hegemony (Ahmed, 1999).
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I illustrate my point by presenting literary debates around the universally perceived
and frequently challenged causal relationship between rising levels of schooling and
improved autonomy among women, particularly in South Asia.
Empowerment and Autonomy in Sheherpind
It is clear from the literature review in the previous section that ‘autonomy’ and
‘empowerment’ are used inter-changeably in social science discourse to describe
more equitable division of power among men and women in various aspects of
everyday life. With such conflicting evidence on what does or does not enhance
women’s empowerment, how do we recognize if education has had an empowering
affect in Sheherpind?
Anthropological discourse concerned with international development issues
has legitimized and prioritized women’s empowerment for any measure of
sustainable development especially in South Asia (Samanta, 1999). But the true
essence of what empowerment entails and how best to measure it has been debated
extensively and Malhotra et al., (2003) have developed some of the most widely
accepted parameters of studying empowerment. The six broad dimensions of
analyzing the level of empowerment women exercise in a group include: economic,
socio-cultural, familial-interpersonal, legal, political and psychological. Even though
these broad parameters provide a good starting point for measuring empowerment,
subsequent studies have revealed that these six dimensions might not be adequate in
capturing women’s power struggles in a society because they may be empowered in
one area of life while not in others (Malhotra et al., 2003; Kishore and Gupta, 2004;
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Hashemi et al., 1996). Mahendra (2004) has studied the impact of economic
participation, health and education on empowerment, which compliments other
studies that have attempted to reach the same goal by applying mixed methods and
techniques (Amin et al., 1998; Pradhan, 2003; Kishore and Gupta, 2004; Kabeer,
2005; Schüler, 2006; Klasen, 2006).
In order to address these operative issues in Malhotra’s framework, some researchers
such as Williamson (1983) and Jejeebhoy and Sathar (2001) have carried out crosscultural studies in different countries through demographic determinants to develop
the same conclusion that universal empowerment in all six dimensions of studies is
an ideal not easily matched by reality. As Narayan-Parker (2005) has stated
Women are not just one group among several disempowered subsets
of society (the poor, ethnic minorities, etc.); they are a crosscutting
category of individuals that overlaps with all these other groups.
Secondly, the variety of definitions regarding the concept of
empowerment shows that it varies from region to region and cultureto-culture, so its determinants and measurements must also be varied.
Furthermore, the household and interfamilial relations are a central
locus of women’s disempowerment in a way that is not true for other
disadvantaged groups (Pg, 71).
Narayan-Parker (2005) further assert that policy initiatives aimed at facilitating
women’s quest for more empowered roles ‘must be especially cognizant of the
implications of broader policy action at the household level’. Hence the object of
women’s empowerment efforts must be to reorient cultural institutions that endorse
and sustain patriarchy.
The question of access to education is directly related to discussion of autonomy and
power as it explains women’s position in a society. Saba Mahmood (2005)
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understands individual autonomy in context with the notion of self-realization where
‘the concomitant elements of coercion and consent’ guide one’s freedom. A free
woman says Mahmood, is one whose actions are a consequence of her own will
rather than prescribed by culture or custom (Mahmood, 2005: 11). Sagar (2002)
identifies five avenues of tracing autonomy among women in India:
(1) Autonomy through knowledge i.e. exposure of women to the modern world
(2) Decision-making autonomy
(3) Interaction with a wider social circle i.e. mobility
(4) Emotional autonomy
(5) Economic and social autonomy which relates to self-reliance and control over
economic resources.
Abadian (1996) studied 54 developing societies to determine that autonomy, when
operationalized through women’s age at marriage, their age difference with the
husband and the rate of secondary school education among them has an instrumental
affect on fertility related decision making. Hence, when average age at marriage is
higher, the age difference between the spouses is low and more women attain up to
secondary level education, they tend to have fewer children. But the correlation fits
the ‘chicken and egg’ analogy in the sense that we cannot conclusively determine if
autonomy leads to better education or if education levels breed better autonomy.
Furthermore, it still needs to be determined if basic literacy, primary level education
or a higher standard of education is required to facilitate women’s autonomy. The
threshold for this impact varies from culture to culture but in highly gender-stratified
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societies, the threshold level is likely to be higher than in relatively egalitarian
societies (Abadian, 1996).
In patriarchal contexts, tight controls are exerted on women in many spheres
of their lives, especially in terms of their movement, decision-making ability in
family matters, economic independence, and their relations with husbands. For
Jeejebhoy and Sathar (2001) autonomy is the antithesis to patriarchy as it entails:
…Control women have over their own lives, the extent to which they
have an equal voice with their husbands in matters affecting
themselves and their families, control over material and other
resources, access to knowledge and information, the authority to
make independent decisions, freedom from constraints on physical
mobility, and the ability to forge equitable power relationships within
families’ (p: 62).
Shireen Jejeebhoy (1995) has questioned the effectiveness of frequently
applied measures of women’s autonomous behavior. She asserts that in the
absence of direct data relating to women's autonomy, many existing studies
have relied on a number of available indicators such as years of education,
work force participation, marital age, and spousal age difference as proxies
for autonomy. Such studies guide policy shifts at the national or regional
level whereby it is assumed that enhancing women's educational attainment
and economic status and raising their marital age can directly increase their
autonomy and their overall status in society. Jejeebhoy (1995) developed
datasets to assess the effect of these proxies on various dimensions of
women's autonomy and determined that ‘social institutions of gender’ are at
the crux of all cultural movements and behavior in a community. She
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contends that gender and its associated projects and not the primacy of
religion or nationality are the pertinent determinants in shaping women's
autonomy. Furthermore, she illustrates a clear regional divide among
individual and household characteristics across South Asia in almost every
index of autonomy: ‘decision-making authority; mobility; access to and
control over economic resources; and to a lesser extent, freedom from threat
of physical violence.
These arguments support the position that education and employment do not
necessarily enhance women's autonomy or their sense of empowerment, hence
strategies to enhance women's autonomy need to expand beyond education,
employment, and delayed marriage and address traditional factors responsible for
determining women’s status in society. This process would require seeking more
comprehensive, direct, and context-specific strategies to increase women's
empowerment such as raising women's gender consciousness, enabling women to
mobilize and access community resources and public services, providing support for
challenging traditional norms that underlie gender inequities, facilitating the
acquisition of usable vocational and life skills, enhancing women's access to and
control over economic resources, and enabling women to establish and realize their
rights (Jejeebhoy and Sathar, 2001).
Existing studies conducted in rural as well as urban settings in Pakistan
recognize that all meanings and measures of women’s autonomy are filtered through
religious doctrine and sanctioned by patriarchal norms. Fatima Mernissi (1987) and
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Hanna Papanek (1982) have attributed women empowerment issues in South Asia to
the practice of ‘Purdah’ or segregation of sexes. This segregation for them inhibits
women’s physical mobility and serves to isolate them while making them entirely
dependent on patriarchal support systems. For Papanek (1982) the system works to
reinforce cultural notions of physical and emotional weakness attributed to the
female gender since they are powerless to act on their own behalf. Such issues of
gendered social roles, discrimination against women and unequal treatment
sanctioned through religious or popular law are some of the biggest handicaps in
attaining women’s empowerment. Even though a range of empirical studies have
analyzed demographic determinants of women’s empowerment in Pakistan, to reveal
that education and wage-based employment are strong indicators for improved status
of women (Ashraf and Ashraf, 1993; Kozel and Alderman, 1990; Azid et al., 2001).
There are other studies that indicate rise in education, nuclear family structure,
positive media influences, access to health care and harmonious spousal relations do
not necessarily lead to a drop in fertility, higher contraceptive use, change in desired
family size and composition and son preference (Ali et al., 1995; Ali and Sultan,
1999; Ali, 2000; Ali and Hussain, 2001; Sathar and Kazi, 2000; Ali and Haq, 2006).
Despite evidence to the contrary, Sheherpind is still a quintessentially
patriarchal society. Margaret Andersen (2000: 15) argues patriarchy is "a
hierarchical system of social relations among men that creates and maintains the
domination of women." As illustrated in Marcia Inhorn’s ethnographic study (1994)
of Egyptian Muslim women, patriarchy must be understood in its social context
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whereby relations of power and authority over women are institutionalized and
legitimated by somewhat complicit acceptance by society, including women
themselves. Similarly, modernity must also be applied in its local social context as a
‘progressive force’ promising to reveal new social and philosophical conditions
along with fundamental new challenges (Rosenau 1992: 5).
My ethnographic work with its emphasis on ‘emic’ ideals suggests that in order to
operationalize the nature of behavioral and social change occurring in Sheherpind,
we have to understand patriarchy as a range of controlling mechanisms that serve to
dominate women but are also facilitated by women. This range could vary from
Absolute to Moderate to Marginal depending upon a variety of factors such as
urban/rural locality, occupation, family size and makeup and more recently,
engagement with modern media. A more detailed analysis of these ranges in
patriarchy is presented in the following chapter but it is my opinion that this
variation in patriarchal control is a significant determinant of pursuit of education in
the community—and hence also ascertains what kind of empowerment women will
experience as an outcome of their education. While households’ experiencing all
three ranges of patriarchal control indicate participation in educational activities, the
nature of participation is gendered and guided by culturally defined roles and desired
outcomes of education. During in-depth interviews with women in both population
sub-groups, I asked them to answer yes or no on a series of questions pertaining to
how education is useful for women in Sheherpind. The following table indicates
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popular perceptions on some of the broader categories of why education should be
attained.
Figure 10: Ethnographic Explanation for Education

The majority of informants did not perceive education as a means to address genderbased discrimination. For some the explanation is fatalistic and involves an
understanding of their society as just inherently imbalanced where man-woman
power relations are concerned. A 3rd grade teacher and mother of 2 whose husband
farms a small piece of land best describes this viewpoint:
Education brings more respect because you have the ability to
manage family life better. If you can earn some income, the husband
is not alone in his worry about the family expenses, the children can
be taught at home. But ultimately ‘mard mard hota hai’ (a man is a
man). He can treat you well or beat you, stay married to you or get
another one, give you money or never share a dime…. ‘mard se kon
lar sakta hai’ (who can fight a man) Abida, 27.
The most popular viewpoint pertains to education as a tool for
supplementing family income, a perspective that supports my earlier
assertion that changes in Sheherpind are a testament to cultural materialism.
The other powerful motivator is the need to redefine class markers in the
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village where education and not inherited wealth alone helps people move
up within status hierarchies.
Those who had nothing and were insignificant in this community have
now gained wealth and power because at least one of the sons got a
good job and changed everyone’s life. Now even daughters are
invested in with the hope that she would make something out of
herself and make a name for ‘baap-dada’ (forefathers). If not us, the
next generation will reap benefit from better education (Nizaam, 43).
Questions about self-fulfillment and greater participation in political
process often invited confusion and displeasure from my informants. The
concept of autonomy is a contested notion in its applicability to rural
women’s ontology, especially since women in South Asia in general do not
recognize ‘independent’ decision-making as an appropriate behavior.
Instead, they tend to lean more towards collective or joint approaches in
consultation with all outlets of power in their immediate milieu –
patriarchy, religion, customs, and socio-economic inequalities. It is also the
case with women in Sheherpind because they do not recognize as relevant
to their lives, the literal translation of the term ‘empowerment’—a word
called ‘khudmukhtaari’ in Urdu. There are generational gaps in perceptions
of what women’s empowerment would look like but young and old
informants alike did not desire any power independent of the men in their
lives. Even though their narratives operationalized most definitions of
patriarchal control, women interpret their roles in very confined terms and
rationalize power only as derived from patriarchy. It is not to say that
informants have some form of cognitive recognition of ‘patriarchy’ in their
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lives and choose to accept it—on the contrary, many informants describe
their existence as rather egalitarian in which they serve as valued deputies to
their all-powerful mates. The understanding of women’s true empowerment
or lack thereof is up for interpretation through narratives like these:
My education has brought me where I am. A clinic, my own staff, an
educated husband, very respected in-laws…but what is woman in our
society without her husband or brother or father? ‘Akaili aurat mazak
ban ke reh jati hai’ (a woman alone is left up to society’s ridicule).
For a woman, a home is everything and that’s where her power is.
Question: If you must choose home life or work, what would it be?
I will choose what my husband needs from me. In our lives, he is the
driving force, if he feels my income is not needed, then why would I
risk my married life for a job? (Atiya, a 31-year-old doctor).
Despite that fact that a majority of my informants shared opinions that negate a quest
for gender based equity, empowerment and autonomy, I have no doubt that the
process of seeking education is empowering for Sheherpind women even if they do
not operationalize the concept as my western training has informed me they should.
Women’s perception of their self can be explained by Denise Kandiyoti’s (1988)
notion of ‘Bargaining with Patriarchy’. A process through which, women attain
unique vestiges of power through sustained negotiations and bargaining with the
confining elements of their existence and not independent of them (Kandiyoti: 1988;
Wadud: 2006). In other words, Sheherpind women do not seek equality or even
parity with their patriarchal males. Their quest is for progression (as both an
economic and social goal) without rewriting the cultural codes of their lives,
especially when it comes to adapting western ideals. They seek power from gaining
knowledge that makes them a more valued member of their class, caste and kin but
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knowledge does not serve to ignite a rebellious rejection of the gender-based
inequality in their environment. For any development model to work in communities
like Sheherpind, the onus for change must be the female mind-set itself. In some
ways, I found women’s defensive perceptions of the nature of inequality in their
lives more empowering than striving to bring a pre-packaged western imagery of
social change in their community. Sheherpind is developing at a slower pace than
what would have been possible if gender barriers were removed, but the change is
positive and it is undeniable. Even if guided by material objectives and not idealistic
ones, the society has accepted and embraced women’s education despite generations
of reluctance to do so, and this shift will surely allow women to continue to ‘bargain’
for progression in harmony with their culture.
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Chapter 4: Family Planning and Fertility Trends in
Sheherpind
Chochraine (1979) proposes a correlation between higher levels of education
in a community and gradual fertility decline among women. She argues that the
relationship could be positive or negative, depending upon the level of development
in the country. Other factors that impact the nature of the correlation is if education
is aimed for men or women and if its purpose is long-term or short-term change. As
discussed in the previous chapter, Sheherpind has seen an increase in the number of
women attending schools and attaining at least basic education. Based on the
assumption that more educated women are inclined to perceive family planning
favorably and a delay in marriage age due to pursuit of education has an affect on
fertility decline, this chapter explains the cognitive and behavioral processes behind
women’s approach to reproductive services. This possible correlation between
education and fertility control is significant because it forms the basis of an
assessment model through which I attempt to gauge levels of modernity driven social
change in this village.
Rise in education and its associated fertility decline are triggered by a
complex impact from a variety of internal and external factors—in small rural
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communities like Sheherpind, a significant catalyst could be a change in the
economic orientation of the village. Caldwell (1980:3) argues that the primary
determinant of the timing of the onset of fertility transition is the effect of mass
education on the family economy. ‘The direction of the wealth flow between
generations changes with the introduction of mass education, at least partly because
the relationships between members of the family are transformed as the morality
governing those relationships changes’. Esther Boserup (1966) presents a theory of
agricultural development, which is very relevant to the nature of changes occurring
in Sheherpind economy. Boserup suggests that population growth is the cause rather
than the result of agricultural change and that the principal change is the
intensification of land use. In her theory she sees population pressure as a major
cause of change in land use, agricultural technology, land tenure systems, and
settlement form. Applying the same argument, I contend that in rural communities
where technological advancement has not kept pace with population pressure and
intensification of land use has not fully occurred to maximize agricultural output,
populations are finding non-agricultural means of subsistence. Sheherpind is an
example of societies going through this gradual economic transition as agriculture
based subsistence gets replaced by a more wage based economic system. These
changing socio-economic imperatives have had a significant impact on pursuit of
education and fertility rates as rural communities across Pakistan make strides
towards livelihoods diversification outside of agriculture (Shah, 1986; Zaki, 1993).
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Case Study 1
Name: Balqees Bibi
Age: 76
Occupation: Housewife (mother of 12)
Husband’s Profession: Clerk-Pakistan Railway (Deceased 18 years)
Balqees lives near the railway post in an old colony set up by railroad employees.
The shabby, congested and run down quarters are at the western edge of Sheherpind
village surrounded by endless acres of wheat fields and farmsteads. Married at age
17, Balqees came to village as a young bride shortly after the first war with India
(many older residents keep track of time through significant events and do not recall
dates). Her recollection of life prior to marriage is cursory and vague although she
takes pride in the copper pots her mother gave her in dowry. The early years of
marriage were hard because she gave birth to 4 daughters and new family doubted if
she could ever bear sons. Her husband and his brothers worked 26 acres of land and
lived comfortably. In exchange for political support, her husband also received a
ticket-clerk job at the railway. The glory days ended however when her father-in-law
passed away. The three brothers divided the land, substantially reducing the family’s
collective standing and yield.
Balqees eventually gave birth to three sons but feels she was cursed by a sister-inlaw that resulted in more daughters than she desired. Nine of her 12 children
survived past the age of 15 but raising and marrying six daughters has impoverished
the family and left her sons with little capital to thrive on. Part of her husband’s land
was sold to send the youngest son to Kuwait; the remaining land is leased for share
in the yield. The pension received from the railway service provides small but
consistent income but the money is handled by her eldest son, who is now the head
of the household. Her middle son runs a tent business for weddings and celebrations
in the village and does not live in the family home.
Balqees has definitive opinions about life in the village and believes that all aspects
of life are in transition for the worst. The fragmentation of the combined family is at
the heart of all evil and has led to an unbridled lot of youth. She sees younger women
as louder and less respectful, however she raised her own daughters to be good wives
and mothers. The fact that her daughters-in-law and now her grand daughters openly
talk about setting up house separately with their husbands and not be part of a large
family unit as she did is baffling for Balqees. Women are the carriers of male
heritage and pride, she asserts, and whenever they disobey the customs of nature, of
Allah and His Prophet, and seek ‘equality’ in society is when people are annihilated
by divine wrath. Education is good for society, but if it’s not derived from religious
knowledge than it gets destructive by making people lose sense of their own place in
the world. Balqees rejects the ‘need’ for women to work because true Muslims learn
to live within their means. This recent talk of educating girls so they can earn for
themselves and others comes from greed to have more worldly goods and live in big
houses like they have in the city. What’s left, says Balqees, is a total loss for
Sheherpind and the society because people are losing precious land to invest in cars,
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TVs, houses and education. Religious knowledge and practice is dying, young girls
don’t know their place anymore and no one knows right from wrong. When asked
how girls are forgetting their true place, Balqees asserts that when women are
expected to do men’s work; go to school, make money, or drive cars, who then
would do women’s jobs? Get married, respect your man and his family, provide him
with children and add to his name, that is what Balqees raised her daughters to do.
None of them went to school but they are true Muslims and successful in their
marriage. Power and security for women, in Balqees’s point of view is bestowed by
Allah and comes from the men she relies on. A girl’s lot in life is a consequence of
her ‘fate’ (naseeb) and no amount of education, or money can change that. A woman
first relies on her husband and then on her sons, anyone who says otherwise is
mistaken.
The case study shared above echoes a commonality of belief systems among
women of various age groups and economic backgrounds in rural Pakistan.
Women’s primary role as the reproducer and the hegemonic ideal of the all-powerful
male are undeniable realities within the cultural spectrum in this society. But
juxtaposed against this widely accepted position of resolute male and female roles
and expectations is the fact that in rural communities like Sheherpind, fertility trends
have changed in harmony with the altered trends in pursuit of education. As more
women get educated, their age of marriage is delayed and fertility rates are reduced.
My approach to studying changes in fertility and family planning was to analyze
generational difference in desired family size, composition and the associated
rationale for a preferred family size among women in Sheherpind. With an average
life expectancy of 63 years, my data includes information about three generations of
women in the village: the ‘youth and young adult group’, the ‘parents’ generation
and the ‘grandparents generation’.
The Sheherpind Grandparents:
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The ‘grandparents’ generation reveals more strict norms for family composition.
Women in this group consider larger families as pathway of financial and social
security. Their viewpoint is largely guided by the needs of the agricultural economy,
where more hands to work the fields meant more productivity and affluence. Ester
Boserup (1970) lays out similar perspectives in her seminal book ‘Woman’s Role in
Economic Development’. Describing differences in primitive agricultural practices,
she contrasts shifting cultivation to plough cultivation. Shifting cultivation used to be
labor intensive because there was no use of the plough, so women were tasked to do
most of the agricultural work. Plough cultivation on the other hand developed as a
more capital-intensive technique while still requiring manual strength to manipulate
the plough. This is where the gendered shift in agricultural labor started and men
began to dominate agricultural work, relegating women to home production and
other activities that occur within the household. As this gendered division of labor
both in the field and in the family became predominant, women started specializing
in the domestic domain; the home became a natural place for women (Boserup,
1970: 13).
The oldest generation of Sheherpind women interviewed for this research firmly
believes that even after traditional cultivation practices prevented them from
participating in work outside the household, their role in the family continued to be
critical in the family’s financial wellbeing and survival.
When I came into the family, my husband’s elder brothers had one
daughter each. My father-in-law often said, “you are the roots of this
family” (bahu khandaan ki jar hoti hai). All of us understood that we
needed to bear more children and produce as many boys as we could.
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We prayed, we got taweez from the maulwi, so Allah would bless us
with enough children that my father-in-law dies a proud man.
Between the three of us, my sister-in-laws and I had eight sons. All of
them worked on the forefather’s (baap-dada) land…. in 30 years,
there was no other landlord (zameendaar) like my husband
(Bakhtauray, 82).
As evident from Bakhtauray’s narrative, desired family sizes were higher for the
oldest generation of Sheherpind residents because larger families served a greater
purpose in the economic activity in the community. But producing more able-bodied
male agricultural workers was only one among many factors influencing population
rates in the village. Family size among women in this category is a consequence of a
variety of factors such as early marriage age, low education, agricultural labor and,
more significantly, religious and cultural obligation.
Our mothers believed that the best years for child bearing are the
years right after puberty. I was married at 14…or 16 maybe but no
more than that!! The village didn’t have birth records back then, only
the mosque and the ‘Nambardaar’ (a local elder who keeps land
ownership and transfer records) would know when someone was born
so most girls were married as soon as they looked old enough (jawan
ho gai). None of the women in our house were literate; my husband’s
brother was the only one who could read letters. Without any
knowledge women these days have, all we knew was that children are
Allah’s reward for faithful women and I was blessed with seven…
(Bakht Bibi, 69).
This lack of record keeping indicating the exact age of a person was significant at
that time because it left the only determinant of appropriate marriage age to be the
onset of puberty among young women. Marriage age was low for men as well, with
many getting married within the family as soon as they were able to work and earn a
living. This endogamous tradition served key cultural functions in the community
and is still a very prevalent custom. Rafat Hussain (2005) explains that the
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preference for endogamous marriage is based on the clan-oriented nature of the
society, which values and actively seeks similarities in social group identity based on
several factors, including religious, sectarian, ethnic, and tribal/clan affiliation.
Religious affiliation is itself multi-layered and includes sectarian considerations as
well (e.g. Shia or Sunni, etc.). Malik (2008) believes that the reasons for endogamy
in South Asia lie in a desire to preserve one’s economic position rather than a true
consideration for observing Islamic culture or religion. While the more secular
explanation is not without merit in most South Asian settings, Sheherpind residents
of the ‘grandparents’ generations describe some particular religious considerations
for early endogamous marriages. Referring to traditions (Ahadees) of the Prophet
(PBUH), the onset of puberty among young boys and girls is considered to be an
appropriate time for initiating a marriage because delaying past puberty would allow
for immoral impulses to take hold of the youth. Endogamy, hence serves the purpose
of making appropriate, and familiar matches available within the immediate or
extended family while providing the new couple with family support and security.
Sheherpind grandparents often despair at the continuously increasing delay in
marriages occurring in the community:
It is a shame how children are growing old in their parent’s house
these days without being married at a reasonable age. Islam teaches
us to arrange a good match as soon as children are aware of their
‘adulthood’ (jawani). Late marriages are the only cause of
immorality in our society…why do something that neither Allah nor
His Prophet approves of? (Nusrat, 65).
My informants in the grandparents’ generation expressed strong acceptance for some
rigid gender roles such as the ultimate powerful authority ascribed to the father-in-
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law or the supreme reverence associated with the eldest brother-in-law. Many
narratives are reflective of a deep disappointment with the way things have changed,
especially in terms of women’s roles. Older women in my study described their
daughters and daughters-in-law to be irreverent of their position in the family, often
citing frustration with women raising a voice to their husbands, being unable to bear
children or even trying to take part in activities that must remain a ‘man’s business’:
When I came into this family, my husband was the fourth son out of
five and my father-in-law dearly wanted a house full of boys. My
mother-in-law told me ‘a woman finds her merit through her sons’. I
gave birth to 13 children, only 2 girls…. people say ‘Nazeeran
bakhtaan wali hai’ (Nazeeran is a lucky woman). My sons have kept
this family’s name alive…but who is to say what lies ahead? The new
lot (daughter-in-laws) is too delicate to bear children…they don’t
serve the family as we did (Nazeeran, 71).
An important recognition while unpacking the variety of beliefs and cultural ideals
these narratives reveal is that the older generation of women were very logical and
even practical in their pursuit of larger families and increased fertility. They have an
acute sense of awareness about how they fit in to the social fabric of their community
and exhibit pride in the role they have played in shaping the village culture. Having
more sons made economic and social sense— especially after the gendered shift in
labor associated with agriculture. This generation of women believes in culturally
defined gender roles and chose to assert themselves through serving an indispensable
role in maintaining their family’s position and the overall sustenance of the village.
The Sheherpind Parents
Informants in this group are in the 30-45 years age range. The most significant
change in their fertility related perception and behavior comes from relatively higher
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age at marriage compared to that of their mother’s generation. Most women in this
group got married in their late teens or early 20’s. This delay could be partially
attributed to positive changes in female education and partially to the delay in
average age at marriage for male residents in the village as they sought employment
outside of local agriculture. Owing to changing economic trends at the local and
national level, a large exodus of educated and skilled labor was occurring across
rural communities in Pakistan. The 1970s and 80s brought about some of the largest
waves of urbanization in the country since 1952, as more federal jobs were being
created and the military was recruiting in large numbers (Pakistan Economic and
Social review, 1991). These trends left many rural households without its younger,
more educated members in pursuit of better livelihoods. Educated young women
during the urbanization movement would stay behind and wait until male relatives or
spouses were able to save enough money to get married and establish a nuclear
family in the city. Many Sheherpind women from the parent’s generation explained
that instead of breaking the compound family structure, their husband’s worked in
the city while they raised children in the village. In either case, urbanization related
mobility seemed to have impacted the average age of marriage in this generation by
raising it slightly higher than the grandparent’s generation.
The general perception regarding fertility and family planning among this group is
somewhat similar to the older generation of informants:
These decisions [pertaining to children and fertility] are usually
made by the husband. It is his name and family lineage so of-course
he’d have a bigger say in the matter. Unless, some health matters
make it hard for the woman…I’d think women should take pride in
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having as many children as the family can support. Unfortunately, it’s
not like old days when you could have children who would work and
fend for themselves…. education, school fee, food, transport, uniform,
everything is so expensive, parents can’t have more children even if
they wanted to (Saima, 36).
Another significant change in perception comes from dual roles adopted by this
generation of women as they add a career to their role of homemakers. Interestingly,
this diversification of roles is not limited to the more urbanizing ‘Mohalla A’
population. Women even in the rural ‘Mohalla B’ are adding to the household
income by engaging in small scale entrepreneurial activities, including managing a
small shop, a religious school, a tailoring business or a tuition center.
My husband’s mother wanted five grandsons when I got married. I
started teaching at the middle school when the Punjab government
opened new vacancies in 1999. With work and all the responsibilities
at home…I only had 2 boys and one girl. Sometimes my husband
listens to his mother and tells me maybe it is not too late to try one
more time but we barely get all the children’s expenses and bills
paid…who would pay for another child and then what if it’s a girl….
marriage and dowry for multiple daughters would break any parent’s
back (Tahira, 40).
The rationale for family planning is guided by the economic realities of the time.
Sheherpind women’s narratives indicate a clear struggle between their desire for
larger families and their recognition of financial restrictions. Women expressed
mixed feelings about the strong impact living in an extended family system has had
on their life. Some believe if not for the added financial responsibility of supporting
the extended family, they would have had more children and be able to easily
provide for them too. But this view is conflicted because the same informants shared
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relief at having the support of an extended family in raising children and providing
employment opportunities in family owned businesses.
Living in a large family has its benefits. Family members help raise
children…if a mother is sick, someone can always feed the child. But
when you have sister-in-laws and other relatives watching every
move…. you just want to please them and make choices for them. If
you have too few or too many children, someone is always asking you
about it. My husband gives his income to his mother; she runs our
lives and pays for everything…. I think decision about any more
children will be between my mother-in-law and the children’s father
(Naila, 31).
The Sheherpind Youth
Sheherpind women in this group have recently been married. Since my research was
limited to married and literate women, it is expected that opinions shared by this
group of informants will also offer some insight into the beliefs and perceptions of
young women in Sheherpind who are currently unmarried. The average age of
marriage in this group is about 25 years. Women are engaging in educational
activities, seeking opportunities to work and redefining social status through
education and vocational skills. Their perception of family planning, however, is
remarkably similar to their mother’s generation in general. While their description of
fertility related decision making process in the household appears more egalitarian
than patriarchal, reading through the narratives indicates continued perpetuation of
patriarchal norms.
I have a BA (Bachelors of Art) degree and my husband works for the
bank. Both of us talk about how many children we need and what kind
of life we want to provide them. If educated people like us can’t raise
smart, brilliant and successful children, then what hope do we have
for the uneducated masses? For us, a healthy child is fine, even if it’s
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a girl but since I live with my in-laws, they would like to have a first
grandson. So now I am praying that this year brings me a little boy
and then maybe a girl after that… (Azra, 24).
An important consideration while understanding younger women’s narratives is the
marked distinction between their desired family size and the actual number of
children they raise. Just as with the ‘parents’ generation, women in this group have a
higher desired family size than their actual family size. Considerations for financial
hardship play an important role in making choices about family size.
Growing up my cousins were my best friends and all three of us
wanted five children, three boys and two daughters. When I got
married two years ago, my mother-in-law who is also my aunt
(phuppo) told me she has always prayed for five grandsons since
Nadeem (my husband) is her only son. I will be happy to fulfill her
dream but I have had a son and daughter in two years already. My
husband is a schoolteacher and he says having children is easy;
raising them well is hard (bachay paida karna asan hai, unko khilana
mushkil). We now plan to try for another son in two years and no
more after that…. but if Nadeem was a magistrate or something, I
would have been happy to give my mother-in-law all the grandsons
she wants [giggles]…(Nusrat, 24).
Many respondents like Nusrat shared a desire for up to five children but their actual
family size was three children or less. An interesting deviation from the previous
generation, however, is the changing opinion of extended family structures among
this age group. Newly married young females are increasingly inclined to seek
independent living with just the spouse. For informants in this group, this emerging
desire for nuclear family is influenced in part by the electronic media that showcases
the preponderance of nuclear family living in urban areas of the country.
The first few years of ‘shadi’ (marriage) are the most critical and
couples should spend them alone. Even though Islam doesn’t permit
taking measures to prevent pregnancies without the husband’s
permission, I think it’d be nice if a husband and wife decide to wait
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one year after marriage to have their first child because then they will
have understood each other better. In the city, people do that all the
time but over here, the elders start asking questions if there is no
child immediately.
Question: Did you wait for a year before conceiving?
[Giggles]…I had my daughter 10 months after getting married. But I
was thankful to know that I wasn’t barren or anything because what
woman can live with that…besides my husband and I developed a
good understanding even days into the marriage (Salma, 26).
While fertility rates in Sheherpind have seen a decline over the past two generations,
quantitative evidence indicates that reduced fertility is not universal and many
households despite of their location, economic standing or education continue to
support larger family sizes. Women from all three generations have similar
perceptions of family growth and their desired family sizes are consistently high. The
families that are reducing their actual number of children because of economic
compulsions are ideologically still inclined to desire large families if they could
afford them. The following table provides a fertility profile for the Sheherpind
sample studied for this research:
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Figure 11: Sheherpind Fertility Profile

The data collected through household surveys suggest that the collective mean
number of children for all three generations in both urbanizing and rural population
sets in Sheherpind is 2.8 with an average number of sons at 1.8 compared to a 1.52
average for daughters. It is evident from qualitative accounts that work outside of
agricultural production has taken away the economic incentive for increased fertility
rate that was so relevant for the ‘grandparents’ generation but the cultural and
religious incentives for increased number of children still applies. The same
‘material’ imperatives that have guided the rise in education levels in Sheherpind
have also influenced delayed marriages and reduced fertility among women, but the
outcome is not entirely desired and certainly not intended.
I have raised four children, two boys and two girls, each one of them
well accomplished and successful. But the process was hard; I served
a large extended family, worked full-time while having children backto-back. My husband worked several jobs to get us where we are. My
health suffered after the fourth girl and even though we always
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wanted more children, it never came about. I say if Allah gives you
the capacity to provide for more, people should have as many as
possible. More children have never harmed anyone; it is God’s true
blessing…. (Riffat, 52).
Women working as doctors, certified health trainers and teachers have more insight
into the apparent discord between the desired and actual family sizes.
The government’s family planning campaign started back in the 80s
has had a significant impact on changing people’s mind. The slogan
‘bachay do hee achay’ (two children are enough) is fairly catchy but
women live in a different reality in places like Sheherpind. Among
professional women, there is a certain sophistication that compels
them to support smaller families but at the end of the day, family and
cultural obligations decide how many times a woman tries to get
pregnant. My patients are at times from very educated and well-off
backgrounds but insist on having more children because their family
has traditionally been large (Dr. Farah, 34- a gynecologist).
When analyzed side by side, it is easy to ascertain patterns of commonly held beliefs
that have an impact on women’s perception of family planning and their fertility
behavior. During the course of in-depth interviews, I asked respondents in each age
group specific questions pertaining to their ideal family and the reasons for their
particular fertility behavior as illustrated by the table below.
Table 10: Ethnographic Explanation for Fertility Change
Age group
Grandparents
generation

Fertility
-Desired family size: 7.5
-Desired number of sons: 5+
-Desired number of
daughters: 2 or less
-Average number of missed
pregnancies: 2
-Average number of
deceased children: 3

Common Beliefs
-Woman’s true role is to bear
children.
-Islam prohibits
contraception
-More children, bring more
financial and social security
-Matters of family planning
must not be discussed with
young women.
-Women should stop having
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Parents Generation

-Desired family size: 5.4
-Desired number of sons: 3
-Desired number of
daughters: 2 or less
-Average number of missed
pregnancies: 2.7
-Average number of
deceased children: 1.8

Young Generation

-Desired family size: 4.2
-Desired number of sons: 3
-Desired number of
daughters: 2 or less
-Average number of missed
pregnancies: 2.2
-Average number of
deceased children: 1.2

children when they are too
old to bear another.
-Sex selective abortion is
prohibited in Islam.
-The husband and his family
determine how many
children are needed
-More children are preferred
but living costs are too high
-Islam has specific guidelines
for family planning but does
not prohibit it.
-Women’s security lies in
having male children
-Sex selective abortion is
prohibited in Islam.
-Public messages on family
planning are embarrassing
but useful
-The husband has the final
choice on family size
-Daughters are good
companions and cherished
but sons are essential for
family’s survival.
-Islam does not prohibit
family planning but women
need their husband’s
permission.
-Sex selective abortion is
prohibited in Islam.

*It must be noted here that the numbers indicated in the table above only pertain to participants of in-depth
interviews and focus group discussions and represent only a sub-set of the larger demographic.

The prevalent difference between women’s ‘desired’ family size and their ‘actual’
family size could be explained through the theory of fertility transition. Peter
McDonald (1993) applies the theory of demographic transition in studying fertility
and reproductive changes in large populations. The theory equates industrialization
with improvement in health conditions and decline in mortality but rapid population
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growth is sustained because of cultural influences until it gradually slows down as
‘social institutions adjust to the viability of lower fertility’ (p: 4). Because the theory
fell short on empirical scrutiny McDonald suggests that a more realistic strategy in
the Asian context is to describe fertility declines and its patterns to develop a theory
of fertility transition. Watkins (1987) establishes the dominant and rarely debated
measurement of fertility transition as determined by three factors: when women start
having babies, the interval between births and when she stops having children.
Bulatao and Lee (1983) have viewed fertility as being determined by the supply of
children, the demand for children, and the material and non-material costs of fertility
regulation. It is their contention that the supply of children is determined by natural
fertility and the rate of survival of children. The survival rates of children depend on
factors such as mother's age and status in the family; the socioeconomic conditions
of the parents including education and income; the adequate availability of drinking
water and other resources; along with sustained provision of health care and the
control of disease (Greenhalgh, 1995). The above mentioned key factors that
generally impact fertility rates by influencing child survival work in tandem with
some culture specific nuances such as the actual demand for children which
according to Bulatao and Lee (1983) is affected by a key factor: direct economic cost
and benefit of having children. This cost-benefit equation is considered with regards
to the stage at which children are being conceived; income and wealth of the parents,
and most significantly the sociopolitical needs, preferences, and norms of the
society.
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Modernization process has a bearing on all these factors because when the
cost of having children increases, the benefits decrease and preferences and norms
change. Children essentially become consumers rather than potential generators of
wealth. John Caldwell (1980) has placed the issue of ‘cost’ in regulating fertility at
the heart of his argument to support ‘mass education’ as a tool for controlling
population and triggering fertility decline in developing nations. He theorized that
the introduction of mass formal schooling in developing countries would serve as a
trigger for a ‘demographic transition’, provided it meets two conditions: first, the
involvement of both boys and girls and second, the socialization of youth in Western
middle class values. While the theory is steeped in a ‘western’ mindset, it has found
a lot of traction in African and Asian policy circles. Some analysts are convinced that
the enforcement of compulsory schooling laws by the state would change the
economics of the family, leading to fertility decline, even among uneducated parents,
as the economic value of children reduces due to cost increase. Caldwell (1980)
faulted much of the literature on education and fertility in developing countries for
having neglected the impact of children’s schooling on the reproductive decision
making of parents and concentrating instead on the impact of the parents’ own
education on their subsequent fertility. Farooq and Simmons (1985) find this gap in
knowledge to be persistent even among present day research and suggest that
Caldwell’s hypothesis is entirely consistent with predictions by other theorists of
rapid fertility decline in response to rises in the price of children, as parents trade
quantity (or number of children) for quality (financial investments in children).
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Bulatao and Lee’s (1983) model to explain fertility change in traditional
societies builds on economic conditions and assumes that parents invest equally in
all children and that, when investments in quality go up they are distributed
equitably. This assumption is in sharp contrast to ethnographic and statistical
analysis of gender based discrepancy among treatment and investment in male vs.
female children. The model presumes that a decrease in the price of quality of
children (those with easy access to education) would lead to an increase in the
demand for education, which in turn would raise the costs associated with having a
child. This rise in the price of quantity however does not necessitate a decline in the
demand for quantity among Sheherpind women because when societies value boys
more, they continue to have children until the desired number of boys is achieved
regardless of the link between quality and quantity of children. While I agree that the
suggested correlation could illustrate how a decline in the price of quality or a rise in
the price of quantity can lead to relatively large declines in fertility—the relationship
is by no means generalizable and certainly does not address the nature of gender
discrepancies in societies like Pakistan.
An increase in the availability of public primary schools for girls is a
relatively new phenomenon in Pakistan that came about from foreign donor’s
pressure and changes in government policy in recent years. Existing research
hypothesizes that the accessibility and quality of primary schools in a community, in
particular the quality and accessibility of all girls’ public primary schools, has a
positive effect on the motivation to stop childbearing, controlling for other relevant
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factors, and that the desire to have fewer children will, in turn, result in higher rates
of contraceptive use (Greenhalgh, 1995: 159).
Commenting on fertility decline in Asia, Rogers and Basu (1996) challenge the
conventional demographic transition theory as it postulates that a certain level of
socio-economic development is necessary to the onset of fertility decline—mainly
because the theory did not envisage the important role of government sponsored
family planning programs that influence fertility negatively by offering affordable
regulative measures. Similarly, McDonald’s (1993) argument in favor of religion as
the driving force as opposed to regional social systems is weakened by evidence
suggesting wide variations in the ways in which gender and behavioral norms are
manifested across a range of Islamic countries (Obermeyer, 1992). In the case of
South Asia, a defining force at the crux of these regional social structures is
patriarchy because it defines and shapes women’s autonomy. This is in line with
Audrey Smock’s (1981) position on the ‘unqualified’ hypothesis that education and
fertility has an inverse relationship. She focuses on the lack of agreement concerning
the manner in which education impacts change in fertility, with most analysis based
on bi-variate relationships that fail to illustrate what specific factors in schooling
shape fertility behavior (1981:154).
In Sheherpind, the rationale for preferring a large family involves several complex
factors:
1. Support and sustainability for the agricultural mode of production
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Agriculture continues to be the primary mode of subsistence in small rapidly
urbanizing towns like Sheherpind. Since the decline in mortality rates and improving
life expectancy are more recent developments in rural Pakistan, the majority of the
people continue to perceive high fertility as a valuable cultural trait. Even private
business owners and households who are most actively engaged in non-agricultural
income generating work tend to seek larger number of male children in the hope that
they would inherit the business, become engineers or doctors, or simply protect and
grow the family inheritance.
In her profile of the agrarian life in Azerbaijan, Yalçın-Heckmann (2010:84)
determines that previous traditions of large family holdings are not very prevalent
anymore and that the size of the living space available to a family has no correlation
with the how large the family can grow. The same is true for Sheherpind where the
notion of household physical space is not a considerable concern in determining
family size. Due to its recent inter-migration away from the ancestral land, members
of ‘Mohalla A’ expressed a strong need to provide separate space or, in most cases,
adequate shared spaces for the children in the family. However, the housing units
mostly tend to be small with all young children usually sharing one bedroom.
The ‘Mohalla B’ residents have more traditional houses with one large room built in
the middle of a large courtyard and all inhabitants share the family’s living space.
This means that space considerations that have guided family planning choices in
western societies do not necessarily apply to rural communities like Sheherpind.
2. Social status and fulfillment of cultural roles for the mother
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As the local strictures of patriarchy, as experienced primarily in terms of purdah and
restrictions on women’s mobility, continue to guide and shape behavior in
Sheherpind women associate a sense of security and privilege with their ability to
bear children for the family. Economic status and political influence provides class
based divisions in the community but at the very basic level, among their peers,
women measure their self-worth in terms of how many children they have carried
and how successful they are in their financial output. This sense of a specific role for
a woman in the society is acknowledged and shared by women in all three
generations studied in this research. Among the young group of respondents who are
currently in childbearing age, the desire to get pregnant immediately after marriage is
considerably high and giving birth to a first female child is not preferred. Mothers
who have a firstborn girl indicate acceptance as “whatever god (Allah) grants them”,
but their extended family often blatantly reveals a desire for sons.
Purewal (2010) contextualizes this need to derive social status through motherhood
within the kinship-based society in South Asia. The patrilineal and patrilocal nature
of the society dictates that the valuable assets of the family be passed through the
male line, while women are given some form of dowry or inheritance. This
constrains women’s ability to sustain their economic security without being attached
to a man. Lerner (1986) criticizes the construction of a patriarchal system in which
men compose the social order, have the ultimate power of decisionmaking in it,
while women become the reproducers who support the family name and heritage.
Even as biological reproducers, women are not able to provide an identity to the
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child outside of its patrilineage. It is only through the father that a child acquires a
social recognition and is incorporated into the hierarchical order of the society.
Das Gupta (1995) suggests that women’s status in patriarchal societies changes
over their lifetime. Even in settings where the value of daughters to their parents
remains low, adult women increasingly become more valuable to their husbands’
families because of their ability to produce male offspring and heirs. As a young
bride, a woman has limited inherent source of power and influence other than as the
mother of the future men of the lineage, but in the later stages of the lifecycle,
women’s power and autonomy in the household rises, and women gain fuller access
to the household’s resources (Das Gupta, 2003). Gaining autonomy and control in
old age comes largely from faithful support from male children who uphold the
mother’s role as the supreme decision maker within the house.
The woman is careful to bind her sons to herself through various
measures. She can be solicitous of their needs, the gentle nurturer
who cooks foods they like. She can allow her sons to see how she
suffers at the hands of her in-laws and even her husband. She can
allow them to see how hard she works. She can be careful to
communicate that all her sacrifices will be rewarded if her sons have
successful lives, while also subtly communicating that she expects
unquestioning loyalty from them in compensation for her sacrifices
(Das Gupta, 1995).
3. Old-age security and son-preference
During the course of in-depth interviews, a few women in Sheherpind recollected
their experiences of taking care for their own elderly parents and other relatives.
However, this is quite unusual for the community in general. Women relatives,
especially daughters, step up to care for the elderly parents only if the sons are
unable or unwilling to perform this role. The taboo against living with a married
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daughter was more universal and strictly adhered to several decades ago than it is
now because urban migration has compelled many men to find work in larger cities,
leaving behind aging parents who are unwilling to leave the village setting. Even as
daughters are taking on the responsibility of caretakers of the parents, the practice is
frowned upon and the family is pitied for not having ‘good sons’ who would honor
tradition.
Son-preference has taken on many shapes in the village life. Some women find
solace in having a son who could protect them in a patrilocal environment and
essentially provide them with a voice and representation they do not independently
enjoy (Wadley, 1994). Some seek to establish themselves as valued new members of
the family by giving birth to a male child within a year or so after marriage. Others
believe sons can provide financial sustenance when daughters are married off to their
new family. Even in younger respondents who found it hard to explicitly declare a
preference for sons, it is clear that fertility in Sheherpind is associated with bearing
the male child. This trend is common to the rest of the country as well where
according to the National Demographic Survey (2007):
‘Among women with three children, 65 percent of those with three
sons want to have no more children, compared with only 14 percent
of those with three daughters. Similarly, among women with five
children, 85-90 percent of women with four or five sons say they want
no more children, as opposed to only 65 percent of those with no sons
or only one son’ (Pg 28).
In both rural and urban communities across South Asia, parents tend to perceive
male and female children as having different roles and obligations towards them.
These distinct obligations arise from the existing cultural norms of the society and
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act to reinforce preference for the male child. Although the common preference is for
sons, my research found ample evidence to support the fact that it is not an exclusive
preference. Many respondents, especially younger mother expressed the desire to
‘have a complete family’ with at least one surviving daughter, so they could seek
specific benefits from both. It is assumed that children of a particular sex provide
certain advantages, such as financial and social support from boys and psychological
support from girls.
Continued prevalence of dowry has played a significant role in sustaining
gendered preference for male children in South Asia. Anderson (2007) suggests that
dowry typically arises in complex socioeconomic societies with endogamous
marriage practices, where men and women from families of equal social status marry
each other. Dowry in such settings is essentially a means to maintain social status by
attracting a husband of at least equal standing for one’s daughter. This function of
‘dowry’ is strongly relevant to class-based social systems where individuals with
higher wealth, power, and claim to a superior heritage do not willingly intermarry
with the lower class. In many Islamic societies, dowry serves as a form of protection
for the wife against the possibility of ill treatment by her husband and his family.
This conditional gift could be restored to the wife or her family if the husband
divorces, abuses, or otherwise harms the bride (Ruggles, 2000). In most instances,
dowry serves as the only inheritance a woman receives from her kin and is applied as
a means to alleviate her status in the new family she marries into.
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As times have gone by, the tradition has taken on new extravagance and
meaning even in Islamic societies where unnecessary exhibition of wealth is
religiously prohibited. The rising cost of providing a cultural respectable dowry
ensured that even educated and skilled daughters are ultimately considered a burden
because the father would need assistance to manage the exorbitant costs of providing
for her dowry and wedding. The same practice reinforces beliefs in son-preference
because larger families with more sons eventually translate into more daughter-inlaws coming into the family with their respective dowries.
Understanding fertility patterns in Sheherpind also underscores the fact that family
composition is of the utmost significance because couples with female children early
on, continue to expand the family until the desired number of male children has been
achieved.
4. Perceived respect for religious maxim
Like many societies that adapt behavior to a prescribed set of religious norms,
Sheherpind women carry an imbedded sense of obligation to faith in determining
their fertility and reproductive choices. As Blyth et al., (2009:90) suggest ‘Islam
instills in its adherents a sense of his or her place and belonging within the family
and of a responsibility to that group…. A Muslim woman for example, regards her
responsibilities as necessitating a balance with, or even subordination to, the family
group’. This sense of responsibility is what guides Sheherpind women from all age
groups and socio-economic backgrounds to find absolute value in their ability to
reproduce and provide some semblance of meaning and pride to her husband. As
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discussed earlier, this pride manifests itself as son-preference because patriarchal
men in the community attain a sense of virility by having a son. Clearly, there exists
a general sense of what is expected of women in Islam but the interpretation and
adaptation of this expectation varies across the community and is often tempered by
class, education, and individual history of the family/social group.
Some women believe that Islam prohibits women from rejecting her
husband’s advances and must acquiesce to fulfill her wifely obligations. Another set
of belief system pertains to the idea of pleasure in sexual interaction. While shy
about questions of such intimate nature, informants of all ages believe ‘pleasure’ is
the man’s domain and women must seek ‘satisfaction’ in making the husband happy.
Another significant theme developed during the course of in-depth discussions
surrounding reproduction was the question of a woman’s role and place if she is not
able to make her husband happy by providing him with healthy children—
specifically, at least one male child.
A majority of participants agreed that a woman has no better place than by her
husband’s side and that the ultimate happiness comes when a man is married to a
‘true’ Muslim woman, who obeys him, and bears him righteous children. A ‘Mohalla
A’ resident describes her feelings after 30 years of marriage:
My husband and I are cousins, we got engaged when I was 9 and he
was 15. We have given each other all kinds of faith and support; he is
my true ‘sathi’ (companion). I had a short encounter with cancer and
even after trying for 22 years; I could not bear any children for him.
My husband’s family despaired that he would die name-less and I
realized even with my every effort, I was not making him happy or
proud. It was very painful for both of us but I went ahead and asked
for my youngest maternal cousin’s hand in marriage to my husband.
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He is well employed, we have a house…so her family agreed and now
it has been 10 years. We have 4 children and I have done my part to
finally bring him the happiness he deserves (Farzana, 46).
But the religious guidance on reproductive choices and behavior goes beyond the
absoluteness of women’s desire to reproduce and have at least one male child. Some
participants in this study believe that Islam encourages un-checked growth in its
numbers because the forces of evil will one day try to sequester Islam and a large
army of believers will then march to thwart evil. While this judgment day scenario is
real and believed universally by all informants in my study, the impact is only
selectively intense upon lower-income, rural households who still find value in large
number of offspring in order to ensure that there are multiple breadwinners for the
family. Educated women from middle class households offered more moderate
interpretations suggesting that Islam prefers everyone to become ‘good Muslims’
who are successful, educated and respected. Merely concentrating on raising the
population and multiplying the numbers is not what Islam suggests or desires. This
moderate opinion does not contradict the reality of a dooms-day clash between the
good and the evil but implies that socio-economic success within Muslim societies is
the true essence of competing against global forces that oppose Islam.
In the minds of Sheherpind women, a man’s place in Islam is superior. In their
prescribed roles, women believe they have to uphold the balance of power Islam has
enacted for society through which men are entitled to make decisions regarding
family and kin. While the spirit of Islamic doctrine is up for interpretation in its
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imbedded egalitarianism, women have accepted a patriarchal translation of religious
dictum.
5. Security and support for family members
This notion of reproducing for financial sustenance and old-age security is well
established among the Sheherpind women. Another interesting offshoot of the same
concept however, is the belief that bearing children quickly and to the desires of the
husband and his family ‘solidifies’ a marriage. Newly married young wives are often
given advice by older relatives to ‘obey’ the husband and follow his wishes. Once
children, especially an adored son, are in the picture married life would get easier
and smoother. With only a fraction of marriages occurring outside the ‘arranged’
marriage system, the common wisdom is that two strangers bound by marriage vows
are more likely to be patient while developing a new relationship with each other if
they have a small child’s well being to consider.
Children are also seen as a support system if the male patriarch, the head of the
household, dies in an untimely manner. Widows in the community see their loss
differently if they have a son who could shoulder responsibilities. Having a son also
determines if the widow will be compelled to enter a ‘levirate’ relationship or not
because a son is expected to care for the widow as soon as he is able. Widows with
female children are more likely to be forced into marriage with a brother-in-law
because it is considered a breach of the family’s honor if the widow remarries and a
stranger is in-charge of raising another man’s daughters.
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Contraceptive use and women’s perception:
Contraception and its perceived effectiveness are at the heart of discourse
surrounding the processes involved in regulating and facilitating fertility decline in a
community. Pertinent in this regard are the material and non-material costs of
regulation.
Casterline and Sathar (2001) study various dimensions of the cost-fertilityculture equation and discuss specific impediments to contraception use among
women in South Asia. Examining national population policies enacted in the 1960s
in several South Asian countries (particularly Pakistan) to address exponential
population growth, Casterline and Sathar (2001) describe how a large proportion of
women of reproductive age expressed a desire to terminate childbearing but were not
using any method of contraception. This discrepancy between stated fertility
preferences and reported contraceptive behavior was interpreted as indicative of
latent demand for contraception (p: 14). The authors infer from this persistent gap
that the social and cultural obstacles to contraceptive use are unusually powerful and
deep-seated in Pakistani society, and that the provision of family planning services
has been especially poorly designed and implemented in Pakistan (Rosen and Conley
1996). Applying Easterlin Synthesis Framework (Easterlin and Crimmins, 1982) in
which fertility regulation is a function of two classes of factors, the motivation to
avoid pregnancy and the costs of fertility regulation—Casterline’s study defines
‘costs’ as the resources required to acquire contraceptive supplies and services.
These resources include time spent to acquire birth control; the financial burden of
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maintaining a regulative service, and the psychosocial impact, the cultural toll, or he
adverse health impact women associate with this contraception.
In what Zeba Sathar and John Casterline (2001) pronounce the beginnings of
a marital fertility transition, a review of the demographic situation in Pakistan
reveals a slowly emerging shift in desires for larger families, along with a decline in
family size and a reduction in the social, cultural, and psychic costs of contraception.
While the authors acknowledge tremendous variations in demographics supporting
this trend, especially some rural areas that have shown little deviation from
traditional propensity for large families—this trend is significant for Pakistan and
other developing nations.
However, the question about the causes of unmet need for contraception
presumes the existence of a motivation to avoid pregnancy that is not translated into
behavior because of the existence of one or more obstacles to contraceptive use
(Mahmood, 1992). Researchers have developed four key reasons for non-use of
contraceptives among apparently motivated women; the perception that family
planning is unacceptable on religious grounds; fear of contraceptives' side effects on
health; opposition from husbands, and, finally, the limited availability of family
planning services. Naushin Mahmood (1992) infers from the pattern of effects of
such socioeconomic and demographic variables that psychological and socio-cultural
factors, in particular strong religious and social values, are the key to understanding
women’s unmet needs regarding contraception. Even among women who cite sociocultural or religious impediments to attaining contraception, the range of impact each
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of the four factors listed in Mahmood’s study varies from one community to the
other. Unraveling the ‘motivations’ behind fertility regulation in Pakistan, Mahmood
(1992) suggests that for women who state a desire to avoid pregnancies, the two
primary concerns are fear of opposition or antagonism from the spouse and the fear
that using contraception would predict an intention to avoid having children on their
part, which carries social consequences. However, what women perceive to be the
irrefutable consequence of using contraception is not always the reality because
when questioned by Mahmood, many husbands denied having negative views about
birth control (1992: 144). There is reason to anticipate thus, that with time,
conservative societies such as Pakistan will also witness a reduction in opposition
and influence from the husband on women’s fertility choices. Forging a culture of
open communication between spouses and addressing key health issues, particularly
the misperception about side affects and social taboos that constitute contraception
related debates could facilitate this change. Mahmood (1992) suggests an even more
intrinsic approach for bringing about change in perceptions and behavior, which is to
challenge and weaken ”…men's predominant role in reproductive decision making
through activities that nurture the empowerment of women to negotiate choices”
(Mahmood, 1992; 153).
Women in Sheherpind are getting increasingly informed about contraceptive
measures and family planning schemes. The results of the in-depth interviews with
women clearly show this trend.
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Table 11: Contraceptive Trends
Contraceptive Use
Mohalla A
Mohalla B
Basic knowledge of any
Basic knowledge of any contraception:
contraception: 97%
92%
Any kind of current contraceptive
Any kind of current contraceptive use:
use: 67%
43%
Primary source of info: TV
Primary source of info: TV
Primary service provider: Lady
Primary service provider: Lady Health
Doctor
Visitor
Average length of use: 2.2 years
Average length of use: 0.8 years
Knowledge of modern methods: 73% Knowledge of modern methods: 48%
Knowledge of traditional methods:
Knowledge of traditional methods: 92%
97%
Preferred Method
Preferred Method
-Pill/Injection: 8%
-Pill/Injection: 12%
-IUD: 13%
-IUD: 7%
-Rhythm: 32%
-Rhythm: 37%
Withdrawal: 39%
Withdrawal: 35%
Condoms/Diaphragm: 9%
Condoms/Diaphragm: 7%
Tubal Ligation: No recorded cases
Tubal Ligation: 2%
The patterns of use among women in this village are in congruence with trends
observed in Pakistan’s national average. According to Pakistan Demographic and
Health Survey (2007), the majority of Pakistani women know of at least some
method of contraception. Knowledge of ingestible pills, injectables, and female
sterilization are known to over 85 percent of currently married women, but a much
smaller proportion of women understand IUD and condoms. The Sheherpind
population set differs from national data however in its higher proportion of
respondents understanding a traditional method of contraception than a modern
method.
The national data also support that couples most commonly use condoms,
withdrawal, and the rhythm method for family planning. In Sheherpind, the larger
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majority of women reported Rhythm or Withdrawal method of contraception as the
preferred method. The disparity in use of various methods is largely associated with
commonly held reservations and fears associated with a particular method of birth
control.
1. Condoms are famously unpopular because women understand their husbands
do not enjoy sexual intercourse through this method.
2. Pills and other hormone-based contraception are feared for having long-term
side effects leading to hormonal imbalance, excessive bleeding and even
infertility.
3. There is a steady rise in awareness and use of IUD and other implanted
methods such as sponges in surprisingly more rural areas with higher
incidence of illiteracy. This is due to the regular access and service offered by
‘Lady Health Visitors’ who go door to door, along with female doctors
serving in public and private clinics.
4. Young brides and recently married women universally agree that they never
thought about family planning at the time of the marriage because the
knowledge was not shared with them and more significantly the culture does
not permit women of any age to make such choices alone.
5. Sterilization or tubal ligation is a familiar method for sections of both sets of
populations but it is considered only viable for those women who have
already achieved their desired family size and the husband permits her to take
such definitive measures. A very small percentage of women reported going
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through the procedure and all of them were older respondents with five
children or above.
6. The average duration of contraceptive use among women of childbearing age
in Sheherpind is up to 2 years at most and less than a year at least. The
rationale for limited use is a commonly held belief that prolonged use would
leave women unable to conceive at a later time.
7. Male sterilization is out of people’s norm and comprehension in Sheherpind
and respondents across the board rejected that as an appropriate method for
birth control. The negative response is largely based on a religious argument
that a surgical procedure that renders men infertile is against Divine wishes.
The Pakistan Demographic Survey (2007) builds a strong correlation between urban
residence, higher education levels and contraception use. At the national level,
prevalence of contraceptive use increases from 16 percent among low-income
families to 43 percent in more affluent households. These statistics match
Sheherpind data as more educated and economically better off women acknowledged
using contraceptive measures for comparatively longer periods of time and in
between children too. Poor, low-income, low-education and rural residence impact
women’s contraceptive use in Sheherpind primarily in terms of the timing of
attaining family planning methods or advice. In this demographic, women are more
likely to seek contraception only after the desired family size is achieved and
normally if the woman is experiencing deteriorating health.
Access to Contraception:
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Even as contraceptive knowledge and use has seen an increase in the entire
country, the fact that 57% of women in ‘Mohalla B’ population set alone and 37% in
‘Mohalla A’ are not taking any contraceptive measures currently is a matter of grave
concern. It was previously believed that women’s lack of mobility and longer
distances to health facilities leave them unable to learn about and choose family
planning. Some authors, focused on South Asia have further asserted that women’s
schooling is a weaker explanatory variable than are urban residence and the woman's
decision-making autonomy (Winkvist and Akhtar, 2000; Kazi and Sathar, 1996).
They believe that focused measures of female autonomy could provide greater
insight about the determining role of women's status in society than from more
global and diffused variables such as schooling (Jejeebhoy 1996; Sathar and Kazi
1996). Financial expense in and of itself is not a significant barrier to contraceptive
use but access to information about contraception and the psychological costs
associated with access are more significant in learning any generalizable patterns
(Watkins: 1987, McDonald: 1993). Among the various socio-cultural factors that
affect demand, supply and costs of contraception are the nature of marriage and more
generally the "…patterns of sexual unions . . . their stability; their composition,
including whether they are polygynous or monogamous and whether families are
extended or nuclear; and their formation and dissolution" (Author, YEAR: 77).
Education, women’s education in particular, and their location in terms of rural or
urban settings are two significant socioeconomic factors that affect fertility and the
decision making around reproduction. But it must be accepted that both of these
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factors affect women in such diverse ways and under such diverse socio-cultural
circumstances that making any ‘universal’ explanations about their role is
problematic at best.
My observation in Sheherpind contradicts the notion that urban or rural
locality determines women’s access to contraception. The average distances to a
health facility even in small communities is shrinking and women have more
knowledge about various contraceptives and easier access to a source. Sheherpind
village itself has a public health center, a dispensary, three female doctors serving at
private clinics, and LHVs who service the majority of the village and our survey
indicates that the average distance to any health facility for Mohalla A as well as
Mohalla B residents is about 5.3Kms. Households with private means of transport
can easily access the nearby district headquarter hospital and all the additional
medical facilities in the city.
A larger question then pertains to the perception and preference for the kind
of contraceptive measures offered at these facilities. Women in both Mohalla A and
B shared apprehension, and at times, out right rejection of sterilization procedures,
pills and IUDs—all of which are the primary list of contraceptive services offered at
the public clinic most heavily frequented by local women. Safia Nawaz, a trained
nurse who works at the tehsil dispensary offers the following insight:
I will not lie to you that ‘sarkari’ (government owned) clinics are
sometimes really short of basic supplies, especially to meet women’s
needs. But a bigger question is how the available supplies are used by
the community…women in this village have a lot of
misunderstandings about contraception. Without the time, capacity
and resources to educate them, all of this is pointless. Sometimes we
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give advice but women always say ‘hamara mard nahi manta’ (our
husband doesn’t approve). What can we do when it’s a domestic
issue?
Interviewing women regarding personal fertility choices, I sensed apprehension
among women of coming across as too knowledgeable about ways to control and
manage their own fertility. Raheja et al., (1994:31) describe this conflict between
women’s sexuality and fertility and associate it with their ‘kin roles’ wherein lies a
perceived incongruence between active sexual interest and desire for motherhood in
a good wife. Calling it ‘split images’ the author reflects on the way women attempt
to embody an asexual existence to signify purity while also internalizing the virility
of a fertile female who would seek exalted status through motherhood. The same
dichotomies compel Sheherpind women to reiterate a real or constructed innocence
and deny knowledge of all sexual processes including sexual reproduction and its
control. This taboo associated with contraceptive knowledge is high among younger
women who on occasion shyly acknowledged an understanding about the process
and need for contraception, but refused to let family members know about it out of
fear of being seen as ‘bold’.
The nature of knowledge young wives and mothers shared with me regarding
their own sexuality and physical anatomy is not based on scientific biomedicine.
Instead, even educated women derive a lot of information from ethno-medicine and
folklore passed on to them from older generations of women. For instance, women
had varying understanding of when they reach their peak fertility during a monthly
cycle with many believing that they are most fertile immediately after their periods.
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Similarly, many young women believe that really skinny women are unhealthy and
less likely to get pregnant with ease. Other informants from Mohalla B subgroup
shared knowledge of certain herbs and oils that serve as natural contraceptives, or
could be used to wean nursing children, or even help increase the chance of
conceiving a male child.
I noticed a clear lack of communication among stakeholders in fertility management,
including those who influence a couple’s decision-making. Couples in Sheherpind
continue to avoid direct conversations on basic intimate issues and ‘instructions’ on
family size management come down from ‘elder women’ who have a different
perspective on all issues pertaining to family growth. This communication gap is
clearly an avenue for more nuanced public awareness campaigns.
Bringing about an ideological and cultural change would require a shift in the
gender balance of power which could only come about from institutional reforms
such as broadened opportunities for schooling, paid employment for women, and
most significantly, an expansion of and improvement in reproductive health services.
These services are essential to provide women with knowledge about how, when,
and where family planning methods can be obtained and can help debunk some of
the prevalent myths about contraception and its affect on women’s bodies. Mahmood
(1992) also recommends making providers such as community-based health workers,
more sensitive to the implications of gender stratification as an obstacle to women's
reproductive health, by training them to address issues that encompass their clients'
family and social situations.
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Age at Marriage
In Sheherpind’s case study, it is evident that contraceptive use among women is still
less than universal and mired by a plethora of socio-cultural misperceptions.
Similarly, education has been effective in bringing a positive social change in terms
of somewhat more open-minded approach to women’s professional roles but it hasn’t
changed gender roles enough to trigger a decline in desired fertility rates. It is
reasonable to believe then that the current decline in fertility is primarily an outcome
of delayed age at marriage in the community.
Several characteristics of the ‘average age at marriage’ contribute towards a
transition from high to low fertility. These include the average age women are
entering into a marital union, the percentage of women who never marry, the
duration of harmonious matrimonial unions, and the incidence of widowhood or
divorce among couples. In Pakistani culture in general and rural settings in
particular, marriages are a universal phenomenon—which makes low age at marriage
and marriage stability contribute enormously to high levels of fertility (Shah, 1986:
347). Existing demographic studies based in Pakistan (Casterline, 1984; Sathar,
1984; and Shah, 1986) indicate that delayed marriages play an important role in
checking population growth rates. Among Sheherpind women, this trend could be
studied through the number of un-married young women who are still residing with
their parents. This is especially significant for women pursuing higher education who
stay unmarried until an average age of 26 years. Another indicator is the average age
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of newly married young women, which are 24 years for Mohalla A and 20 years for
Mohalla B.
This is in contrast to the assessments made by Pakistan Demographic Survey (2007)
stating that ‘the majority of Pushto and Siraiki speaking women were found to marry
before 17 years of age’.
Status Of Women, Fertility, And The Gendered Path To Social Change:
Simmons (1985) summarizes the effects of the individual variables
considered in various research studies. He has found a strong relationship between
women's education and fertility—suggesting that women's labor-force participation,
sex preference, availability of family-planning services, general environment and
population programs and policies were found to have a medium effect on fertility,
while infant mortality, per capita income, income distribution and preferred number
of children had a much stronger effect on fertility. Such observations strengthen my
contention that fertility rates and behavior are highly subjective and must be studied
at the lowest denominator level because if one set of women is influenced by socioeconomic factors, the others might be influenced by purely cultural needs
(Greenhalgh, 1995).
Case Study 2
Name: Shameem Akhtar
Age: 52
Occupation: Primary School Teacher
Husband’s profession: Small Business Owner (Auto Repair)
Shameem is married to her paternal cousin and lives in the same house she was born
in. Her three oldest children, two daughters and one son, are married. The two
younger daughters are in school and live at home. Her older daughters are married in
the same family (to first cousins) and live on the other end of town near the highway.
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Her son is a constable in the police and is stationed in another city while his wife and
two children live in Sheherpind in the family home. Shameem was married right
after she passed her matriculation exam. Being married to her uncle’s son she recalls
has had its benefits because there are no pressures to adjust to a new family and its
ways. Her only brother passed away at a young age so her husband now owns her
share of the family land. When she started working as a teacher, the village had
limited number of educated women and even though not highly trained, she thinks
she has served this community very well. Her life overall is fairly satisfactory and
there is little she’d change about it. Children, a decent job, a good married life;
Shameem has been blessed with much. She considers Sheherpind’s life in-flux and
caught in ancient customs at the same time. The means of life, people’s way of living
and social standards are improving but she also believes this community will stay
true to its roots and ways of its ancestors. Using herself as an example for numerous
references, Shameem feels that younger generations of women can learn a lot from
her life. Her ability to live harmoniously has not come without personal sacrifice.
Her husband is 14 years older than her, in the early years of marriage her immaturity
led him to beat her and be strict with her but with time she has learned what her
husband and his family desire and that awareness is what wisdom is all about.
Women’s position in society, especially in a place like Sheherpind, says Shameem is
simple ‘you get your house in order and then worry about the world outside’. I teach
my students and my children the same thing; women who go against their family’s
norms and society’s expectations are not gaining anything in return. You must find a
balance between what your role inside the family is and then spend time improving
the society in general. Shameem is confident that her husband has allowed her to
work because he has nothing to fear from her role as a teacher. She brought him
children—although they both desired to have more sons but it’s not in their power.
She brought him respect by being one of the few teachers in Sheherpind at that time
and she has brought him peace of mind by not demanding frivolous things. She has
been content with what her husband has provided. As an educator herself,
Shameem’s values education for girls and boys but insists that there should be no
‘competition’ (muqabila) between who gets more opportunities. The reality of life is
that daughters are ‘someone else’s possession’ that you only care for until the
rightful owners claim them. So its best to give them skills for success—
housekeeping, basic education, even professional knowledge if there is time before
the marriage, but the ultimate destination for a girl is her husband’s house and that’s
where her life unfolds. Shameem’s daughters are going to school but her ultimate
dream is to have them married, with healthy children and if their married life calls
for work outside the house, then her daughter’s husbands could make that choice.
Shameem has strong opinions about reproductive control and planning. She
considers it impractical to imagine that women would wield control over such
decisions by themselves. The children are born in ‘the father’s name’ she asserts, and
any type of family planning should come only AFTER the husband has decided that
the family is at a right size. Interference with God’s vision is un-Islamic and unwise.
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Sandhu (1996) applies a different approach and suggests that the five
variables that are significantly correlated with fertility were duration of marriage,
experience of child mortality, caste, household type, and the preferred number of
children. In this study, women's literacy, family standard of living, and even
women's attitudes towards contraception do not appear to be significantly correlated
with fertility. According to Sandhu (1996) "This only means that these variables
were either not really independent, and were influencing fertility through other
variables or that their relationship with fertility was not linear”. Alia Ahmad (1991)
after reviewing several studies in this field, finds that socioeconomic variables such
as the literacy rate (especially that of women), per capita income, the portion of the
labor force engaged in non-agricultural occupations, rates of infant mortality, life
expectancy, age at first marriage, and the rate of women's participation in the labor
force are strongly associated with declines in fertility.
How then can we conclusively determine, if education affects fertility,
especially among women? Sharma and Ratherford (1996: 44) in Jeffery and Basu
(1996) have argued that in India, "…a 10 per cent increase in the female literacy rate
seems to be associated with a 0.5 decline in total fertility rate…" which means that in
order to achieve any substantial change in India’s population growth trends, the
nation must acquire nearly universal education for women. While such correlations
problematize the relationship between education and fertility, it is evident from
several South Asia related studies that female education is an important factor even
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after controlling for related variables such as place of residence, income levels of
households and educational levels of husbands. Notwithstanding the strength and
persistence of the inverse relationship between a woman's education and her fertility
the potential policy relevance of the findings still raise important questions (Rogers
and Basu, 1996). Questions regarding the causal mechanisms through which
education inhibits fertility; the possible ways through which the process could be
accelerated or reversed or even about the feasibility of using education and
occupation as a useful proxy for socioeconomic status. Especially since some
analyses show that education exerts an effect on women’s fertility, regardless of their
economic status. This argument lends strength to the suggestion that education has a
major impact on fertility but perhaps it is not the only determining factor triggering
behavioral change. Education generally has the capacity to inform perspectives
regarding demand for children, women’s self-positioning in and out of the house and
also the way people strategize against economic hardship.
Sheherpind provides an excellent case study to explain how development
processes pertaining to traditional societies cannot take a lineal approach devoid of
culture specific nuances that could alter the outcome of well-guided initiatives that
might have been very successful elsewhere. Women’s fertility, their ability to
determine family structure and size is a direct derivative of their status in society and
the nature of their cultural empowerment. Such variation in gendered positionality
of actors could explain why parts of Asia have undergone considerable fertility
decline in recent decades and yet some countries in South and West Asia have shown
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very limited fertility change. Smock (1981) believes that fertility transition is
delayed when women experience subordination and their level of empowerment is
inconsistent across regions and cultures.
Bongaarts and Amin (2001) present a more feasible approach to strategizing fertility
decline in South Asia by underscoring the need for ‘replicating successful element of
health and family planning’ programs in culturally identical settings such as the
ongoing collaboration between Bangladesh and Pakistan. With the aid of
homogenizing factors such as electronic and satellite media, the changing ideal
behind family size and structure presented in a culturally resonant tone will take
affect in all parts of the region and societal norms will eventually change. Although
changing perceptions regarding ideal family size and composition are likely to be
accompanied by industrial growth, urbanization and better education, the process
could not be idealized as without challenges. An obvious outcome, discussed by
various scholars in the region (Sathar and Phillips, 2001; Sathar and Kazi, 1998,
Jejeebhoy, 1998) is son preference or in some circumstances, sex selective abortions
of female fetuses.
Bongaarts and Amin (2001) cite data from Bangladesh revealing the
propensity of fertility rates to remain high if son preference is prevalent in the
community. This issue has gender and human rights connotations. Efforts aimed at
reducing fertility; even when channeled through a rise in female education does not
ensure how girl children are perceived and the value society puts on them. While
there are strong traditional roots behind son preference, other factors continue to
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prevail even in ‘modernizing’ urban settings (Sathar and Philips, 2001). One such
factor is the ‘role of the family’ in South Asian tradition as it pertains to old age
security. Family structure in this region is such that parents perceive sons to be a
guaranteed source of assistance in their retirement days, leading to a common
practice of ‘discounting’ the role and need for daughters in the family (Knodel and
Debavalya, 1992). This is closely associated with the practice of ‘dowry’ that puts a
numeric and financial cost on the birth of a daughter, making the growing urban
middle class in Sheherpind and else where, more weary of the prospect of controlling
family size especially if the first born is not a son (Amin and Cain, 1995).
Feminist scholars and policy makers are more interested in the way education
and fertility are linked through enhancement of women's status in society (Rogers
and Basu, 1996). They observe with a certain degree of skepticism, the way some
forums credit increased education with ascribing enormous changes and
improvements in women's position in society without revealing the deep-seated
underpinnings of patriarchy and power in women’s lives. Current studies on the
relationship, especially those rooted in the demographic transition theory asserts
Basu (1996) are constructed on a weak base of supporting evidence from 'badly
flawed' studies, which suffer from 'being in general vague about what aspects of
women's position are crucial, with weak measurement of key variables, often
working at the wrong level of aggregation and using cross-sectional analyses when
longitudinal studies are required' (p. 18).
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Lessons Learned From Sheherpind:
Empirical and qualitative evidence from Sheherpind offers a contrast that is
symptomatic of ingrained struggles occurring in similar cultural settings where
interactions with both positive and negative translocal processes are a recent
occurrence. How change occurs, is perceived, rationalized and reacted to could best
be showcased through case studies of Sheherpind women who verbalize their
opinions within the local history and context.
Case Study 3
Name: Fatima Batool
Age: 24
Occupation: Housewife
Husband’s Occupation: Business owner (Pharmacy)
Fatima is a newly married woman living near a busy commercial zone in the
Southern outskirts of Sheherpind. She is the only daughter in a family of 5, including
a father who farms several acres of land, a mother who teaches Islamic text (Qurani
Kaida) to neighborhood children, a brother who drives a cargo truck and another
brother who works for the traffic police. Her new family is large; her father-in-law is
a brick kiln owner, the mother-in-law is an illiterate housewife, two older brothersin-law who work in the family’s kiln business, two sisters-in-law who are married
and two younger brothers-in-law who go to the local high school. Fatima was
engaged at age 19 but her family waited for her to finish medical school before
marriage. Her husband has a degree in Pharmacy and decided to open his own
business in the nearby city. Fatima’s mother-in-law adores the new bride and
declares that she passed on a number of beautiful girls in her own family to seek
Fatima’s hand in marriage because she always dreamed about bringing a doctor into
the family. There are other daughters-in-law in the house but Fatima clearly gets
special attention and treatment because she is newly married and her in-laws believe
the time she spent getting her medical degree in Lahore must have changed her
enough that she wouldn’t want to live like the other women in the family. New
quarters with white and grey marbled floor were built ahead of the wedding so the
new couple would be comfortable and have their own suite. Fatima feels fortunate to
find a good match in times when girls wait forever for a decent proposal. She credits
her good fortune to fate and her mother’s endless prayers. Education, says Fatima is
an added preparation for a good married life. As you collect each piece of dowry, as
every item of everyday use is prepared, so have her parents invested in her
education. Now she can offer more to her new family. While her father-in-law has
declared that no daughter of his would work while he lives, Fatima knows her
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husband is open to building a private clinic adjacent to the house where Fatima can
treat female patients. But the first step is to start a family and solidify her place in the
new home. Fatima says she brought holy water touched by her mother’s ‘peer sab’
into her new home the very day she got married so no amount of black magic would
prevent her from having children. When asked why such fear of black magic, Fatima
shares that so many people tried to break the engagement prior to the marriage
because her husband is educated, good looking and from a well-off family that she
was advised not to trust anyone. For herself, Fatima believes she is a good match for
her husband too but educated girls are everywhere these days and a degree does not
protect her marriage from negative elements. Her plan for a successful life; treat the
new family as her own, work hard in the house so her mother-in-law continues to
admire her, have children to make her husband happy and once her marriage is solid,
build a career as a doctor. Fatima knows nature governs the laws of reproduction and
can’t predict if she would have boys or girls or any children at all. But prayer she
says is in our own hands and she’d pray for at least one healthy son because her inlaws expect that from her. On relations with her husband, Fatima considers it too
early to really know what his likes and dislikes are but he has told her nothing is
more significant than his parent’s happiness and approval of her.
Denize Kandiyoti (1988) envisioned ‘Bargaining with Patriarchy’ to be a
dynamic process in which women find strategies to renegotiate and reconfigure the
existing patriarchal rules or scripts so as to improve their position in society.
"Patriarchal bargains" serve to maximize benefits within an oppressive cultural
system. Kandiyoti argues, that these subtle patriarchal bargains exert a powerful
influence on the shaping of women's gendered subjectivity and could ascertain the
nature of gender ideology in different contexts while also influencing both the
potential for and specific forms of women's active or passive resistance in the face of
their oppression (2002:137). The case studies above illustrate that the dynamics of
‘bargaining with patriarchy’ take on new explanations with each generation but the
meaning and impact remains the same. Women in Sheherpind do not vocalize the
need or even an acceptance for processes to challenge their gendered positionality in
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the patriarchal domains they navigate through. But a cognitive realization of what
customs hinder their progress and how best to negotiate pathways for survival are an
inherent element of the patriarchal bargain. Fatima and other young women of her
generation recognize educational achievement as a pathway for better socioeconomic prospects in their environment but also understand that the patriarchal
male must endorse and participate in the negotiation process. The lack of
vocalization of an undisputedly visible imbalance of power is in fact a patriarchal
bargain in itself whereby women identify with the culture they live in, even protect it
from critical scrutiny but continue to find overt and covert means to successfully
bargain with the system as a survival mechanism.
While agency and women’s nuanced understanding of socio-cultural limits drive
this bargaining process, it is challenging to align this vision with aspects of
modernization driven social change theory. Modernization theory envisions a
gradual but uniform change in socio-cultural behavior fashioned after the postindustrialization changes in western societies. While the impact of globalization is
unquestionable even among traditionally patriarchal societies, progression does not
prelude reform. This is evident from the rise of female literacy rates in rural as well
as urban areas of Pakistan but the male-dominated social structure is not yet ready to
associate the same value on girl’s education, abandon the cultural handicaps against
gender equity or even accept that ‘change’ is a desirable goal for all. Under such
circumstances, associating any one factor that had proven inversely related to the
desired goal of population control in a similar setting would prove to be futile. This
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is because policy initiatives tend to ignore a wealth of factors that are specific to that
particular village or town and have the capacity to unhinge the very results
envisioned by the initiative. In the case of the relationship between education and
fertility change, focusing on providing resources for women to get educated without
addressing their own perception of autonomy, their mobility and access to
contraceptive knowledge and resources would not produce the desired outcome.
Creating awareness about alternative life choices such as raising a smaller family
to match restricted financial means is a commonly applied tool in the NGO sector to
enable women to make choices. Some agencies and international programs even
challenge the local patriarchal structures to engage with women directly and allow
them a voice in development. Such community engagement methods have some
limitations that must be addressed. Empowerment and agency are in-bred and cannot
be imported into a culture. Without creating the socio-economic foundations for
women to ‘negotiate’ for a change, communities are left straddled with new gender
and class dynamics that could cause serious disharmony.
Similarly, economic growth in and of itself is not a reliable indicator for grassroots
level social change. Following the ‘demographic transition model’ of economic
progress and its positive impact on fertility decline, one can observe that Pakistan
has witnessed considerable economic development which has led to a decline in
mortality, along with government policies that favor curbing population growth—
and yet women are still not in control of their reproductive behavior.
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Leete and Alam (1993) problematize the use of cross-sectional fertilityeducation correlations to predict future fertility-education relationships at the
national level. They suggest that some global trends are more likely to be replicated
in South Asia than others. Younger educated parents are more likely to educate their
children just as with overall increases in levels of education, inequalities in schooling
levels of boys and girls diminish. Also, changing incomes bring increasing
aspirations, which gives rise to the assumption that household income would act
independently to reduce fertility. It seems at least plausible that in the future, these
increased aspirations, which accompany increases in incomes and levels of
education, will exert downward pressure on marital fertility. None of these trends
however, have a reorienting impact on women’s status in society.
The patriarchal structure of Sheherpind society greatly limits the possibilities
for women to be active outside the home, which necessarily leads to considerable
gender inequality at the societal level. Repeated studies in South Asia have found an
association between higher levels of education among mothers and lower levels of
fertility but it is open to question however, to what extent relative educational
attainment is a measure of gender equality and whether the impact of education on
fertility necessarily acts through a rise in status. One impact of educational
attainment may be through marriage postponement, since even primary-level
schooling is associated with delays in marriage greater than the actual additional
years of schooling. It could be argued thus that a rise in age at marriage is associated
with a lessening of gender inequality.
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It is my contention that the disintegration and fall of subsistence farming and
rapid landlessness among largely agrarian societies; combined with the corrupting
influence of imperialist politics of the 19th century have had a reinvigorating affect
on patriarchy and the process has spawned such deep seated gender disparity and
oppression against women that recovery and progression is slower in South Asia
than other parts of the world. Land dependency and subsistence living traditionally
required somewhat egalitarian social structures, where women and men’s
contribution to daily labors were equally valued and needed. The British rulers in
South Asia promoted a feudal structure based on individual allegiance to the crown,
resulting in the creation of a ‘peasant class’ that valued men and their labor by
relegating women to the confines of domestication.
The last century has reversed this trend and brought about massive
urbanization and creation of city slums with crammed spaces and much reduced
quality of life—further undermining struggles to alleviate stereotypes and reduction
of gender based inequity in the society. The route to success in balancing population
rates, controlling fertility, and facilitating development in the third world lies
squarely associated with women’s empowerment. Giving women the education and
agency required to determine what ideal family size and composition must look like
is not possible by injecting exported model of women’s empowerment from the west.
These pathways and domains of socio-cultural change must be brought about from
within social institutions without creating gender discord and alienation.
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Chapter 5: Glocalization and Modernity—The Sheherpind
Model
Anthony Giddens describes modernity as ‘Westernization of the world.... through
modes of social life or organization that emerged in post-feudal Europe from about
the seventeenth century onwards and which subsequently became more or less
worldwide in their influence’ (1991: 22). Giddens believes modernity is a social
phenomenon that embodies a more globalizing trend—a manner of change that no
modern society can abstain from. Is it possible then to ascribe a certain level of
modernity to small villages like Sheherpind, where post-feudalism is only a recently
occurring change and is not universal by any measure? Can modernity describe the
nature of socio-economic changes in the Sheherpind community while also justifying
the consistent nature of gender and class disparities in popular perceptions and
behavior? This chapter tries to answer these complex questions using both emic and
etic explanations that respect the unique localized context in which social behavior is
shaped. What we cannot and must not do however is to reject the kind of transition
Sheherpind is going through as a slow paced change too insignificant to have global
implications.
Globalization and Modernization:
Ritzer (2007) defines globalization as the process by which everyday life
experiences are ‘hybridized’ by a diffusion of commodities and ideas to the extent
that it becomes standardized around the world. It is a process that problematizes the
nature of assumptions and beliefs regarding ‘what culture stands for’ at a political
and conceptual level (Tomlinson, 1997: 133). The dispersion of strict cultural and
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territorial boundaries brought about by such rapid fluidity of ideologies and trends is
what fashions globalization. It is facilitated by sophisticated communications and
transportation technologies; mass migration of people and cultures—all of this,
accompanied by economic trends that have outgrown national markets through transnational corporations. In a purely material sense, it offers huge profits and financial
capital to companies and nations but in reality, has been complicated by widely
differing expectations, standards of living, and cultural identities.
Current trends in anthropological research have been concerned with
understanding the complex underpinnings of globalization, its connection with
modernization and how it changes cultural contexts. Commenting on the
“comfortable fit” globalization discourse has found within Anthropology, Ritzer
(2007) observes how globalization contradicts the notion that culture is tied to a
particular locality; a position in line with trends within Anthropology that see culture
as ‘a fluid process’. It could be argued that globalization and cultural transformation
are closely connected notions, especially since globalization builds on ‘differential
cultures’ without which there would be nothing to hybridize and no applicability for
the ‘trans-local’ (Frow, 2000:174; Keesing, 1994: 73). Many scholars read these
processes on a macro level based on their affect and influence on a global
framework, but for Lewellen (2007:194) the relationship between global and local is
complex at best.
Anna Tsing (2000) raises an important question: Is ‘globalization’ akin to
‘modernization’? Where globalization is the systemic dispersion of Eurocentric
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ideals and practice, the term “modernity” characterizes the new material and culture
practices that have spread throughout the world. Dirlik (2000) considers
‘development’ as the mode of transfusion for Eurocentric principles that guide
globalization. Tsing (2000) also critically analyzes ‘development’ and its various
paradigms for their power-bearing role in institutionalizing globalization. Tsing
(2000) argues that the discursive specificities of development often thrived more
through the universally unchallenged coherence of its internal logic than through any
insight into the social situations in which it was expected to intervene (Escobar,
1995; Ferguson, 1990). The commitment of experts to development has drawn
material and institutional resources to its programs even when they were quite
obviously destructive to its declared intention and goal i.e. human wellbeing.
Defining ‘localizing’ as a great paradox of globalization, Lewellen (2007)
examines how modernization theory envisions a western-style industrialization that
is individualized, consumerist and entrepreneurial. Dependency theory opposes
modernization but does not predict fragmentation. Instead, it suggests that existing
class systems among nations and regions would be reinforced. World systems theory
envisions a more generalized division of labor among the core, periphery and semiperiphery. It is only globalization that inculcates a multitude of social, political, and
economic localisms, making localization a part of its very definition. As Arjun
Appadurai (1996: 178-199) states ‘locality is primarily relational and contextual
rather than spatial or scalar’.
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Karen Ho (2005: 7) also confronts anthropology’s conceptual and methodological
tendency to approach globalization as a taken-for-granted macro context as an
abstract process too big for ethnographic analysis. She makes the case for an
ethnographic engagement that tracks the global as cultural action grounded in
specific practices and locales that can be thickly described. Ho (2005) contends that
many cultural theorists and social scientists, give undue emphasis to capitalism’s
omnipotence, thus helping to imagine a world of capitalist totality—stating that, “In
the rush to confront and depict the powerful impact of Western global hegemony,
they [social scientists] have often neglected the power-laden political effects of their
own representations of this very hegemony” (Ho 2005: 9).
The nature of change in Sheherpind as depicted in this research is reflected of
the arguments discussed above and follows John Frow’s (2000) logic of
interconnected influence of globalization and modernization where socio-cultural
transformations are ‘trans-local’ and ‘glocalized’. Behavioral and perceptional
changes are occurring in Sheherpind due to influences that come from beyond the
village boundaries while still conforming to the true essence of the local culture. But
the affect of the change applies both ways and reflects how globalization is a sumtotal of residual changes occurring at the micro level in small villages such as
Sheherpind.
Sheherpind also symbolizes a model of ‘multiple’ and unique modernity that
is at odds with pre-established western frameworks of change in a society.
Modernization theorists and development practitioners apply a specific set of ideals
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on three distinct levels (Kearney, 2004). First, they focus on the cultural specificity
of ‘commitments to modernization’. These commitments are made to appear exotic
to breed a sense that whatever existed prior to modernization has to be rejected and
replaced even if the newer alternative doesn’t really provide comfort or solutions
(Norberg-Hodge, 1996). In essence, modernization projects assume about the world
as based on constructed notions of time through which groups and activities can be
situated in relation to stories of progress. Another level of structural impact for
modernization is the arena of social practices, material infrastructure, cultural
negotiations, institutions and power relations within a community—institutions and
relations that are opposed, contested and reformulated (Kearney, 2004). These
institutional modifications are brought about by redesigned educational practices,
military coercion, administrative policies, resource entitlements and community
reorganization. Finally, Tsing (2000) contends that development analysts emphasize
on critical reflection as a mode of "modern" thought without taking responsibility for
the implied prescriptions for social change and revisal of local values.
Some scholars contextualize the globalization-modernization relationship in
terms of the nature of actors and forces that spearhead its incorporation into the basic
fiber of a society (Lewellen, 2002; Wagner, 2001). They argue that state-regulated,
top-down modernization has given way to a process of globalization that has been
created, owned and sustained by multiple actors including corporate, polity and
community groups. Perhaps modernization started as a unidirectional, and
predictable process that has been a privilege of the elite while globalization has
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become a multi-directional force that moves in multiple and often contradictory
directions, evades predictability and cannot be claimed by a single group of people
or nations. With all of its failures and anxieties, globalization is open to input from
all kinds of actors, small and big, Eastern and Western, religious and secular.
Modernization in its emphasis on a shift from agrarian to industrialized subsistence
could be perceived more as a state-regulated program.
Globalization on the other hand, invites a serious questioning of such claims
of a centralized authority. It draws on popular enthusiasm and helps one imagine
interconnection, travel, and sudden transformations. However, it also embodies a
veiled yet persuasive rhetoric whose claims are often taken for universal realities.
We lose sight of the coalitions of claimants as well as their partial
and shifting claims. We lose touch with the material and institutional
components through which powerful and central sites are
constructed, from which convincing claims about units and scales can
be made (Inda and Rosaldo, 2008:69).
Social Change in Sheherpind
From an emic perspective, the first impression of modernity comes from the
nostalgic tone in which locals describe their immediate milieu. As a returning native
to this region, Sheherpind natives expected me to join them in memorializing how
the village life used to be and most interviews would start with “do you recall?”
(yaad hai?), when referring to even the most mundane aspects of everyday life. To a
casual observer Sheherpind might appear like a homogenous blend of rigidly intact
cultural traits that are replicated across the entire Saraiki-speaking region in southern
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Punjab. But for Noor Fatima, a 53-year-old native and mother of six sons,
Sheherpind has changed irreversibly:
Modern for us means doing what the rest of the world does without
consideration for our identity and faith. My father used to say, ‘ if you
must learn the moral health of a society; watch how the women dress
themselves’. Sheherpind is now no less modern than Islamabad or
Rawalpindi. People eat ‘precooked’ (bazari) food with pride, the
children are named after Indian movie stars, no one asks about
religious education and families don’t stop their daughters from
committing to fashion. I am looking for a daughter-in-law, but it’s
hard to decide between what I want in a girl and what my sons like…
From architectural changes to life’s mundane events, Sheherpind residents feel that
the “new” ways are supplanting the past. The discourse surrounding the changes are
far from homogenous; while some feel that the change marks a violent break from
tradition, others feel that change embodies progressive trends that will serve to
improve the community.
It was not long ago that we could live easily off ten-fifteen thousand
rupees. Now it seems ‘kissi cheez mein barkat nahi hai’ (nothing is
blessed), no amount of money is enough. We make sacrifices to send
both girls and boys to school, and then they need tuition because
coursework is in English. The better schools have more modern
culture so kids want to wear city people clothes…. The children won’t
eat vegetables happily so we spend more on meat. The expense is even
more for guests because they want Pepsi and Mountain Dew…. there
is no way to make ends meet (Sabra, 39).
Modernization in this village is both infrastructural and cultural. Despite pervasive
poverty, there is ample evidence of gradually improving infrastructure. More
schools, increasing number of health facilities, a recently revamped highway, larger
commercial zones, and even a recreational park in the vicinity of the village are
testament to growing urbanization—evidence that local people equate with being
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‘modern’. It is, however, the cultural evidence of modernization that my informants
are most concerned about.
The cultural strictness we are known for in Pakistan, doesn’t apply to
every household anymore. Purdah is still part of our identity but in
most other aspects, people are trying to live like city folks. There is no
restriction on how much TV and what kind of TV young people are
watching. There are cell-phones, movies and other shows in most
houses. Our way of life was safe while we had some isolation, very
soon you’ll find that Sheherpind life is not too different from rest of
Pakistan (Dr. Sana, 25).
“Modernity at large” enshrines a ‘globalism’ that refuses center-periphery frames,
but Appadurai situates it squarely in modernity's worldwide cultural spread rather
than postmodernism's epistemological disruptions. Appadurai's stress on disjunction
as well as on the importance of the imagination is well suited for thinking about the
interplay of varied globalist perspectives. Yet imaginative landscapes come in many
kinds, and this diversity is more useful to understanding disjunction than a division
into functional domains of ethnicity, technology, finance, media, and ideology, for
these posit a singular formula for "society." If, instead of hegemonic domain
divisions, we turned to the social and cultural struggles through which imaginative
visions come to count as "scapes", we might be able to incorporate disjunction not
only among domains but also among varied and contested kinds of imaginative
landscape making in this framework.
In his edited volume titled ‘Globalization’, Appadurai suggests that processes
of change are unquestionably similar, whether applied at interpreting alternative
modernities, cultural hybridities, commodity circulation, cross cultural migration, or
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identity politics (Appadurai, 2000: 220). Similarly, modernity has acquired a degree
of ‘fluidity’ that exemplifies its plurality, uneven-ness, contestedness and is
essentially ‘at-large’. The ‘multiple modernities’ he refers to that apply so
comprehensively to Sheherpind, are crucial to the contemporary discourse on
modernization.
Some of the most recurring themes during in-depth interviews with Sheherpind
women were centered on the fear of the changes outside influences were bringing to
the young generation. During my interviews, three overlapping areas of concern
emerged:
1. Media influences
2. Urban lifestyle influences
3. Foreign culture influences
Although closely interrelated, each contributing domain to changing worldviews and
ultimately behavior is alarming for the community. Cultural anthropologists have
laid considerable emphasis on the role of the modern media in triggering fast-paced
socio-political change that could be closely aligned with modernization and global
trends. The past two decades have witnessed a remarkable takeover of popular
perceptions and worldviews by the media as it presented "globalization" as the
defining characteristic of our times. With the breakdown of the Soviet communist
block, the triumphant capitalism created enthusiasm for deregulation and
privatization policies in the developed world as well as large-scale reforms, such as
SAPs, in the developing world (Inda and Rosaldo, 2008). In this dynamic context,
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globalization came to mean an endorsement of international free trade and the
outlawing of protected or public domestic economies (Chomsky, 1998). One of the
most profound outcomes, however, has been the shift towards ‘transnational
interconnectedness’, or in Sheherpind’s case ‘translocal transfusion’ of beliefs and
practices that take their cue from a plurality of global influences such as the
worldwide spread of U.S. media productions, the diminishing role of national
governments, the dangers and promises of multiculturalism, and the growing
influence and proper management of new computer-based communications
technologies.
Appadurai (2008) presents media and migration as the fundamentally
intertwined diacritics of his theory of ‘rupture’ that explains their effect on modern
subjectivity of ‘imagination’ played out in cultural ‘ethnoscapes’ and ‘mediascapes’.
He explains that mass migration juxtaposed against mass-mediated images creates
this instability in subjectiveness where moving images meet deterritorialized viewers
(2008:4). This mobile and unforeseeable relationship between mass-mediated events
and migratory audiences defines the link between globalization and modernization
(2008:5). However challenged by some, Appadurai believes that globalization has
shrunk the distance between elites, altered relations between producers and
consumers, and obscured the lines between temporary locales and imaginary national
spheres. These changes have established modernization as a more practical and less
pedagogical, more experiential and less restricted disciplinary paradigm.
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During the course of my work in Sheherpind and speaking with professional
women, especially educators and doctors, I realized that increasing exposure to
media presents a true catch twenty-two for a community in transition. On the one
hand, media has been very effective in modifying behavior pertaining to fertility
control and women’s educational attainment but on the other; it has brought
competing lifestyles and worldviews that challenge the absoluteness of cultural
norms in conservative societies like Sheherpind.
I have taught primary level students for 12 years now. The changes
in behavior I am witnessing in the classroom would shock many….
Innocence and piety has been effectively keeping our children from
altering generations old values. If you ask me, there is no innocence
left among our children. They watch things on TV, read websites that
give them unwanted information. I had a 10-year-old boy try to touch
a classmate sexually because he saw some adults in a wheat field
near his house. Just 10 or so years ago, children would never
understand what they were looking at even if a sight like that was a
common occurrence (Naheed, 36).
Computers and cell phones are surprisingly affordable and many families with
school going children are attempting to save up for a computer as another big-ticket
item middle class families aspire to attain. While access to web sources us still
limited and unreliable, the awareness that another world and new knowledge is
available only a few clicks away has had an astounding impact on the village youth. I
came across at least two functioning cyber cafes in Sheherpind where the customers,
mostly young males are able to access the Internet. These cyber shops are creating a
familiarity and need for virtual knowledge sources for the community. It is likely
that this new familiarity with the World Wide Web will soon turn into a demand for
personal computers, which may be available to women in the household. Multiple
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media sources are bringing new awareness to the community and offer intriguing
options for new fashion trends and desired lifestyles.
For a majority of participants in this study, Pakistani media is so heavily
inspired by Indian movies, which in turn are equally inspired by western movie
culture that it is difficult to draw the line between what parts of the images depicted
on the screen are culturally local. This penchant for fashion and style among the
young generation frequently came up as an interesting new trend. Each year, TV
shows establish the current fashion styles especially pertaining to the length of the
traditional shirt (kameez), the cut of the trousers called ‘shalwaar’ and the drape of
the scarf (dopatta). While city dwellers have always followed fashion icons more
diligently, rural communities are only now adapting to new fashion. A young
informant at a middle class wedding describes the change in this manner:
Mianwali city has shops that bring material from Faisalabad or
Lahore. My auntie usually goes shopping for all of us sisters and
brings home several designs we pick from. I get my ideas from the
‘film-star’ magazine because they print new fashion styles each week.
That way, we can shop for what looks good without ever going to the
market. If we don’t like any of the new designs, my brothers go to
Lahore and bring nice clothes and matching shoes for us…(Aliya,
20).
Weddings and other family gatherings are exceedingly becoming cites for a style
showdown among young women. Many fashion drifts draw criticism and ire from
the older women because it challenges the norms in this community but I found
several informants who consider the burqa to be an adequate enough covering and
believe following fashion behind closed doors and segregated from men is of no
moral consequence. This apparent disconnect between the symbolic significance of
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covering women’s bodies and the newly established dress code for ‘suitable,
educated young women’ creates a fascinating conundrum for this community. My
informants of all ages seem obsessed with the need for establishing either
themselves, or their daughters as suitable mates for a growing number of youth who
takes its cues from online and electronic media. Changing education levels and
professional roles are also impacting women’s behavior and the way they project
themselves in their environment. What hasn’t changed in this entire process is the
practice of observing burqa that prevents young people from defining ‘suitability’ on
their own. I elicited information from informants on the pervasiveness of Purdah and
the response contradicts many well-established notions.
1. The practice of purdah has been legitimized by religious logic but actually
took root in response to the colonial influence on the sub-continent. As
British aristocrats in India started segregating their women from the
‘common man’, local residents started drawing new class hierarchies from
veiling their women from the masses (Khan, 1999). Sheherpind residents
agree that the strict observance of purdah only started two generations ago
and that women enjoyed much more mobility and interaction with the
community prior to that.
2. The actual substance of the Islamic argument in support of Purdah in the
Quran is not frequently understood by a large majority of Sheherpind women
and their preferred argument comes from cultural obligation and not religious
dedication. It is clear however, that women do not necessarily differentiate
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the two and believe that their culture is derived entirely from the Islamic
faith.
3. The prevalence of purdah varies among households. Some women (a
minority), veil themselves from close relatives including cousins, brother-inlaws and even family elders. For this group of women, the compulsion for
following the strict code is clearly authoritated by the male patriarch and is
based on the belief that Islam prohibits mingling among any set of men and
women whose marriage is halal and permitted.
4. The practice is also particularly associated with a territorial restriction. It is
strongly evident that men prefer their women veiled only in the region where
other residents recognize them. In other words, men feel obligated to their
community, their heritage and their faith to segregate and veil their women.
Most women participants in this study acknowledge that veiling brings ‘izzat’
(respect) to their father and brothers. Interestingly, the same families that
observe unconditional purdah in Sheherpind and its vicinity choose only to
cover their head and not faces when traveling to larger cities where
anonymity is more easily expected. I questioned my informants on the
change in behavior when outside of the village parameters and they
rationalized by saying ‘there is no expectation of Purdah outside of the
village so if my husband doesn’t ask me to, I don’t wear a burqa especially
since it’s only for a few days. The village mahol (environment) is different’.
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5. Many Sheherpind residents who migrated to the city experience several
phases of self re-discovery. Their initial instinct is to retain as much of their
village culture intact as possible, hence women are at first expected to
continue the practice of burqa. Over time, as urban life becomes familiar and
veiling clearly becomes a minority preference, even Pathan families abandon
the burqa for a simple chador that does not cover the face. More recently
however, I witnessed a bit of a revivalist trend among young Pathan women
who are reverting back to full Purdah because it is so intrinsically aligned
with their religious and ethnic identity.
6. Purdah is also age specific. It is most strictly enforced for women in a
marriageable age and those in a childbearing age. Past this stage, many
Sheherpind families are excepting of older females not veiling their faces. It
is however; difficult for women to be able to relinquish a practice they have
observed throughout their lives; hence many continue to wear the burqa into
really old age.
The intricate nature of cultural thought pertaining to purdah and women’s
segregation in Sheherpind has a specific significance on understanding the gender
dynamics within an evolving and globalizing rural community. Not only is gendered
behavior itself an often overlooked by-product of modernization in developing
societies, third world women’s mechanisms for addressing gender-based inequalities
also requires a plurality of perspectives so critically lacking in feminist
anthropological discourse. In my own experiences as an immigrant in the West, I
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have had to defend the institution of purdah while striking a logical balance in
acknowledging the patriarchal control it could entail. The narratives I collected in
Sheherpind reveal in no uncertain terms that Purdah is strongly sanctioned by
patriarchal entities but is not entirely a forced practice. In fact, women have
embodied it into their identity and do not apologize for their culture’s affinity for it.
In the following section, I apply post-colonial feminist discourse to explain
Sheherpind women’s perspective and my assessment of their uniquely agentive
response to purdah.
Currie and Thobani (2003) believe that globalization is tied in with
modernization essentially in its gendered outcomes for societies. The changing world
order has displaced and redefined previously ‘universal’ realities of globalization as
an essential tenet of modernization. Even at an ideological front where right-wing
conservatism is at a perpetual conflict with left-leaning libertarian values, the
discourse is lacking in its essential lack of consideration for the gendered nature of
impact globalization leaves behind. On the political right, it is associated with the
demise of socialist economies, as market liberalization provides new opportunities
for global wealth and prosperity. On the left, criticism is centered on the way
economic restructuring causes an increasing gap between the privileged and under
privileged groups but both neglect to highlight where shifts in position and context is
guided by gender.
John Frow (2000) questions why globalization theorists evade the
significance of gender issues despite Susan Stanford Friedman’s (1998) assertion
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that feminist scholarship on globalization is perhaps “…the hottest new area for
academic feminism” (Frow, 2000: 107). It is primarily ‘native’ scholars emerging
from the anthropological ‘other’ to most Eurocentric perceptions that have addressed
capitalism and its effects on the non-Western world—specifically the way
globalization impacts women in developing societies. Such feminist theorists, as they
attempted to acknowledge differences among women, have played a leading role in
advancing critiques of universalizing categories and developed elaborate explanatory
frameworks to illustrate the specificities of female experiences,
Feminist critiques of Western epistemology and imperialism have
perhaps gone the furthest in theorizing the importance of location in
relation to multiple axes of determination and systemic intersecting
oppressions (Frow, 2000: 28).
Postmodern feminists’ critique of western universalism has invited a lot of
discussion and there are a number of feminist thinkers who investigate alternative
epistemological models as well. Chandra Mohanty (1991: 56) has been critical of
‘First World’ feminist postulation of an undifferentiated ‘Third World’ woman,
stating that Western feminisms have tended to gloss over the differences between
Southern women, but that the experience of oppression is incredibly diverse, and
contingent on geography, history, and culture. Gayatri Spivack (1988) pioneered the
post-colonial reflections on hegemonic ideological frameworks, asserting that the
“subaltern,” i.e. the native woman, can not speak within Western discourses on
modernization because of the tendency of institutional and cultural positions and
practices to exclude and marginalize the subaltern. What postmodernist feminist
ideology insists on—regardless of their western or subaltern identity is the need to
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investigate how cultural practices, including those undertaken by women, have
contributed to the production of modernity in all its multiple forms, and to what
degree conceptions of “alternative modernities” help understand women’s place
within modernity differently.
As Judith Butler (1998) has described in ‘Gender Trouble’, deconstruction of queer
theory could help us to think about the tenability of the binary oppositions so often
foundational in cultural texts such as self/other, masculinity/femininity, but we need
to probe such dualisms with an understanding of additional hegemonic structures
they also serve to underwrite. While acknowledging that culture is always
intertextual and necessarily presents itself in forms shared collectively (like language
itself), we can insist that literature is the purview of the particular and singular,
perhaps even beginning to explore how the aesthetic moment itself can operate as a
form of resistance to homogenizing forces. As Chakrabarty puts it:
We write, ultimately, as part of a collective effort to teach the
oppressed of today how to be the democratic subject of tomorrow
(2002: 33).
Dirlik (2000) believes that there is no telling if globalization is set to be the demise
of capitalist modernity in its Eurocentric vision, or marks the beginning of a new
world order. What we know more clearly is that ”…globalization discourse is a
response both to changing configurations in global relations—new unities as well as
new fractures—and the need for a new epistemology to grasp those changes” (Dirlik,
2000: 6). Dirlik (2000) is convinced that the coming years will demand ”…new ways
of thinking our way out of the burdens of not only the past, but, more importantly, of
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the present” (Dirlik, 2000: 447). Dipesh Chakrabarty (2002) shares this vision in
‘Habitations of Modernity’, and remarks:
Achieving a critical perspective on European forms of knowledge…
is part of the interrogation of their colonial inheritance that
postcolonial intellectuals must carry out. (Chakrabarty, 2002: 18)
There are obvious implications of that observation for feminism, as we attempt to
understand what shape post-Eurocentric forms of knowledge is taking and how
feminist scholars are applying this knowledge. Globalization is problematic for post
colonialist thinkers because it entails the globally successful extension of originally
‘western’ economic, political, social, and cultural paradigms. However, as
established by the debate on alternative modernities and multiple models of
development, it is safe to contend that neither globalization, nor modernity, nor the
transnational corporations that enforce them now remain the province of western
ideology. Just as feminism envisioned a ‘counter reality’ where femininity
challenged the structures of a masculinist society, theorist of postmodernist
inclination are prescribing counter modernity models that challenge the notion of the
‘other’ within the globalization paradigm (Butler, 2006).
Non-western, post-colonialist, feminist scholars have been at the forefront of
advancing the claim that theoretical opposition to globalization necessitates a
fundamental rethinking of many intellectual paradigms that derive from European
modernity (Mohanty, 2003). A new post-Eurocentric perspective will essentially
require better information about lesser known parts of the world, a revised
understanding of the relationship between the global West and the global South, and
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also an increased interdisciplinarity to comprehend the global economic and political
changes that underwrite and perpetuate cultural production. Proposing a reexamination of existing politico-economic paradigms challenges popular frameworks
devised by classical Western social theorists like Marx, Durkheim, and Weber.
Frameworks that understand modernity itself to be a characteristic of
contemporary Western societies with an underlying assumption that non-Western
society would gradually lean towards adopting these values even if some social
groups resist the process of modernization. It is here that scholars critical of
Eurocentrism point out that the diffusion of capitalism throughout globalization has
given rise to ‘heterogeneous, not homogeneous’, social ideologies all over the world,
that are just as modern as the West, but in a uniquely different way (Dirlik, 2000;
Frow, 2000). I believe that Sheherpind women’s lives, experiences, struggles with
patriarchy, and agency are all part and parcel of this heterogeneous social ideology
and must be deciphered in their own cultural context. Appadurai (2004) comments
on the forms of social organization he observed in contemporary Latin American,
India, and East Asia as ‘alternative modernities’ exemplified because they are
making a mark on global political economy without getting homogenized into a
western ideal. Arif Dirlik argues:
Modernity may no longer be approached as a dialogue internal to
Europe or Euro-America but as a global discourse in which many
participate, producing different formulations of the modern as lived
and envisaged within their local social environments. (Dirlik, 2000:
17).
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Scholarly work needs to move beyond physical and ideological borders
distinguishing western from the non-western—what is needed instead is a
recognition that European-derived categories, taken to be universal are basically
expressions of a specific particularism that has been enforced by military might
(Mohanty, 2003). The call must not be to abandon existing theoretical frameworks
but to modify them to grasp new realities and pluralities. All notions of the
individual, of the division between public and private, of gender and sexuality,
always established to be universal, now seek further interrogation.
Modernity vs. tradition, civilized vs. savage, and east vs. west is all redundant
measures of cultural sophistication. We all live in an age where societies are
intertwined and dependent on each other—where differences do not translate into
ideological opposites. As Dirlik maintains:
It is not that there are no outsides but that those outsides must of necessity
be conceived of as post-Eurocentric, as products of contradictions generated
by the dialectic between a globalizing Euro-America and places that struggle
against such globalization. (Dirlik, 2000: 36)
I find most convincing, Dipesh Chakrabarty’s (2006: 68) position on the need for a
redirection and reappropraition of history that resulted in a western definition of
what modernity means. He terms this conception of history ‘historicism’, or a
restricted and linear description of historical events that guide a secular,
homogeneous, and univocal view of the world—a view that allows all differences to
be rejected and removed because there is no room for simultaneous plural
contemporaneity in this vision.
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We must also note that this is not just an ideological position. A self-serving
reading of historical evidence in favor of Eurocentric power play has shaped policy
shifts of our times and has underwritten the development projects of international
agencies. Chakrabarty (2006) advises a post-Eurocentric interrogation of dominant
paradigms that assume all human experience to be reducible to a single common
denominator. His suggested alternative approach is to visualize different historical
realities in a relationship of translation that does not abandon the ‘singularity’ or
difference of either. Singularity in this context is ‘that which defies the generalizing
impulse of the sociological imagination’ (2006: 75). It is not to suggest that cultures
and languages are not permeable, what Chakrabarty refers to instead is the
problematic of assuming that ‘cross-cultural transactions’ work in a universally
applicable model that has remained unaltered and is taken for granted (2006: 76).
As stated earlier, the changing norms in Sheherpind are not limited to the
lives and roles of women in and outside the house. The actual semblance of the
community fiber is altering its preferences and new standards for acceptable
behavior can be observed in several different domains of village lifestyle. Not only
are dress codes and fashion trends shifting, new food habits have also developed in
the past few years. One of the most troublesome evidence of globalization in
Sheherpind is the replacement of traditional drinks and other servings with more
western treats. Upper and middle class families now prefer offering carbonated soft
drinks to guests and visitors and the traditional ‘lemonade’ (isqanjabeen), ‘fruit
extract’ (rooh afza) or ‘yogurt drink’ (lassi) are not as commonly served. I often
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wondered if the change in behavior was triggered by my own representation of a
western culture but it became apparent to me that serving western drinks and
nontraditional foods is a new sign of prestige and economic status. My respondents
would often insist on serving Pepsi, followed by ‘chai’ in case of a prolonged visit
and make a point of fetching the soda from the nearest ‘tuck shop’ (hutti) if it was
not available at home. Similarly, I observed an addition of new cuisine and food
preferences among the Mohalla-A residents who are going through a gradual urban
transition. On the numerous occasions when I stayed for a meal, I found pasta dishes
such as macaroni and roasted chicken and even a Pakistani version of a ‘Russian’
salad with heavy cream and seasonal fruits, served with pride to everyone at the
‘dastarkhuwaan’ (special rug for family meals). A Sheherpind housewife provided
additional insight:
People who have money are finding ways to start lavish new trends
right here in Sheherpind. Previously, upper class folks would marry
their children in the city to keep up with modern standards. Now city
trends are coming to the village and many are happy with the change.
If you ask people what their first choice is, most would say they want
to have weddings in a proper marriage hall like the one in Mianwali
city. The hall is decorated, food is cooked just like they would in a big
city…marriage halls are the next big thing (Sakeena, 44).
Sakeena raises a pivotal point for this study. Modernizing trends in Sheherpind have
a socio-economic foundation—such that upper middle class families adapt to the
catalytic influence of ever improving media quickly and rather diligently. But lower
income families are not immune to the new trends and follow at their own pace,
within their own means. Sheherpind is a traditional society, making its first brushes
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with lifestyles beyond its very borders. Therefore, for the majority of Sheherpind
residents, local cuisine and familiar tastes are still most appealing. But even if
starting at the top, changing trends are emerging and will continue to chip away at
established norms.
Considering the continuously high rates of poverty in the village, it is not
feasible to argue that low-income families are striving to buy computers, follow high
fashion or eat continental cuisine. It is however, feasible to state that new standards
of affluence and prosperity are being determined and with time, all families would
try to meet at least some of these standards. As change in previously persistent
patterns of behavior become more apparent I was often left with an important
question, is this village gradually inching towards a more secular existence, away
from the all-imposing influence of Islam-Culture-Family trilogy? This trilogy of
influences has guided life in Sheherpind and thousands of other similar communities
across Pakistan in such a manner that cultural and ideological spheres are drawn
from a selectively adapted but blended interpretation of religious text, cultural
history or family tradition. The relationship is complex in that the amalgamated rules
derived from these three influences could be contrary to one or many of the doctrines
of Islam itself but are legitimized by cultural acceptance or family norms. An
example most relevant to the Sheherpind society is the rejection of any practices that
allow contact between betrothed couples prior to the marriage. In some families, the
practice goes as far as not exchanging photographs between the families because it
signifies a breach of purdah. The true Islamic tradition on the matter is contrastingly
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different as the Prophet (PBUH) himself permitted his companions to meet with a
prospective bride and back out of an agreed marriage if the match is not agreeable to
either parties. In Sheherpind, this tradition of the Prophet is overlooked for the
selective preference for another ruling that states ‘Muslim women must be modest
and cover themselves’.
Even though the society is clearly continuing to fashion its own norms within
a more traditional worldview, we must understand what could be read by the
stratified, class-distinguished nature of ‘break from tradition’ evident in this village
community. Does it mean Sheherpind and other such villages will eventually attain a
western model of living; would replace generations old values for newly developed
ideas and adapt a secularist worldview?
Modernization in Sheherpind—Westernization or Secularization?
Keyman (2007) extrapolates on secularism as a perceived cornerstone of
modernization in contemporary discourse—citing Turkey’s pro-secularist political
ideology as a leading trend towards separating religion from the functions of the state
in order to pave the way for an ‘egalitarian’ development in society. Berger (1996)
challenges the perception that modern societies are more secular than historic ones
because cultures continue to be ‘furiously religious and in some places more so than
ever’. This position questions the validity of "secularization theory" so popular
among historians and social scientists over the course of the 1950s and 1960s.
Explaining the key tenets of secularization theory, Lapidus (1996) suggests that the
ideology is closely related to Enlightenment politics, which tied modernization to a
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systemic decline in religion at a societal as well as an individual level. While
modernization has had some secularizing effects, its impact has been uneven and not
universal across all societies and cultures. Berger (1996) further argues that the trend
has provoked some powerful counter-secularization movements where societal
leanings towards secularization fail to translate into an affect on individual
consciousness. That is primarily why, certain religious institutions have lost power
and influence in many societies, while other religious beliefs and practices have
continued in the lives of individuals, sometimes taking new institutional forms and
sometimes leading to great explosions of religious fervor. In that sense, the relation
between religion and modernity is deeply complicated—some define modernity as
the enemy, while others perceive it as an invincible worldview to which religious
beliefs and practices should adapt themselves. Religious communities and traditional
cultures in a secularizing world have two divergent paths in front of them; rejection
or adaptation (Keyman, 2007)—Sheherpind society is treading these paths with
varying results. Those who are adapting to principles of modernization are
reinterpreting religious text in a moderate light to allow for socio-economic changes
to occur that have a deep bearing on the community’s survival. But the
reinterpretation is in no manner akin to secularization and Islam continues to hold its
central place in everyday life and behavior in Sheherpind. The section of the society
that is inclined to reject modernization, particularly for its imbedded western
influence, are equally passionate about retaining Islamic individualism in their lives
but lean towards a revivalist or at times even fundamentalist expression of faith.
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Both responses to macro and micro agents of change in Sheherpind have a critical
bearing on what this society will look like in the near future.
Another aspect of the discourse on modernity in a religiously traditional
society focuses on the manner of erroneous perception awarded to such settings
because they appear unwilling to relinquish long-held customs and beliefs. Khalid
Masud et al. (2009) address how western perceptions of Islam have been erroneously
situated amid strict dichotomies—science versus revelation, secularism versus
religion, materialism versus spiritualism, and capitalism versus totalitarianism
among others (2009: 37). However, the reality is contrary to this assumption because
Muslim societies have experienced most of the same structural changes that have
impacted upon all societies— massive urbanization, education, dramatically
increased communication, the emergence of new types of civil society institutions
and associations, political mobilization, and major transformations of the economy.
Western conceptions of Islam’s pre-modern ‘otherness’ has obliterated from view
the significant reality of socio-political developments in Islamic societies that are
accompanied by a wide range of social movements, and by complex and varied
religious and ideological debates. Haddad (1982) calls for distinguishing between
two forms of modernization: ‘degenerate modernity’ and ‘enlightened modernity’.
The first refers to an insistence on institutional forms of modernity, embodied by an
emphasis on centralization of power, modern economic processes, the exploration of
technology and the modern sciences, and a move towards global economic
interdependence. The second emphasizes a ‘moral-evaluative perspective’ which
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places the onus on key notions of social justice, democratic culture, an intellectual
questioning and critiquing of tradition and custom, a move towards constraining the
arbitrary exercise of social power and also the cultivation of individual autonomy.
These ideas are significant because western modernity has embraced and
institutionalized them at least at the theoretical level. In contrast, Islamic history for
the past two centuries tells a story of a relatively one-sided incorporation of
modernity, a classic case of uneven modernization that has contributed to social
fragmentation and conflicting Islamic ideologies (Haddad and Stowasser, 2004).
Sifting through piles of data collected in Sheherpind, I repeatedly
acknowledged that religion is a vital source of cohesive thought and inspiration in
people’s lives even though religious interpretation is a subjective exercise for many.
Could one argue that Sheherpind society is inherently counter-secularism and
therefore anti-modernism by association? Zubaida (2009) introduces the notion of
‘political modernity’ in Islamic societies that involves a precise conception of
transformations in political theory by mobilizing ‘common people’ for political ends
and ending the intra-elite power shuffles characteristic of pre-modern societies.
Political modernity also brings life to social movements and political parties that are
often bearers of modern ideologies of nationalism, where religion is not essentially a
pivotal focal point. These adaptation strategies are geared towards a ‘revival and
reinvigoration’ of religious beliefs (Black, 2001). An important characteristic of this
revivalist movement is that it is not restricted to the less modernized or "backward"
sectors of society, as misperceived by progressive intellectuals. It is in fact strong in
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cities with a high degree of modernization, and equally prevalent in urbanizing rural
communities like Sheherpind. The depth and variations within revivalist movements
across the Muslim world (Halliday, 1995) they are avowedly pro-democracy and
pro-pluralism, the very opposite of what is commonly viewed as Muslim
fundamentalism. Reza Aslan (2006) suggests that there is a lively conversation about
the relationship between Islam and various modern realities, just as there are sharp
disagreements between individuals who are equally committed to a revitalized Islam.
Berger (1996) insists that the role of religion in the affairs of this world must be seen
through a nuanced, case-by-case approach. Similarly, the relationship between Islam
and modernity lies in the interaction between Islam and the West at different levels
and in different forms.
Modernity, and its related concepts and ideas, has contradicted Islam since
Christian civilization came to produce and embody modernity in the last three
hundred years (Khalid et al., 2009). The frequently documented contention between
Islam and modernity is rooted in Western intellectual arguments that Islam has not
yet fully embraced modernity, alluding to Islam’s failure to address issues linked to
secularized state institutions and economy, women’s freedom, and most importantly,
democracy. Sheherpind as a case study of Muslim societies in transition reveals that
achieving social justice and parity on all the above mentioned ideals has not yet been
achieved, but I believe that many western arguments are articulated in such
universalistic and essentialist terms that one could surmise both Islam and Modernity
to be very rigid, inalterable phenomena. What could conclusively be surmised from
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the data in Sheherpind is that Muslim societies in South Asia and around the world
continue to interpret Islam is a selective fashion that could be misconstrued as an
institutionalized preference for oppression, totalitarianism and intolerance. Najjar
(1980) suggests that the Quran helps determine Islam's reluctance in supporting any
dictatorship or authoritarianism because the intrinsic message of the Quran does not
allow the legitimization of any rule constituted or acquired through power. Rather
the spirit of modern democracy and the Quranic injunction to consult people (Shura)
seem to be compatible with contemporary democratic processes and constitution.
Similarly, the concept of a greater war for Islam (jihad) (a greater war for Islam) can
be used for justifying modernization and reform of Muslim society especially since
the principle of jihad gave birth to reform in Muslim societies and became the
mainstay in the struggle for independence against colonial oppression. Consequently,
the activism of Islamism, just like that of other faith based movements, is a modern
phenomenon, and has caused Islamist movements to come face to face with
contemporary violent forms of jihad (Brumberg, 2001).
Despite the intensity of cultural encounters between Islam and western ideals,
the interaction has led to a culture of ‘Islamic modernism’—which is an ideology
focused on a ‘restructuring’ of the Islamic worldview (Salvatore, 2009). The crux of
my argument is that many voices within the political spectrum in the west overlook
the depth and diversity of Islamic political expression and apply reductionist
analogies to associate all adaptations of Islam with fundamentalist ideals and all
modernities with western secularist tradition. Even in a small community such as
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Sheherpind, the adherence to faith is evident in varying degrees just as adaptation or
rejection of changing norms is different among distinct groups. The dichotomy of
responses to global influences so evident in Sheherpind society is perhaps best
explained by Cheryl Benard’s (2003) claims that contemporary Islam is embroiled in
Jihad on two fronts; within itself over its values, identity, and place in the world and
with the "outside" world. She compares subgroups within Islam that attempt ‘to
foster the strains within it and call for a more moderate, democratic, peaceful, and
tolerant social order’ (Benard, 2003:8).
Nettler et.al. (2000) and Euben (1997) suggest that uneven modernization and
uneven development are the primary reasons why ‘fundamentalist’ voices are loud
and their movements impactful on the global stage. This unevenness of “change” has
given new life to an Islamic discourse that is not representative of the majority of
Muslims. Forces of nationalist modernization that were so effective in the Zia-ulHaq era in Pakistan have failed since it became harder to achieve the integration of
the entire populace into a national culture. Instead, the fragmentation of society in
terms of class, social practices, education, values, and in Sheherpind’s case linguistic
and ethnic identity, has become increasingly exclusionary with oppressive
consequences. With the material foundations for a more even form of modernization
lacking, the disenfranchised have become increasingly susceptible to Islamist
language and ideas. Thompson (2010) considers the roots of dissonance between
political modernity and Islamic societies arguing that the resurgence of religious
movements all over the world, their varying claims to identity and politics, and their
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success in generating system-transforming effects in both national and world politics
have indicated clearly that there is a need to uncover the invisible interconnections
between religion and politics. Decades of political disenfranchisement and exclusion
combined with a rapid increase in the numbers of educated youth who fail to gain
employment is paving the way for a society that is susceptible to religious
fundamentalism because modernity driven change has not held up to its promise.
In that sense, what Sheherpind needs is not a simple duplication of how
modernization has altered societies in the western world, but a true reform agenda
that delivers promise and reward.
John Gray (2002) problematizes the very notion of modernity to critically
examine the way modernity should be perceived as an instrument of reform. In his
groundbreaking theoretical introduction on ‘The Three Mistakes about Modernity’,
Gray raises awareness about the limits of this concept and unravels its key
underpinnings. He asserts that modernity is not a singular or univocal condition
because there are many ways of being modern or traditionalist and none of them can
ensure that all vital human needs are met and all-important human values are fully
recognized. Gray defines modernity in its social and material sense as the process
whereby society comes to be increasingly based on ‘the growth of scientific
knowledge and the economy’ to orient itself around continuous technical innovation.
An important distinction must be made here regarding theoretical
interpretations of the words modernity and modernization. Are these synonymous?
Modernization is a shift away from ‘tradition’ either prompted by external influences
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or through internal transformations cultural value systems (Lash and Friedman,
1992). Modernity in real terms means new modes of living through innovation,
technology, advanced human cognition and scientific advancement (Kolb, 1986).
Societies have always interpreted these concepts in unique ways and their
applicability is deeply contingent on people’s cultural and social traditions.
Prevalent European conceptions of modernization are based on the claim that
progression and the emergence of an economy based on continuing technological
innovation are really what make societies modern (Hodgson, 1974). It could be
inferred from such descriptions that societies that cherish a more ‘ecological’
dependency and connection with their environment by ceasing to be technologically
innovative, or societies in which ‘knowledge does not grow but simply recycles’, are
inherently anti-modernization (Euben, 1997). In fact, such cultures are often easily
categorized as ‘traditional’ or even ‘developing’. Definition of modernization in
technological and industrial innovation sense is at times accompanied by a
‘positivist’ notion that modernization could embody a universal convergence in all
modern societies on a particular worldview—which means essentializing a concept
grounded on secular, and rationalist values and norms (McInerny, 1994). This
conclusion is drawn from the assumption that as societies come to be more
dependent on science, market forces, and technology they would become more alike
in giving up their religious and traditional differences. Scott Lash (1999) describes
this Eurocentric rationality as a belief that modernization leads to a narrowing or
marginalization of cultural differences in the world, and that the remaining cultural
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differences would eventually become politically insignificant as societies become
assimilated to the dominant paradigm.
Armando Salvatore (2009:4) grounds all ideological misalignments between Islamic
values and the western ‘capitalist’ models of modernity within three parameters of
faulty analysis. First, that modernity is progression and must be fashioned on postcolonialist, post-industrialist European design. Second, Islamic traditions and their
upholders obstruct a differentiation between state power and religious authority. And
finally, that ‘tradition’ is synonymous with religion and lies squarely in the midst of
non-western cultures. Gray (2002) considers modeling ‘modernity’ on European
principles to be politically risky, even dangerous, because of the underlying
assumption that ‘politically insignificant’ differences in culture would not lead to
war or human conflict. He cites credible examples such as that of Stalinist Russia
that attempted to adopt a European model of modernization but could not
successfully adapt to it (Gray, 2002: 8).
Brumberg (2001) addresses the assertion that societies that resist change
could seen as ‘fundamentalist’ in their approach and suggests that fundamentalism is
not essentially a return to traditional values because many nations have dealt with
modernization and fundamentalism at the same time. However, this perspective is
often ignored because a return to traditional values is considered to be an
impossibility in societies where continuous technical innovation and rapid, swift,
sometimes revolutionary changes in scientific knowledge are occurring.
Fundamentalism is not an alternative to modernity; it is the ‘pathology’ of
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modernity—in fact one of the many projects of reactionary modernization (Gray,
2002). Perceptions of modernity fashioned after ‘Enlightenment’ ideals are flawed in
their belief in human emancipation, which is why even some European societies
rejected these values outright. Modernization does not mean the enhancement of
human freedom—it is not strife between traditional vs. progression because even in
liberal societies, modernization has had its fair share of challenges. Conflicting
interpretations of modernity and its various projects are significant for formulating a
more contemporary framework of studying cultural change that allows for diverse
and distinct visions.
Sheherpind Women and Modernity
The Sheherpind model of socio-cultural change gets highly complicated when
observed through western modernity’s univocal lens. It is difficult to conform this
model to any established framework of modernization when unfolding the persistent
nature of gender-based inequality in the village and women’s disadvantaged position
in the overall social hierarchy. The causes and determining factors behind women’s
prolonged struggle to gain more just power distribution in societies like Sheherpind
could be understood through contemporary discourse on Muslim societies and their
struggle to adapt modern values.
At the global level, the most striking discord in ideological approaches to
modernity within the Muslim world is found surrounding the concept of gender and
women’s position in society. Even though post WW II Muslim societies took evident
strides towards embracing western models of modernization—gender issues have
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remained too complex and reveal a real ‘clash of civilization’ among these societies
(Esposito, 1998). This conflict led to the perception among religious scholars and
‘Islamists’ that secular modernists were out to destroy Muslim identity, culture, and
family values by attempting to redefine women’s place in society in a western
fashion (Majid, 2002). The seeds of fear were deeply sown as ‘traditionalists’ with
strong interest in maintaining social power dynamics started perceiving
modernization as an explicit onslaught on Islam because education and employment
reform were bound to bring women out of traditional roles within the confines of the
house and allow them participation in public life. As a consequence, Muslim states
continue to borrow modern knowledge and technology from western institutions in
the fields of politics and economy, yet refusing major reforms in Muslim family laws
that regulate marriage, divorce, and inheritance—all laws that have a bearing on
women’s freedom (Esposito, 1998).
The process of reform and legislative progression in Muslim societies is also
steeped in class and gender dichotomies, as reforms were introduced from the top by
the western educated ‘modern’ elite who feared including the more ‘traditional’
masses would be cumbersome at best. Hence, the ruling class could pick and choose
what sectors of the society could benefit from western style modernization and left
alone family code reforms that could unhinge their own power vis-à-vis women and
vis-à-vis the working class masses.
In their examination of the religious, historical and political reconstruction of
Islam in the past few decades, Haddad and Esposito (1998) analyze how these
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changes have influenced gender and women’s rights. Their analysis reveals an
internal strife within Muslim societies to question nationalist and secularist ideals
because of grievances against the failure of state and look instead for ‘Islamic
Alternatives’. This revivalism or for some ‘fundamentalism’, says Esposito (1998:
xi) is expressed as much through Kalashnikovs as with veils and calls for
implementation of Shariah law. As evident through Sheherpind women’s narratives
in favor of traditional gender roles, women are active participants in this Islamist
revivalist campaign and represent an educated, progressive elite group who has put
on the veil because of their ‘formal religious orientation’. In that sense, Islam is a
definitive social and political force, which has brought about a contemporary
religious resurgence across many societies—a resurgence that could be traced back
to greater attention to Islamic practice among youth and creation of powerful Islamic
institutions and organizations.
These changes are occurring in an environment where quasi-democracies are
losing credibility and mass support, leading governments to rely heavily on
‘Islamists’ factions for legitimacy and clout. This is particularly true for Pakistan
where the consistently weak political spectrum has allowed Islamist groups to raise
the slogan ‘Islam is the solution’ and call for social and political reforms based on
Shariah (Esposito, 1998). There are varied responses to these dynamic changes in the
Muslim world; some welcome a true Islamic reform, others fear Islamization would
halt progress and take societies on a medieval path. Contemporary Islamic activism
has been given several names by observers; some call it political Islam while others
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think its pure fundamentalism rooted in radical confrontation with the west or
Muslim moderates. In the 1990s however, revivalist movement was focused on
political liberalization, emerging as a potent alternative to corrupt regimes in many
Muslim countries—a trend that again, raised the fears that Islamists were out to
‘highjack democracy’ (Esposito, 1998: xii).
An interesting aspect of the discourse on women’s place in Islam is the
construction of stereotypes about Muslim women in the west, matched by
constructed idealism among some Islamists about the ‘liberation’ of women by
Islam. The reality, however, lies in understanding Muslim women through their
complexity and diversity of cultural and political contexts as articulated by women in
Sheherpind. The status of women in any given Islamic society is a direct correlate of
the historic interaction between emerging Islamic ideals with diverse cultural settings
and the eventual interpretations of these ideals by society. Scholars insist that the
position of women in societies is an outcome of socioeconomic factors and not
religious doctrine itself, but it cannot be denied that Islam has a formative influence
on gendered positions in the social order (Mernissi, 1991). Islamic law is derived
from the dictum through understanding and interpretation (fiqh) conducted and
applied by male religious scholars and preserved through text. It is this process of
interpretation that has led to debates and contestations among scholars. The Quran
gave women unprecedented rights in Islam, starting from outlawing female
infanticide, inheritance rights and the right to own property, marriage and contract
rights as well as superior rights for widows and orphans (Esposito, 1998). In essence,
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Islam envisioned equity and responsibility maintaining that ‘men and women are
equal through Devine law’ (Mernissi, 1991). It is the application of these laws that
comes accompanied with socio-economic impediments, leading to subversion or
alteration of Quranic prescriptions. As Islam grew in numbers, interpretations got
mingled with cultural knowledge and practices, a diversity that is evident by the
difference in seclusion and segregation through burqa or chador among Saudi
Arabian, Pakistani or North African Muslim women (Weiss, 1998). This
characteristic of Islamic societies is actually in line with historical tails of all major
religious traditions whereby local customs and perspectives undermine religious
reforms and reaffirm patriarchal norms that perpetuate inequality against women—
Esposito (1998:5) terms it ‘the tension between ideal and real worlds’.
Haddad and Esposito (1998) suggest that issues surrounding Islamic legal
reform and the struggle to redefine gender relations are the biggest impediments to
modernization in the Muslim world. It is this struggle to redefine women’s role in
society that makes Muslim cultures labor with connecting tradition and modernity.
Advancement of women’s rights has become the primary battleground for the
preservation of true ‘Islamic’ identity but that has not prevented Muslim women
from engaging in social change movements and gaining immense victories in terms
of educational achievement, involvement in work force and political organization.
Yvonne Haddad (1982) characterizes discussions about women and the family
within Islam as being shaped and reshaped by internal and external factors.
Internally, consequences of national political and economic policies; national
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personal status laws; emancipation of women into education and employment
sectors; belief that national liberation takes precedence over women’s liberation,
which is synonymous to degradation of women, are all at the heart of these debates.
Externally, western distaste for Islamic family institutions; pressure from
international development agencies to change; evidence of change in western
women’s lives and rejection of western feminism in its perceived promiscuity, is
guiding Islamic discourse on social change (Author 1982: 3). As one informant
declares:
We don’t say that Sheherpind women are not subjected to
injustice and prejudice. But we also can’t understand city women or
foreigners objecting to the way our culture survives because none of
them have a real solution to women’s problems. In the west, women
are reduced to disrobed (nangi) dolls and call it liberty. We don’t
want that kind of freedom and with time, our society will develop its
own way of balancing roles and responsibilities (Arfa, 32—a
lecturer).
It is my observation that in Pakistan ‘modernists’ voices that call for the most liberal
reform in women’s accepted roles in society by essentializing equal education rights
for men and women are eyed with suspicion because the more traditionalist elements
in society believe that these demands are not driven by a commitment to gender
equality but by a desire to gain parity with the west. ‘Islamists’ factions of the
society on the other hand, reject all modes of westernization and cite imperial
endeavors to alter economic and criminal laws in Muslim colonies in order to
weaken the fiber of Islamic traditions as a reminder that Islam is under attack by the
west. These conservative ‘Islamist’ voices depict women’s place within the house as
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part of a Divine plan to protect women from the evils of the outside world and an
esteemed position compared to the ‘exposed’ women of the west.
As the modernists seek to reinterpret Islam to modernize its teachings,
Islamists are busy trying to ‘Islamize’ modernity (Author 1982:7). Modernization,
however, affects rural and urban women differently. Many tribal, rural, and working
class women have been disadvantaged by the process of modernization due to
elimination of traditional means of production, whereby their economic contribution
is ignored, their agricultural input is overlooked and they become invisible. Even for
women who are employed and registered on the GNP, their participation is often
restricted to domestic work or more ‘feminine’ occupations such as teaching or
nursing as revealed by employment trends among women in Sheherpind. Even
though ‘Islamists’ tend to reject women’s roles outside the house, some relent that
women should be hired if they are more qualified than men, but if they are equally
qualified, men must get preference because ‘it is their rightful role’. Some scholars
contend with the problems facing highly educated professional women, who
according to Shariah law must be entitled to their earnings, but instead come face to
face with the dominant patriarchal position of husbands or fathers who control
family finances, leading to conflict and discord (Kazemzadeh, 1998).
There are similar contradictions within the role of urbanization as it
associates with modernity. The young generation of Sheherpind women share
favorable opinions for urban mobility and establishing nuclear households away
from the extended family structure. But the process is not without its challenges as
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urban living takes young brides away from traditional family structures where the
patriarchal head of the household is in-charge. On the one hand, newly urbanized
families are more independent, often with a husband employed elsewhere, leaving
the young women a lot of freedom to make independent choices. The same
independence however brings more scrutiny from the society in order to maintain
cultural norms and prevent ‘open mingling’ leading many Muslim women to live
segregated and restricted lives away from the comforts of a large family support
network. Modernity in Sheherpind is also bringing an ingrained inequity in
workloads by asking women to participate in economic activity while maintaining
their roles as the family maker and housekeeper.
Mustafa Hijazi (1976) extrapolates these dichotomies through class structures
in Arab cultures and examines three aspects of women’s oppression: economic,
sexual and ideological. Among the working class, the role of male is omnipotent, his
character unquestionable and his ability as a provider unchallenged—this is
reinforced only by the woman articulating herself as the emotional, weak symbol of
shame and weakness who leans on him and serves him endlessly. The middle class
gender relationship is more fluid and open to negotiation. Women are able to
redefine their roles and achieve educational and professional fulfillment. The man
understands the need for women to progress but the is torn between modernity and
traditional roles prescribed by society. For the upper-class women, tradition is a
solace where she hides as the embodiment of consumerism. Her role is to depict the
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family’s affluent image, its position in society and the husband’s socio-political
significance.
Central to all analysis of modernity within Islam is the feminist interpretation
of the notion of ‘freedom’ as it applies to Muslim women’s lives and experiences.
Saba Mahmood (2005) questions the historical passage that has brought feminists
scholars to presume an innate ‘logical’ rejection of traditionalist movements in favor
of liberalizing ideals of the west. Citing the millions of women across the Muslim
world that are finding a political identity and voice within an Islamist revivalist
movement, Mahmood asserts that such change could simply not be reduced to
patriarchal hegemony because it has developed as a very informed ‘reawakening of
religiosity’ and agency. Women in many Muslim communities have started
organizing religious lessors (dars)at homes and in mosques to challenge the notion
that Islamic interpretation was limited to men and to limit the marginalizing affect of
secular governance. Recognizing this ‘reawakening’ as non-liberal movement,
Mahmood (2005:16) ponders over the dilemma posed by women’s participation in
socio-religious movements that sustain principles of their own subordination but yet,
speak intimately to their cultural and religious identities. Abu-Lughod (1990) finds
agency and empowerment in Muslim women’s participation in Islamist revivalist
movements and suggests ‘how might we recognize instances of consciousness or
politics that are not part of their experiences—such as feminist consciousness and
politics’.
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I find this problematization of the Muslim women’s responses to political
Islam and their unique interpretations of modernity to be most useful in
understanding how Sheherpind women who identify themselves in the most
patriarchal terms are participating in new social movements that are part and parcel
of their changing milieu. Foley (2004) studies such movements in Malaysia and
concludes that advancements in communication and informal education through
media and outreach are reorienting women’s perceptions of rights and means. They
no longer situate themselves amid a battle between their own religious identity and
the efforts to unhinge male dominated realms of interpreting social norms through
faith. Instead of disempowering women by confinement behind walls and purdah,
engagement with faith, knowledge, technology and forces of modernization is
liberating women into redefining their own roles within Islam. The changes
occurring in Sheherpind underscore the fact that these trends are not localized to one
town or community and even in conservative rural settings in Pakistan; women are
negotiating with patriarchy (Kandiyoti, 1988) and finding means to access education
and healthcare.
Alternative Modernities
Literary analysis of the core tenets of modernity and its associated projects
reveals that it is assumed to be unavoidably destructive to religion, belief in spiritual
realities and ‘traditional’ cultures (Hunter, 1994). Postulating instead that religion
and its associated ‘traditionalism’ would eventually be phased out by a culture of
synchronized uniformity across the globe. The second half of the 20th Century saw
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the development of social science theories that posited modernity and modernization
as largely universal, uniform, predictable, and inevitable dynamics inexorably
transforming the world (Hunter, 1994). It becomes imperative to observe then that
this model assumed modernity and modernization to be not only inevitable and
inexorable, but also to be a catalyst for predictable patters of uniformity and
standardization—largely informed by Western European standards.
Numerous developments in recent decades have opened up an important
theoretical space for the reconsideration of modernity in more empirically realistic
and transformatively open terms. The notion of “multiple modernities,” is one such
development and is grounded in postmodern theory. Gaonkar (2001) approaches the
dilemmas of modernity from transnational and trans-cultural perspectives and admits
that modernity is an inescapable reality and speculations about its end are premature
at best. As a multifaceted global phenomenon, it no longer has a Western “governing
center”. Instead, it entails distinct variations between societal modernization and
cultural modernity that have multiple meanings, some of them non-western.
The concept of ‘multiple modernities’ finds it erroneous to think that all
modern societies are similar, or that increased modernization brings about cultural
similarity (Talal, 1998). Multiple ‘modernities’ relies on the premise that there are
many different ways in which science and technology get absorbed into cultures—
proving wrong the Enlightenment era notion that modernity produces a convergence
of institutions and values throughout the world (Salvatore, 2009). Gray (2002)
further asserts that modernity does not mean embracing the European Enlightenment
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project and that modernity and tradition (as it relates to traditions of repression in
societies) are not ideological opposites. There are distinctively modern forms of
repression, just as there were distinctively medieval and ancient forms of
repression—what is more significant to note is that even though successful
modernization is a precondition of progress for every contemporary society;
modernity and progress are not the same.
The idea of alternative modernities holds that modernity always unfolds
within specific cultures or civilizations and that different locations and trajectories of
the transition to modernity lead to different outcomes. Without abandoning the
Western discourse on the subject, Gaonkar (2000) writes from the standpoint that
modernity is in truth a richly mulitiplicitous concept. Believing that the language and
lessons of Western modernity must be submitted to comparative study of its global
receptions, he focuses on such sites as China, Russia, India, Trinidad, and Mexico.
Proponents of ‘Multiple modernities’ postulate that modernity and its
essential features and forces can actually be received, developed, and expressed in
significantly different ways in different parts of the world, by different communities
living in single societies (Wagner, 2001). The idea is supported by transformative
trends of the past few decades that challenge the applicability of Eurocentric models
of modernity. For example, the emergence of Japan in the 1980s as a global
economic powerhouse, which did not simply conform to culturally or socially to the
Western European model.
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Another significant aspect of the debate focuses on the larger economic and
cultural fact of globalization and its consequences, which has raised basic questions
about the relationship between modernization and Westernization, suggesting
possible alternative forms of something like an “Asian Modernity,” as well as casting
into some doubt the future of the nation state which was so central to the modern
project (Hunter, 1994; Wagner, 2001). There are many modern Islamic and quasiIslamic states and societies such as Oman, Qatar, and UAE that are successfully
appropriating modernity more selectively and applying it in more customized fashion
than traditional modernization theory would have expected.
Working in Sheherpind and recording evidence of socio economic change in
the community took me back several years ago to an experience in a graduate class
room. The class was watching a movie titled ‘Learning from Laddakh’. It chronicled
decades of interactions between a Norwegian researcher and her prized community
of informants who seem pure and untouched by the waves of change modernization
had brought to the rest of the region. Helena Norberg-Hodge narrated the lives and
characteristics of this exoticized world where people live in harmony with the land.
The youth is optimistic with the promise of prosperity and contentment, there are no
poor because no one is rich and yet, on global economic standards, the town would
register as extremely impoverished. Over the years however, as Laddakh got closely
connected with the rest of the country and established itself as a trade route,
globalization made its mark and the entire society went through a prolific
transformation.
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Media images focus on the rich, the beautiful, and the mobile, whose
lives are endless action and glamour. For young Ladakhis, the picture
is irresistible. It is an overwhelmingly exciting version of an urban
American Dream, with an emphasis on speed, youthfulness, supercleanliness, beauty, fashion, and competitiveness. "Progress" is also
stressed: Humans dominate nature, while technological change is
embraced at all costs. (Helena Norberg-Hodge, 1996)
Prescribed value systems of how people should live, how markets should be driven,
what the markers of ‘civilizational’ achievement are, are all inherent elements of
western style modernization that are transported from group to group through
globalization. Laddakh is one among many examples of people, who were made to
compare themselves against a western model of prosperity and found themselves
lacking—leading to discontent, disharmony and conflict. It is no coincidence hence
that the most successful socio-economic models that challenge Eurocentric
paradigms are those that retain an inherent individuality, a singularity that cannot be
homogenized. These ‘alternative’ modernization frameworks are solidly built on
culture specific value systems that evolve and advance despite inevitable interactions
and exchange with other cultural identities. I find Sheherpind to fit perfectly into one
such alternative models of modernity, where change is driven by material and
economic necessity but the end result is a gradual erosion of gendered norms and
traditions. While not perfect, as it clearly lacks perceptive change in women’s
subjugative role in the society, the change is positive and will sustain itself as long as
the community is allowed to navigate through complex obligations to faith and
culture, in their own way, in their own time.
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Postmodernist and post-imperialist discourses on social transformations and
economic development criticize modernity for its lack of vision and inadequacy in
accepting non-western perspectives. My research, has engaged with these discourses
to elaborate how unifocal narratives of modernization have been challenged,
redefined and appropriated to explain the diversity of paths and frameworks that lead
to progressive change through gradual and often subtle processes Denise Kandiyoti
calls ‘bargaining with patriarchy’ (1988).
Modernity and Islam are mutually compatible and reconcilable when based
on a comprehensive and scholarly interpretation of Islam. Islamic modernity rejects
all modernist principles that are inconsistent with Islamic teachings, practices and
beliefs because modernity is not the sum of all good things. The current dilemmas
faced in the Islamic world are the result not of some “clash of civilizations” or some
“Arab exceptionalism,” but are rather due to an uneven process of incorporating
different strands of modernity. Constructing modernity in Islam lies in finding
categories from within the Shariah law to create a space for an alternative possibility
of modernity in the Muslim worldview without changing its religious orientation. As
Khalid et al., (2009) conclude, Muslim identities are merely based on styles of
actions imprinted by their critical responses to modern colonialism. Rather than
examining reformists, Islamists and Traditionalists as distinct movements, urges
Khalid, we must understand the construction of these identities by individuals, states
and societies and circumstances of that creation. We must see modernization as a
positive task and not as an inexorable and automatically benign historical process.
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Beneficial modernization in all its varieties is the product of sustained ethical
engagement and intelligent political will.
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Chapter 6- Conclusions and Applied Anthropological
Interests
As an anthropologist, studying Sheherpind and observing cultural change among
three generations of women in the village has offered me considerable insight into
my own community. Although I grew up in this village, in the process of data
collection in the community I became aware of how traditions and customs are being
gradually morphed into a new set of rules, setting the stage for the next generation of
residents who will define themselves differently. I believe that researching ‘culture’
in this native environment is especially timely and significant at this particular
juncture because of the unique conundrum villages like my own are faced with. For
the first time in many generations, isolationism and cultural absoluteness is no longer
an option for conservative communities like Sheherpind because globalization and
urbanization are knocking at the door and new economic trends are offering
compelling reasons to change behavior.
The cultural profile depicted in this study is not intended to be an isolated
story about a remote village in south Pakistan. The literature on globalization and its
impact on rural communities discussed in the previous chapter, suggests that nearly
all communities are experiencing similar changes. Ethnographic patterns observed in
this village broadly reflect changes occurring in other rural communities across the
world where Islamic values and conservative cultural norms have collectively guided
lifestyles for centuries. Women’s narratives shared in this study are also resonant of
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the nature of encounters other developing societies are having with powerful global
forces of globalization, westernization and modernization. These encounters are
often resulting in ideological disharmony within developing societies where respect
for the interest of cultural groups involves a fundamentally different orientation of
humans to life itself from western cultural perspectives that seek to protect individual
self-determination (Harris, 2000; Kiggundu, 2002). Sheherpind is a case study; a
window into the lives of rural communities across the developing world where every
new trend, each new behavior has global significance and is a harbinger of what the
future entails.
Contribution to Applied Anthropology
As an ‘Applied Cultural Anthropologist’, it has been my intent to highlight through
Sheherpind data and oral history, some key areas of applied interest for
multidimensional policy interventions. Hence, the methodological and theoretical
approach to studying this community has been very in-tuned with deciphering
aspects of village life that could be analyzed to develop feasible solutions to practical
problems prevailing at the local, national and international front. Kedia and Van
Willigen (2005:16) describe applied Anthropological research as a ‘complex of
related, research-based, instrumental methods which produce change or stability in
specific cultural systems through the provision of data, initiation of direct action,
and/or the formulation of policy’. I believe that the trends visible in Sheherpind have
a powerful ‘applied’ essence because if these changes are not responded to with
effective public policy initiatives and direct action at the national and international
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level, there is likelihood of long term impact on Sheherpind’s socio-economic
survival and the overall stability of the South Asian region. The micro level changes
in community behavior and perceptional change discussed in previous chapters are
reflective indicators of trends that have implications far beyond Sheherpind’s
immediate milieu and effectively link Sheherpind’s reality to the changing dynamics
within Pakistan, South Asia and the larger global politics. The following table
outlines key areas of activist and policy interests identified through the Sheherpind
socio-demographic data set:
Actions to Address Socio-Cultural Change Actions to Address Economic and Political
Change.
•

•

•

Initiate awareness campaigns aimed at

•

Sheherpind and other rural settings in

oppression, social inequality and

Pakistan have finally joined the fertility

injustice.

transition already in progress in the rest of

Widen the scope of education and

Asia. To capitalize on this decline in average

awareness building to include men and

fertility would require national and

women together and not in isolation of

international efforts. The system must provide

each other because women’s inequality

for poor households rational reasons and

prevails through active participation

means to invest in fewer children and

from various sections of the society.

continue to attain basic subsistence previously

Address the misperceptions and

afforded by an agrarian system of production.

misrepresentation associated with
family planning and various

•

International donor community must step
away from political imperatives to invest in
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•

contraceptive techniques. Include

strategic and military priorities and instead

religious scholars in the debate to

focus on facilitating the emerging social

overcome a prevailing

changes triggered by fertility decline. More

misrepresentation of religious text.

schools, better health facilities, improved

Take measures to ensure women’s

infrastructure, increased opportunities for

safety and security in and outside the

entrepreneurship and better quality of life

house. The biggest barrier to women’s

could set the stage for rural villages in

mobility in societies like Sheherpind is

Pakistan and the rest of the developing world

the fear of harm to women’s name,

on a path to prosperity.

honor or physical harm to their bodies.

•

•

As the population pyramid derived from

Institutionalizing means to provide safe

Sheherpind data clearly indicates, Pakistan is

transport, safe access and adequate

one among several developing nations where

response in the event of an attack

a critical youth bulge presents unprecedented

would improve women’s participation

opportunities. The fact that the biggest slice

in education and other avenues of

of the nation’s population is within the 14-38

social development.

years age range could pivot the nation’s

Since so much of the socio-cultural

economic decline due to easily available labor

fiber of the village is derived from faith

force—the same youth bulge could multiply

or its subjective interpretation, the

internal and external strife if the youth can not

education system must include

be absorbed into the workforce for gainful

pedagogical approaches to encourage a

employment. The results could be

more egalitarian interpretation of

lawlessness, youth frustration, crime,
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Islamic text. There must be a clear

extremism and unrest.

focus on involving young women in
deciphering what Islam truly states
about women’s roles and positions.

The following discussion recaptures some of the significant aspects of the social,
political and economic trends in Sheherpind and connects them with issues of
transnational significance.
Modernization and Cultural Change:
The presented research makes a significant contribution to the study of women in
societies by recognizing subtle changes in the women’s lives that are accentuated by
emic narratives culture specific contexts. In-depth interaction with Sheherpind
women has helped me to uncover unique aspect of women’s lives that are in-effect
invisible signs of change and are often missed in macro studies or those studies that
do not use an ethnographic approach. Based on socio-demographic data, it is
heartening to conclude that even if at a slower pace and smaller level than the rest of
the world, Sheherpind women are getting educated and considering career paths—
options that were not as readily available for previous generations of women in this
village. Known for its conservative customs, these are significant changes for
Mianwali and for the Pakistani society. Women’s access to education, the
availability of limited but culturally appropriate employment opportunities, and a
significantly increased access to national and international media are synergistically
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triggering a cultural shift that is both unique and complicated. This shift is unique
because it represents a model of ‘multiple modernities’ where the society is shifting
away from agrarian subsistence, finding livelihood sources in industries and services
sector, the quality of life is improving—all without a deliberate move towards
secularization or even a challenge to patriarchal social norms (Khalid et al., 2010).
An interesting aspect of ethnographically describing the Sheherpind life is
that despite signs of modernity, religion and spirituality continue to have a
significant bearing on individual and collective thought and behavior. Similarly, a
selective interpretation of religious text continues to reinforce patriarchal traditions.
Class structures based on caste, landownership, family connections, and lineage
continue to flourish but new hierarchies based on education, profession, and modern
life-style are becoming more apparent and meaningful in this rapidly urbanizing
community.
Modernization driven social change in Sheherpind is complicated because it
is taking shape without the community consciously signing up for it or even
recognizing it at times. There are no grassroots level women’s empowerment groups
in action, civil society engagement in social justice issues is limited, and yet there is
ample evidence that women are making progressive pathways towards better rights
and positionality and the society is endeavoring to attain socio-economic prosperity
in a transitioning economy.
But all these subtle shifts are occurring within an ideologically dichotomous
framework. For every progressive behavior noted during my fieldwork, I came
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across staunch opponents who believe the village is losing its very own identity as
‘city life’ becomes charming for the new generation. Most people in Sheherpind
recognize the significance of educating women but this recognition stops at its
economic rewards. Interestingly, social implications of women’s education continue
to make people in Sheherpind uncomfortable. Daughters are going to school even
though there continues to be a large number of young girls that are either not allowed
to continue their education beyond a certain grade level or are not enrolled in school
at all. The contrast makes it hard to marvel at the gains being made while there is
explicit son-preference, women are marginalized, and there is a consensus among
community members that too much freedom for women will lead to cultural
annihilation. Pursuit of education, by design, is triggering a drop in fertility but
women rarely take ownership of the decision and even those with high levels of
education and employed believe that their bodies are a collective venue for
patriarchal ownership. Gerda Lerner (1986) has presented a similar model of social
organization where men and women are ‘participants’ in the creation of a specific
order in the society. She states:
Once we abandon the concept of women as historical victims, acted
upon by violent men, inexplicable forces and societal institutions; we
must explain the central puzzle—women’s participation in the
construction of the system that subordinates her. (Lerner, 1986: 36)
Lerner (1986) compels social theorists to perceive gender in its historical context
specifically as it developed in varied and changeable societies. Michelle Rosaldo
(1990) finds fault with applying any framework in gender analysis that is not
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organically aligned with the local culture and states that ‘to look for origins is to
think that what we are today is something other than the product of our history and
our present social world—or that our gender systems are primordial, transhistorical
and unchanging.
The ‘multiple modernity’ model I have applied to describe changes in
Sheherpind can be addressed through Islamic feminist discourse to help understand
why progressive change in societies like Sheherpind are unable to penetrate the inner
core of social consciousness. Why is it that women strive to get educated but look for
patriarchal directives to decide if they can be teachers or doctors and nothing beyond
that? Why is it that women seek and apply contraceptive knowledge and take
measures to plan family size but believe that their role in the decision making is only
secondary to their husband’s? Why is it that women work in the community but not
even one of my fifty-seven informants finds it objectionable that a spouse or brother
controls her earnings?
The answers to these critical questions can be found in Denise Kandiyoti’s
(1988: 276) notion of ‘Bargaining with Patriarchy’. She theorizes that ‘Women
strategize within a set of concrete constraints, which I identify as patriarchal
bargains. Different forms of patriarchy present women with distinct “rules of the
game” and call for different strategies to maximize security and optimize life options
with varying potential for active or passive resistance in the face of oppression’.
Sheherpind women engage with their surroundings, redefining what freedom and
progression means for them in a manner that is steeped in their own interpretation of
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self and at their own pace. Inhorn (1996) describes this as ‘localized patriarchy’
where patriarchal relationships and not just patriarchy itself is the driving force
behind gender dynamics in a community—and that this nuanced difference is only
discernable through empirically grounded research. Based on my interaction with
women in this village, I assert that there is evidence of agency steeped in women’s
outwardly passive complicity to certain facets of patriarchy. Because challenging the
status quo in an outright gender war in a very conservative setting like Sheherpind
will result in social discord. To such an extent a more collective patriarchal
opposition would squash women’s quest for better rights. Bargaining with the
system, in which women gain some rights and compromise on others has become an
effective strategy for some, if not all women in Sheherpind.
Observed from this perspective, other perplexing trends in Sheherpind are
likely to make more sense as well. A good example in this regard is the way this
society continues to uphold gender segregation but is devising all kinds of ways to
match young couples on very high, some suggest even urban, standards of
compatibility without actually letting them meet and interact. My own interaction
with professional women in the village gives a clear sense of the anxiety parents feel
to keep pace with the imagery imparted by media and the changing aspirations of
their children towards who they can accept as a life partner. Women doctors and
teachers serve as cultural interlocutors between families that are seeking highly
qualified matches for their children because their work offers them the mobility and
social contacts that other Sheherpind women do not enjoy. I find this new quest for a
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desirable companion, who is intellectually and aesthetically compatible for marriage,
as a progressive shift in the Sheherpind community. Yet, it is another “bargain with
patriarchy” because Sheherpind parents continue to exercise complete control over
the selection of a suitable marriage partner. In essence, the selection of mate is
progressive, but the process and final decision making still reflects the age-old
tradition of arranged marriage strictly under parental control. In this new era of
Sheherpind’s own unique model of modernity, arranged marriages continue to
prevail but at-least some are fashioned more to suit the couple than the desires of the
family elders.
Fatima Mernissi (1991) has addressed some of the collectively (by men and
women alike) upheld impediments to Muslim women’s rights by criticizing the lack
of feminist interpretation of religious text in most societies. Unlike the time of the
rise of Islam in the Arabian Peninsula when women were active participants in
Islamic jurisprudence, religion is now exclusively a male domain, not just in
Pakistan but a majority of other Muslim societies. Because of religion’s omnipotence
in determining cultural norms in Islamic societies, this lack of participation leaves
deep-rooted patriarchal notions unchecked and unchallenged. As Mernissi suggests:
The answer without doubt is to be found in the time-mirror wherein
the Muslim [man] looks at himself to foresee his future. The image of
‘his’ woman will change when he feels the pressing need to root his
future in a liberating memory. Perhaps the woman should help him do
this through daily pressure for equality, thereby bringing him into a
fabulous present. (Mernissi, 1991: 195)
Patriarchy has retained its hold on Sheherpind because men have refused to foresee a
future with more liberated roles for women. Even though compelled by economic
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incentives, pursuit of education will ultimately change this dynamic, as women
would gradually lose their economic, social and physical dependency on a male
protector and provider. In other words, Sheherpind women themselves will help
reshuffle the barriers they have historically helped to sustain.
Fertility Transition
Chapter three of this research lays out the complex social context behind a definitive
fertility shift in Sheherpind whereby younger women are having fewer children than
their older generations. This decline in fertility has deep-rooted social and economic
impact on the village, as families sacrifice their typically large desired family size to
maximize survival in a declining economy—but this change at the village level has
impact on the national stage as well.
Abbasi-Shavazi, et al, (2009) contend that the conventional wisdom
regarding population decline is that developing countries make slower progress on
population control and only societies open to western logic that population growth is
detrimental to economic growth effectively control population expansion. The World
Bank and the IMF says Abbasi-Shavazi (2009:2), combine economic reform
packages with aggressive family planning initiatives—a model that has worked
outstandingly in Japan, South Korea and Singapore but such development models do
not explain even faster fertility decline in politically isolated nations such as Iran.
Fertility transitions could occur in various ways and that there is a wide variation in
the pace and timing of the transitions (Cosio-Zavala, 1999). Empirical data collected
in contrasting economic and cultural environments indicates that the relationship
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between economic development and women’s fertility is complicated. Many
theoretical frameworks however, attempt to explain the relationship regardless of the
understanding that social science has not conclusively replaced ‘the demographic
transition model’ with a viable alternative (Hirschman, 1994).
Notestein (1945) was the first to propose the demographic transition theory
by relating fertility reduction with modernization, urbanization, industrialization, and
education. Although questioned and amended, this model has been at the core of new
empirical research that supports the notion that fertility decline is initiated at varying
levels of development and could not be triggered by one particular indicator (CosioZavala, 1999).
Development itself as a driving force to compel fertility change in societies
has not been conclusively linked through data collected in developing societies
(Cleland and Wilson, 1987). Social scientists, who are convinced of the catalytic role
played by developmental processes in triggering fertility control, continue to be
conflicted on the precise variables and processes involved (Bongaarts and Watkins,
1996).
Analyzing the substantial fertility decline in developing economies across
Asia, Africa and Latin America over the past decades, McNicoll (1981) revealed
some ‘institutional’ factors responsible for the differences in the pace and the timing
of fertility transitions in cases such as rural China. These factors include the
effectiveness of public policy initiatives in the form of family planning campaigns or
easy access to reproductive health services in facilitating fertility decline as in the
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case of Bangladesh and India (Robinson, 2001; Cleland and others, 1994). Caldwell
(1982) highlights the role of social development indicated by a rise in educational
levels and improved health patterns as reflected in life expectancy as a contributing
factor as well. Cosio-Zavala (1999) accepts the predictive value of such indicators,
but suggests that different familial systems and gender hierarchies must also be
studied to explain differences in reproductive behavior, especially as it impacts
social development (Malhotra and others, 1995; Dyson and Moore, 1983; Jejeebhoy,
2001; Kazi and Sathar, 2001;Visaria, 1996, Kabeer, 1985). Hence, study of
reproductive behavior must focus on individual level data, related to gendered
positionalities in a system, and connecting it with specific cultural context (Malhotra
and others, 1995; Dyson and Moore, 1983; Miller, 1997). Microeconomic theories of
Gary Becker (1972), Easterlin (1978), and Caldwell (1982) develop models of
individual decision-making and how generations relate to each other—this focus on
the ‘individual’ and its place in society has served to illuminate very intricate details
about fertility transitions in societies.
Sheherpind women exemplify the complexity of fertility decision-making in
a patriarchal system. But the gradual decline in population growth rates across three
generations is reflective of the change in the rest of Pakistan as well. For four
decades past its creation, Pakistan confounded social scientists by maintaining a high
rate of fertility. The high population growth rate was not in line with regional trends
where neighboring countries including Sri Lanka, India, and Bangladesh were
effectively checking their population size. The UN-Population Fund in its 2005
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annual report indicates that the fertility transition expected as early as the 1960s
finally began in the 1990s in Pakistan with a moderate but definitive reduction in
average fertility. Kazi and Sathar (2001) suggest that Pakistan’s total fertility rate
(TFR) remained above six births per woman during the two decades between 196080. Beginning in the 1990s, however, the fertility rate dipped below six births per
woman for the first time. Pakistan Fertility and Family Planning Survey (1996–97)
found a TFR of 5.3 for the period 1992–96. Some of the most persuasive evidence
for a fertility decline comes from trends in contraceptive use. During the 1980s,
fewer than 10 percent of married women in Pakistan practiced contraception
(Casterline, 2001). By 1991 that figure had risen to 12 percent, and by 1995 to 18
percent. Population center review, conducted in 1996 and 1997 reveals that about 24
percent of married women were using contraception. Women in urban areas were
about twice as likely as women in rural areas to use contraception; this is still the
case as indicated by the Pakistan Demographic survey of 2007.
Jejeebhoy and Sathar (2001) showcase the fertility decline in Pakistan in their
book ‘Fertility Transition in South Asia’. Citing demographic data from different
studies, they link an average decline in mortality, along with an improvement in
social and economic conditions with considerable fertility decline in a short period of
time. Pakistan does not fit this model because even as mortality rates were stabilized
in the 1950s, fertility rates remained high in all four provinces. For Jejeebhoy and
Zeba Sathar (2001), the most significant factor working to thwart changes in fertility
was the dramatically low status of women in Pakistani society. This is where the role
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of the individual as a decision maker, so emphasized by Malhotra (1995) plays a
critical part. As described by the personal narratives of Sheherpind women,
patriarchy is still the predominant social structure in Pakistani society and men
exercise reproductive decision-making at the household level. The nature of fertility
transition in Pakistan could best be explained by A.J.Coale’s (1973: 39) summary of
the findings of the Princeton “European Fertility Transition” project. He establishes
three preconditions for the adaptation to a new mode of behavior, first is readiness,
second willingness and third is ability. Cosio-Zavala (1999) describe the concept in
this manner:
“The notion of readiness refers to advantages for the actor, i.e. to the
micro-economic cost-benefit evaluation of the advantages of reducing
fertility at the familial or individual level. Willingness refers to
normative acceptability and legitimacy of the new behavior. Ability
refers to the accessibility of these innovations”.
For rural women in villages like Sheherpind, the readiness based on economic logic
(Cosio-Zaala, 1999) is increasingly becoming a new reality just as ‘ability’ to access
reproductive health services is also improving with significant results. But the gains
made towards fertility control are not fully grounded because the ‘willingness’ and
normative legitimacy has not yet been achieved. A majority of Sheherpind residents
believe that men are supposed to make fertility-related decisions This gap in
‘willingness’ is highlighted by the consistently high ‘desired family size’ indicated in
this research. In other words, fertility transition in Sheherpind is occurring without
changing a key social development indicator, which is the improvement in the status
of women in society. But perhaps this perceptual acceptance and ‘willingness’ will
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occur with time as women gain more skills and relative levels of equity with their
male counterparts.
Casterline (2001) has observed that economic stability during the 1960s
through the 1980s in Pakistan, allowed families to grow unrestricted in accordance
with cultural practices without fear of financial depravity. The common perceptions
regarding family planning were problematic as well until the government initiated an
organized family planning campaign in the 1980s. Not only did people perceive
contraception as culturally inappropriate, the social, psychological, and cultural costs
of contraceptive use was also perceived to be higher than the cost of additional
births.
That unchecked growth in numbers was halted by economic decline. A
steady decline in national economic growth and repeated failures of democratic
governance in the past two decades has made people much more aware of the costs
of raising a large family. A flourishing mass media has also helped people imagine a
more prosperous future for their children even if their own socioeconomic outlook is
dismal in a struggling economy. This hope for a better future for children allows
parents to consider a cost-benefit analysis pertaining to the number of children they
can financially provide for. Where urbanization is taking root, nuclear families are
breaking away from the influence of the kin based extended family structure, but
patriarchal norms shared by men and women alike are keeping gender roles largely
intact. Reflecting these societal changes, the ideal family size at the national level in
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Pakistan shrunk from 4.1 children in 1991 to 3.6 children in 1995 and currently
stands at 3.4 (Pakistan Demographic Survey, 2007).
Sathar and Casterline (2001) believe that public and private family planning
services have not played a large enough role in triggering fertility changes in the
1990s—especially as mostly urban women had easy access to services. My work in
Sheherpind indicates that the question of ‘access or ability’ has been well addressed
by public and private health care providers. The average distance to a doctor or a
lady health visitor is approximately three miles even in the most remote sections of
the village. However, easier access only marginally impacts family planning
behavior among couples. While purdah and other prevailing cultural norms impede
women’s communication with a health care provider on sensitive issues such as
contraception, married couples are not opposed to traveling to a larger city to seek
the help they need.
It is my conclusion that without the perceptual shift in women’s position in
society, it will be difficult for a sustainable fertility transition to occur in Pakistan.
This assertion is reinforced by Jejeebhoy’s (2001) observation that the demand for
children must fall further for population growth to wane significantly in Pakistan.
The ideal family size, while lower than in past decades, remains well above
replacement levels.
From a policy perspective, the government of Pakistan needs to move beyond
‘family planning’ messages and develop cohesive policy initiatives to address
women’s subordination and high rates of gender inequity in the society. Most
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particularly, reproductive health and fertility related programs must address women
as active participants in the decision-making process and challenge the common
perception that women’s bodies are ‘owned’ by their patriarchal male relations.
Youth Bulge
The largest segment of Sheherpind’s population is in the 15-35 years age group.
Sheherpind’s district administrator has shared that one in every six current resident
of the area is an able-bodied youth that is, or shortly will be, looking for employment
and livelihood opportunities for themselves. The federal Ministry of Youth Affairs in
Pakistan releases a Labor Force Survey that has recently revealed that between 200607 and 2008-2009, there was an increase of 1.8 million in the cohort of youth
population. The New Growth Framework for Pakistan developed by the
government’s planning commission in 2011, points that the proportion of people
under the age of 30 years is 68% of the population. A majority of this group is
graduating into the labor force and the size of the workforce is increasing at an
alarming rate of 3% annually. Given these statistics, Pakistan is experiencing what
demographers call a ‘youth bulge’.
Developing countries have undergone a steady demographic transition in
recent years, compelling analysts, and policy makers to pay close attention to rapidly
altering demographic of working age and youth population—this change is called a
‘demographic dividend’. Demographic analysts in Asia and Africa have stressed the
significance of population’s age structure because it impacts development
opportunities at the national and international stage and plays a major role in security
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and governance challenges. The “youth bulge” theory itself has only recently
become a more relevant argument. Its adherents see a combination of large male
youth population, graphically represented as a youth bulge in a population pyramid
with a lack of regular, peaceful employment opportunities as a risk pool for violence
and unrest. The youth bulge phenomenon provides significant challenges for
Pakistan. UNDP estimated in its 2009 assessment that more than one-third of
Pakistani youth lives in urban areas and their share is expected to reach 50% by
2030. Compared with other growing economies in the region, Pakistan has the larger
proportion (32%) of uneducated youth with no vocational and life skills and those
who end up in elementary occupations or remain unemployed or inactive with
females forming the majority. This emphasizes the need for ‘youth’ specific policies
in economic growth programs. With 165 million people, Pakistan is today the sixth
most populous country in the world. Between 1975 and 2005, the country’s
population more than doubled, and the UN estimates that another 54 million people
will be added in the next 15 years. Around the early 2040s, Pakistan would surpass
Brazil and Indonesia to become the fourth most populous country in the world after
China, India and the US (UNDP, 2009).
According to recent projections made by the US Census Bureau, the
population of Pakistan in 2010 is estimated to be 177,276,594 and the active youth
(53,265,671) contributes to 30% of the total projected population. This youth bulge
is not inherently dangerous, but when governments are unable to foster work
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opportunities and platforms for expression and engagements, or the prospects of
stability, youth bulge can exacerbate the risks of conflict.
Xenos et al. (1999) suggest that Pakistan is not alone in facing a growing
number of youth populations. Sixty-two countries around the globe are ranked as
‘very young’ as two-thirds of their populations are under the age of thirty. A majority
of these nations are developing economies such as parts of the Middle East, where 60
percent of the population is under twenty-five, and very susceptible to youth-bulgerelated civil strife. With generally low levels of development, countries with a very
young age structure are consistently the most likely to face major challenges. When
countries that experienced new conflict in 1970s, 1980s and 1990s were crossreferenced with their age structure at the beginning of each of those decades, very
young structures were found to have the strongest correlation with occurrences of
civil conflict. In 1990s, countries with a very young structure were three times more
likely to experience conflict than countries with a mature structure. Between 1970
and 1999, around 80 percent of all new outbreaks of civil conflicts occurred in
countries in which 60 percent or more of the population was under age 30 (Jackson
and Howe, 2008).
Over the next two decades, Pakistan will have around 85 million more
citizens. Educating, feeding and caring for so many children will be a daunting task
for a society struggling to satisfy the needs of its population (Arif and Chauhadry,
2008). Each year growing numbers of active youth will be the work hunters, idle,
suppressed and politically and socially alienated or frustrated for want of a decent
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place in the society. The most urgent policy direction Pakistan needs to adopt is to
ensure steady fertility decline in Pakistan, extract dividend through educational
attainment, and effective measures to absorb a growing labor force (Arif and
Chauhadry, 2008). The ongoing demographic transition has visible implications for
achievement of the Millennium Development Goals in Pakistan. The current Growth
Rate is 2.05 percent and total Fertility Rate (TFR) is 3.5 per woman. Life expectancy
in Pakistan is 64.18 for male and 67.9 for females (Pakistan Demographic Survey,
2009). Pakistan has the total labor force of 54.92 million and is the 9th largest
country in the world with respect of the size of its labor force in 2010. Dramatic
social changes have led to rapid urbanization and the emergence of mega cities.
During 1990–2003, Pakistan sustained its historical lead as the second most
urbanized nation in South Asia with city dwellers making up 36% of its population.
Furthermore, 50% of Pakistanis now reside in towns of 5,000 people or more
(UNDP, 2009).With stakes getting higher because of the youth bulge, Pakistan could
benefit from its young population otherwise the unutilized opportunity could result
into social devastation. Despite the enactment of a National Youth Policy, the
government has yet to recognize the urgency of youth development in Pakistan –
both as risks and dividends. For Sheherpind, a growing number of male youth who
are struggling to fulfill their aspirations means even more gender based discord as
more women attempt to enter the workforce. This competition for resources would
disadvantage young women who are already navigating a patriarchal society and
have only limited access to financial resources.
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Religious and Cultural Extremism
Observations about the ‘youth bulge’ in Pakistan must be made with caution because
the phenomenon itself is not an accurate predictor of social strife, or extremism.
Conflict springs out of far more complex and intertwined set of factors, and
demographic shift is one among many such factors. Arif and Chaudhry (2008)
believe that the absence of a concerted effort on behalf of the Pakistani government
to channel the youth energy and engage in development-oriented policies has
resulted in unintended consequences. Large numbers of young men and women are
entering the workforce without the tools to deal with the challenges of an evolving
competitive environment across the globe. The remaining numbers are not able to
enter the job market at all because they become school dropouts, or fail to get
adequate life or vocational skills. This leaves them with very few opportunities to
choose livelihood and employment opportunities.
Despite evidence of improving standard of living in villages like Sheherpind,
Southern Punjab’s Saraiki-speaking belt is still mired in choking poverty and
underdevelopment. This lack of prosperity, coupled with a rising number of
dissatisfied youth who have a window to the outside world through television and the
Internet, but no prospects for social mobility is a problematic matter of global
consequence. Changing traditions, alternating sustenance patters; particularly the
loss of traditional patronage structure in this part of the country has left many
residents perturbed and dissatisfied. These patronage structures typically included
religious Sufi Pirs and feudal landlords, who once protected the basic needs of their
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citizens and delivered simple justice. As liberating as the disbursement of these
structures could be for individual growth and prosperity, the change has left a void
that could easily be filled by religious extremist elements (Schmidt, 2011). Such
militant factions of religious parties are finding fertile ground in Southern Punjab to
spread their ideology and recruit new militants.
Southern Punjab comprises of villages like Sheherpind where agriculture still
provides a big chunk of local livelihoods with few other viable industries.
Traditionally, large landowners who outsource their farming to tenant farmers have
dominated the economies of these areas—leading to some of the highest rates of
bonded labor in Pakistan. Most of such labor is concentrated in agriculture, brick
kilns, and carpet weaving. The long existing system of the feudal chief is gradually
waning but new farming patterns and limited opportunity for other occupations can
just not support the region’s labor pool.
Socio-economic data collected at the national level, testifies to the
impoverishment and deprivation rampant in South Punjab. With iniquitous land
distribution and dismal growth of economic opportunities for the local population,
the region offers a sharp contrast to northern and central Punjab where development
efforts have largely been concentrated (Kepel, 2002). Industrialization, growth of
private education facilities and the rise of the middle class are only gradually become
a reality in Southern Punjab but the local populace is acutely aware of their
deprivation.
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Gilles Kepel (2002) observes that southern Punjab has witnessed two
conflictual yet interrelated trends in recent times. First, the rise of Islamism through a
network of sectarian madrassas that train militants and mercenaries alike; and
scattered yet influential social movements around the issues of linguistic identity and
livelihoods. Hassan Abbas (2005) believes that Wahhabi and Salafi philosophy
backed by powerful financing networks in Arabia are taking advantage of Southern
Punjab’s impoverishment and cultivating a form of militant Islamism that challenges
the popular Sufi culture embedded in this region’s cultural mores—paving the way
for militancy and conflict. The massive wealth financing this indoctrination of
Pakistani youth affords a sophisticated regime of economic incentives to address the
lack of public entitlements and other issues of social justice that government after
government in Pakistan has failed to address (Abbas, 2005). In the middle of issues
pertaining to militancy and restlessness, the people of Southern Punjab are
continuing to raise an ever-louder voice against livelihood struggles and the quest for
a regional identity. This year alone, the government has had to acknowledge the need
for a separate Saraiki province—a demand long ignored by the more powerful
political voices in North Punjab. The Saraiki language and its submerged identity is
now a rallying point for most living in the southern most districts of the region.
From a policy standpoint, the nature of changes in Southern Punjab should
serve as a wake up call for Pakistan and the international community that has failed
to intervene in this region for decades. The national government because of its
inadequacies and failures and the international development community because of
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its failure to recognize Southern Punjab’s strategic significance have left the region
open for an invasion from extremist factions. In my own seven years of service with
US based agencies for international development, I have never yet been able to
design or implement a project in this region because the ‘aid business’ is closely tied
with changing opinions where it matters i.e. militarized zones in FATA where the
anti-west sentiment is really high. Unfortunately, South Punjab is on the brink of
becoming one such militarized zone where opposition to western ideologies runs
deep.
It is, however, not too late to change course. Extremism and religious
militancy has not yet taken root in villages like Sheherpind. A shift away from more
moderate ‘Barailvi’ Sufism to a Wahabi Islam has serious consequences for
modernity and women’s rights in Sheherpind. Any interpretation of faith that dictates
even stricter rules for mobility and participation in economic activities for women
will impede all efforts to help women peacefully navigate the patriarchal culture. The
government of Pakistan failed to check the growth of religious extremism in FATA,
resulting in enormous damages to educational infrastructure and women’s political
participation. With more diligent efforts to channel the youth energy in Sheherpind
and the rest of South Punjab, this region could be a trend setter in advancement in
grassroots level education and progressive social momentum.
Conclusion
I set out to study my own village with some big questions in mind; how do
Sheherpind women define modernity? Is modernity visible in the streets and corners
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my father and his forefathers for several generations called home? How do women
perceive and define modernity? And to what extent do women’s perception and
understanding of modernity translate into personal autonomy? Recognizing
modernity to be a limitless concept with a plethora of different meanings, I focused
on women’s educational attainment and fertility related decision-making as two
fundamental markers for signs of modernity driven social change (Qazi and Sathar,
2001). Inspired by Roger and Patricia Jeffery’s work in South Asia (1993) through
which they attempt to find ethnographic linkages between women’s education,
fertility, and autonomy—I modeled my research to see if Sheherpind would offer
evidence to accept or reject any possible correlation.
The answers are varied and often contradictory. Sheherpind women are
acutely aware of the changing village. The change, as they pointed to me is
everywhere. The homes look different; clothing and attire are changing; the local
food culture is diversifying; televisions, cell phones and computers are no longer
novel objects; and, most importantly, the dynamics of social hierarchies are shifting.
The generational gap is acutely visible. From most physical markers of
modernization such as new roads, increased commercial activity, rise in the influx of
media, improved educational and health infrastructure, and better living conditions,
Sheherpind is making strides towards becoming an urban community. Modernization
is sowing its seeds, but as Salvador et al. (2010) has pointed out, the nature of this
modernity is not fashioned on a western model. Instead, it follows a unique path
conceptualized emically and operationalized locally.
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Sheherpind women’s education has an inverse relationship with fertility in
the sense that both processes facilitate social change that is conducive to
modernization. The study supports the assertion that modernity and women’s
autonomy, freedom and gender-based equity do not have a linear relationship in
societies like Sheherpind. Women recognize modernity as a break from tradition, a
new way of conducting life’s business and acknowledge that that shift is well on its
way. In Sheherpind, there are varying levels of acceptance for this change primarily
determined by generation. However, the community as a whole mistrusts western
ideas and models of modernity. Instead, the society is casting its local version of
modernity to create an acceptable space and pace for growth in women’s education,
their prospects for gainful employment, an increase in the average age for marriage,
and gradual reduction in fertility rates.
Two equally powerful forces driving these shifts in acceptable behavior in
Sheherpind are clearly evident. First, the community is experiencing an explicit force
compelling a patriarchal society to alter its customs and give women the opportunity
to attain some education—that force is ‘survival’. Declining economy, an unstable
political structure, and flailing agricultural infrastructure are synergistically making
societies reconsider the bounds of conservative norms and make room for religiously
and culturally sanctioned changes that are only occurring over a long period of time
and at a slow pace. In other words, women are going to school, envisioning
previously un-chartered career paths, and participating in reproductive health
initiatives not out of some outright need for neutralizing or even challenging
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patriarchy but more because the culture itself has come to terms with the needs of the
time. This coming to terms with reality is gradual, is designed to occur with as little
damage to the village’s identity as possible and hinges heavily upon the promise of
prosperity education brings to them.
Second, the more implicit driving force behind changes in Sheherpind is
women’s sustained ‘bargaining with patriarchy’—a process that I believe is both
agentive and courageous but is not verbalized by women in any overt manner
(Kandiyoti, 1988). These behind the scenes negotiations, occurring over several
generations, have resulted in women gaining ground and finding pathways to
progression that do not defy the norms but help to amend them. The fact that
women’s narratives shared in this study seem complicit with patriarchal gender roles
and even appear to defend these roles at times must not take away from the inherent
agency they present in their quest for a better future as they continue to guard their
culture’s individuality. Clearly, Sheherpind women have definitive goals for the
future; one such goal is economic stability and prosperity. At a subaltern level, they
do aspire to at least strike a fair productive balance with forces of patriarchy without
having to reinvent their entire cultural makeup. The difference lies in the fact that
some goals are easily verbalized and others are better visualized and unspoken.
Perhaps verbalizing a feminist desire to address gender-based inequalities in any
cultural setting is a matter of privilege and opportunity. Sheherpind women have not
yet found that comfortable environment so easily available to women in western
societies where they can denounce the system they live in and pledge to reorient
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society. But time and education would pave the way for the current generation of
women to negotiate even more outstanding paths to success for their daughters than
the parent generation of women did for me and other women in my cohort.
Both the Sheherpind community and I hope that education will continue to
serve as that radical change that could bring prosperity and social justice to Pakistani
society. But the pattern of change in Sheherpind is so heavily founded on an
economic imperative that if the promised prosperity does not come about as a result
of increased investment in education, the outlook is likely to be gloomy. Pakistan has
seen a steady decline in its economy, the rule of law is failing to prevail itself and
with demographic transitions occurring more swiftly than the resources available in
the country, Pakistan’s youth is set-up for a steep climb to prosperity. This belief that
education will serve as a carrier for class and status related mobility has paid great
dividends for the society in general and women in particular. But I hesitate to predict
what would happen when the current generation of school going girls and boys are
unable to find the jobs and partners in marriage that their parents believed would
result from investing in their education. For this generation of women, getting
educated is a state of being and is irreversible. In fact, I am convinced that every girl
child going to school will envision a future where all daughters are educated without
reason or reward but losing the economic imperative to collectively pursue
educational attainment in a patriarchal system would perhaps become harder to
negotiate.
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Sheherpind’s unique model of modernity offers a conundrum and raises the
question; is modernity reversible? What happens when social change triggered by
economic need does not pan out? Dipankar Gupta (2001) has problematized
modernity in India and describes it as a ‘Mistaken Modernity’ still distorted by caste
divisions, corrupt and despotic power structures and incomplete secularization. His
assessment of modern behavior in Indian society is that it falls short of a western
model of modernity, which is in contrast to Ashish Nandi’s assertion that western
modernity is only a ‘digested form of another civilization’ that gate-crashed through
the larger Indian culture but is not strong enough to over power India’s true self
(1988: 218). Perhaps both perspectives apply to Sheherpind in the sense that
modernity is not fully rooted in the cultural fiber yet; or more accurately that the
local culture is too powerful to be entirely overtaken by any western model. But
Sheherpind and other rural communities in Pakistan will continue to find new
pathways that take them to positive change. Javed Alam states in ‘Living with
Modernity’:
All that is imaginable under the term modern is not exhausted by
what we have as the embodied form. (Alam, 2000:7).
Evidence of social change in Sheherpind is conclusive. But the progression could
halt or reverse itself if public policy measures are not in place to take advantage of
the fertility transition and youth bulge occurring in Sheherpind and across Pakistan.
Strangely, what I struggled to find in the village is my own place as a native
ethnographer. As anyone who returns to their native land after years in a new
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environment, I found myself trapped between the desire to see change and a
concealed hope to discover nothing had changed in my absence. I now believe that
what has changed the most is my own worldview and sense of identity. Most at odds
with my quest for ‘emic’ perspectives was my perceived identity as a western
educated Anthropologist and a women’s rights advocate. It affects me deeply that I
used to be able to own all the narratives, beliefs and rationales women were sharing
with me. As a part of that culture, I had accepted that my brothers were better than
me, that a woman’s true place is in a marriage and that men must enjoy superior
gender roles because that’s how God envisioned it. Over the course of my education
in the US however, I have had to question, challenge and even discard most of these
beliefs because advocating for women means believing in their equality. Conducting
fieldwork in Sheherpind, I had moments of frustration hearing and recording
narratives that so explicitly challenged my feminist beliefs.
There is a certain irony in the way my contrived/adapted beliefs seemed to
clash with the worldview I shared for most of my life despite clearly understanding
that it is the only reality for my informants. That inner strife is perhaps a testament to
the struggle all native ethnographers can relate to. But it has made me aware of the
confines of my own ‘mistaken modernity’ that takes its cues from a western
discourse on women’s agentive and collective movement to challenge patriarchy.
The benefit of long-term imbedded research is the acceptance and insight that comes
only with sustained and intimate interaction with a community. I accept and
appreciate the wisdom Sheherpind women have and can easily conclude that even
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though their model of ‘agency’ is not taught in western classrooms—it is effective
and an instrument for modernity.
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